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ABSTRACT

This study is an attempt firstly, to explain the phenomenal increase both in the activity of collecting and the range of material that is now collected in Britain. It does this by exploring the contexts of change over the last twenty years. This change it is argued has led to a culture of social and material insecurity in which collecting is used for the creation and defence of identity. The social theory of Guy Debord is employed as an underlying philosophy in which contemporary popular collecting is interpreted as a passive situationist response to a society driven by market forces. The social world and values of collectors are explored through their clubs, which it is asserted, comprise an alternative society or environment, one in which a legitimisation of their activities and preferences can be made and in which they develop a complimentary reality. Secondly, it compares private popular collecting with that of museums, finding both potential and need for a closer relationship. It is argued that as collectors develop in sophistication, museums can partially redefine themselves through them. There are a number of areas in which collectors and museums are increasingly overlapping. Museums it is argued, should take advantage of this and the current boom in collecting by valuing collectors in the wider community. This would help museums comply with focused collecting policies and allow staff more time to concentrate on other areas such as community activities. Museums and collectors it is ultimately argued, should converge to form a symbiotic knowledge sharing nexus, thus strengthening and deepening communal bonds, acting as an anchor in a changing and diversifying museum profession and a socially atomised society.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Collecting is an activity which is much acknowledged but little understood. Only in recent years has any concerted study been undertaken (see Chapter Two). It has variously been regarded as a child’s activity which should be outgrown at puberty, a form of adult relaxation which encourages diversity of interest and calms an overexerted mind or (in extremity) an unhealthy obsession or fetishism which clearly signifies a surrogate for some character or personality defect. Recent research (see Chapter Two) has helped to explore the contingencies of collecting and has placed it more accurately in its social and economic context. The kind of collecting this study is concerned with is not the rarefied world of antiques or fine art, but that which is obtainable, affordable and appealing to the majority of people. Such ‘popular’ collecting is now so widespread that none of the conventional wisdom will suffice to explain it. The present study is intended to compliment the major works of very recent years on collecting and to open up the possibilities it holds for the future of human interaction with objects. If, as it is often asserted it is important to have a hobby, it is also important to understand as fully as possible the nature of how and why it affects us.

Framework

The thrust of this study is based on the following premise: objects are a language, collecting is a dialect of that language and like any language it can be used to make many meanings. The study is concerned with two main themes. Firstly, it is argued that contemporary collecting is a social dynamic given impetus by the socio-political and socio-cultural changes of the last twenty years. The social theory of Guy Debord is used as a philosophical framework in this respect (see Chapter Three). Collecting is presented as the means by which an alternative society or environment is created for the collector. This enables the collector to justify and make sense of the world. This will place collecting in a wider cultural context.
Secondly, the reality of and potential for museum-collector interaction is discussed. The nature of collecting at an individual and institutional level is considered by comparing, contrasting and contextualising their relative merits, whilst positing the potential for inclusion of 'the popular' of the private collector in the professional world of the museum.

The aims of the thesis therefore, are to demonstrate the rise of and interest in contemporary popular collecting; to explain how the use of objects via the practice of collecting are used to construct alternative identities as a means of coping with social change; to place collecting in a wider socio-cultural context, thus ascribing to it the importance which it deserves both sociologically and museologically and to argue convincingly for a greater co-operation between museums and collectors in the best interests of the material collected. This includes arguing for the widest knowledge sharing nexus, as part of the continuing evolution of museums and for the strongest possible cross-cultural base for the promotion of objects in a society which is becoming increasingly technocratic and exclusive rather than inclusive.

Methodology

The primary research for this study consists of correspondence, questionnaires, conversation, participant observation and taped testimony with individual collectors (details are given in Appendix Two) and various collectors' clubs and museums. Two clubs, the United Kingdom Spoon Collectors and the Leicestershire Collectors' Clubs were chosen as case studies. Four others related to the collection of brewery ephemera were studied via correspondence and examination of their organisations publications. In addition, the newsletters and magazines of nearly fifty different collecting organisations were used which enabled specific points to be made, such as value judgements, notions of 'worth', collecting vocabulary etc. (see Chapter Six and Appendix 3). Data was collected from 196 local authority and 126 independent museums via questionnaires. This is both quantitative and qualitative (see Appendix One). Because of the original nature of the study, it was decided that a solely quantitative (tick box) survey would not be sufficient. The need to elicit opinion from museum practitioners (especially) and collectors was felt to be important and so using
the method of triangulation (Cohen and Manion, 1994:233-245) a questionnaire was
designed that facilitated this.

Because of the contemporary nature of the subject, other secondary sources in
addition to the usual academic texts have been used. These are primarily the following
three categories: 1). popular literature such as large format 'coffee table' books,
collectors manuals, price guides and the publications of collectors' clubs; 2). television
and radio programmes dealing with collecting and material culture. These serve to
illustrate the fin de siècle burgeoning of fascination with collecting; 3). Newspaper and
magazine articles which complement the above. The diversity of the material used
helps locate collecting in its widest possible social context and thus provides a fully
contextualised view.

A note on postmodernism

This study is centred on the present whilst drawing on the recent past and
hypothesising on the near future. It is modernist because it seeks to: 'change
individuals perceptions...and strives to promote (and explain) social transformation'
(Kellner, 1995:160). It is also largely concerned with the here and now, hence the title
of 'contemporary collecting'. 'Contemporary' in this sense can be equated with
'modernist', because many of the newly collected objects under this heading have
acquired cultural and other values as a result of ongoing social transformation. It is
argued that collectibles are subconsciously used as a control mechanism to regulate the
flow of assimilation of change in the individual. It is equally postmodernist in that it is
influenced by the cultural theories of Guy Debord and Jean Baudrillard and is open to
the widest possible interpretation. That is to say, the boundaries which might usually
be held to define the scope of a subject (e.g. collecting as a purely psychological
condition) have been removed in order to allow a full examination of other
possibilities. This could be criticised as failing to define any boundaries or parameters
at the outset, but it is employed as a democratic approach in that the subject can be
examined, like a glass prism, from each and every angle.
It is acknowledged that the term ‘postmodern’ has varying definitions, but that proffered by Douglas Kellner offers a useful basic conception of it:

‘...the discourse of the postmodern is a cultural and theoretical construct, not a thing or a state of affairs. That is, there are no phenomena that are intrinsically “postmodern” which the theorist can then describe.’ (Kellner, 1995:47)

‘Rather than taking postmodernity as a new cultural totality, I would thus argue that it makes more sense to interpret the many facets of the postmodern as an emergent cultural trend in contrast to residual traditional values and practices still operative and a dominant capitalist modernity defined as the project of the hegemony of capital whereby commodification, individualism fragmentation, reification and consumer culture are still key constituents of the modern age.’ (Kellner, 1995:256)

Overview

Since the challenge of the heritage industry in the 1980’s, museums have been rapidly changing. Increasingly, museums are ceasing to be the sole provider and interpreter of heritage culture. They are becoming only one in a range of entertainment or educational institutions which offer such a service. The heritage industry since the 1980’s and more recently organised collectors’ groups are becoming increasingly sophisticated, in some cases even eclipsing the work of museums.

If museum curators were asked twenty years ago to define their role and responsibilities, they would probably not have had to think too hard. Today, there would be a lot more scratching of heads and any such definition would very likely vary from museum to museum. Museums have traditionally variously been seen as repositories for the rare, delicate and valuable and as a dumping ground for unwanted junk (Hewison, 1987; Lumley, 1988; Borg, 1991; Kenyon, 1992; Samuel, 1995). Collection policies and mission statements in today’s museums are periodically drawn up to define the role of the museum in its community and to limit its collecting focus (Davies, 1996:38). In some cases, museums have almost stopped collecting. Acquisition is now more often viewed as a burden than an asset. How and why has this come about? What does it mean in a wider context? Also, if museums are far more
reluctant to collect now, who is collecting and what is their position in relation to museums? These questions are herein addressed.

The museum versus heritage industry debate of the 1980's with its attendant establishment infighting, has tended to obscure the wider social burgeoning of public fascination with collectible things. Importantly, these things have proved to be largely *not* what museums have traditionally collected or displayed. They vary from beer cans to cartoon memorabilia; from airline sick bags to the give-away plastic toys used by MacDonalds to entice parents to buy their children's meals and from Christmas cracker novelties to pulp fiction of the 1940's and 50's.

The great auction houses such as Sotheby's, Christie's and Phillip's, now hold regular sales of trade union badges, pop memorabilia and lifestyle material which would have been anathema to them twenty years ago. The value (aesthetically and financially) of almost any seemingly innocuous and worthless piece of paper or plastic, can now be found to have a collector or collectors' organisation based on it. Why? Are 'People's Shows' (in which the collections of the individual are collectively displayed in the museum) enough of a museum response? It can be argued, as many museums have done, that popular collecting represents nothing more than a *fin de siècle* fad which should be ignored. However, nothing arises in a vacuum and the context which gives rise to it should be explored, if for nothing else, than to document the concerns and mindset of large sections of society at the end of an epoch.

In Chapter Two, the most salient literature to have been written on collecting theory will be discussed, whilst Chapter Three discusses the social theory which underpins much of the study. Chapter Four begins with a brief historical overview of the origins of popular collecting before addressing some of the social, cultural, political and economic forces which have engendered the rise of popular collecting. Its significance as a symptom of social anxiety places it in a wider sociological context and lends weight to the notion of collecting as a 'serious' activity. Chapter Five addresses how the collecting impulse rises in our consciousness. It begins with historical examples, then discusses contemporary ones showing how objects are used to make a material
statement of the self. Chapter Six begins with a discussion on gender in collecting which is then incorporated into case studies of male and female collector's clubs. An example of a collected object (model vehicles) is also used to illustrate the meaning of the collected to the collector, thus demonstrating the individuality of the object in its meaning and interpretation. Chapter Seven examines the similarities of museums to collectors and proposes a closer working relationship between the two, whilst exploring the tentative museum attempts in this direction. Chapter Eight takes up the issue of client-patron relationships both between collectors and their sources and as an ethical point for museums. It proposes that the similarities between the two constituencies (collectors and museums) should bring them closer together. Chapter Nine concludes that society has a deeper interest base in objects than museums have previously acknowledged. A working alliance it is proposed should be formed with others interested in the interpretation of society through material culture in the best interests of the objects and their availability to a wider public.
CHAPTER 2
CONTEXT AND STUDY

Introduction

In order to place this study of collecting in context, it is necessary to examine the state of relevant literature and critical opinion. From this, the critical approaches to be deployed in this study will emerge. The literature review has been divided into two main areas, academic and popular. The strands and themes are brought together in the conclusion to demonstrate the inter-relational nature of collecting in the literature. The style and structure of the literature review conforms largely to the recommendations of Rudestam and Newton (1992:46-49).

(1) Academic literature

Early literature on collecting was as concerned with children as adults (e.g. Freyer-Burk,1900; Whitely,1929; Witty,1931; Durost,1932), whilst research published on collecting in adults has tended to focus on conventional subjects, e.g. autographs (Joline,1902); books (Currie,1931; Benjamin,1936; Brook,1980; Paton,1988) and coins and stamps (Christ,1965; Bryant,1989; Moskoff,1990; Gelber,1992). Art collecting has a longer and more established pedigree (Rheims,1961; 1975; Cabanne,1963; Baekeland,1981; Alsop,1982; Moulin,1987; Marquis,1991) but is confined largely to traditional conventions of 'high culture'. Some philosophical writing has sought to explore the history of popular collecting in an earlier age (Rigby and Rigby,1944; Gelber,1991) and one important book on the collecting aesthetics of the enlightenment usefully informs our contemporary view of collecting (Pomian,1990). Papers on contemporary popular collecting however, have not been numerous, although one or two have sought to explore it through concentrating on single subjects (e.g. Dannefer,1980;1981 on old cars; Butsch,1984 on model airplanes; Olmsted, 1988;1989 on guns) and some others have sought to codify it (e.g. Danet & Katriel 1989; 1994; Belk & Wallendorf,1994). Equally, other studies have focused on the environments in which collecting or more broadly second-hand object acquisition and human - object interaction takes place (e.g. Maisel,1974; Hermann and Soiffer,1984; McCree,1984; Gordon,1986; Soiffer and Hermann,1987; Glancy,1988;
Others still, have attempted to identify the attachment to objects that individuals feel. This has been attempted from a psychological angle (e.g. Belk, 1988; Lancaster and Foddy, 1988; Dittmar, 1991) and through consumer studies perspectives, both historical (Greenhalgh, 1988, 1989; Briggs, 1990; Richards, 1991; Bennett, 1994) and contemporary (e.g. Csikszentmihalyi & Rochberg-Halton, 1981; Stoller, 1984; Appadurai, 1986; Belk, 1987; 1988a; 1991b; Wallendorf and Arnould, 1988; Assendorf, 1993).

This study will incorporate aspects of much of the above. Weaved throughout however, will be the social theory of Guy Debord's, *Society of The Spectacle* (1967). This is discussed in more depth in Chapter Three. Here it is suffice to say that for Debord, 'the spectacle' is society's image of itself as defined by corporate culture, through marketing and the media, and the hegemony of economy. For Debord, the way we are sold things, concern with consumer preferences, sensitivity to nuances in changing and emerging tastes and the projection of the hyperreal as factual, all serve to distort our sense of the actual. The Debordian thesis sees late capitalist society intensifying its imposition of commodity consumption. In 1990's Britain at least, we now live in an atomised and economic, rather than a social or civil society. The intensification that Debord articulated is now reaching critical mass. In so doing, it has intensified our fascination with and self definition by, objects and material goods. In this sense, much of the literature outlined above fits well in the Debordian model of society.

Over the last ten years in Britain, interest in contemporary collecting has been recognised by some museums. In 1990, the Walsall Museum and Art Gallery staged its first (of three) 'People's Show'. A People's Show is essentially a collective display in a museum environment, of a number of private collections ranging from pencil erasers to pulp fiction (see Chapter Seven). This first initiative was rightly applauded (Suggitt, 1990b; Mullen, 1991). It was though, the 'People's Show Festival' of 1994, involving over fifty museums nation-wide, which generated a literature of participant studies from Leicester University's Department of Museum Studies (Digger, 1995; Fardell; 1995; Lovatt, 1995), one of which (Lovatt, 1995) has now been published.
Arising from this, the museums relationship with the material culture of popular culture (as distinct from social history) has attracted greater attention (Moore, 1997). These studies are important, in that they represent the first attempts to acknowledge the marriage of contemporary popular collecting with museum practice. In so doing, they offer a precedent for a potential realignment of museological imperatives without cultural appropriation (see Chapter Seven).

In 1984, Susan Stewart's *On Longing* was published, which although addressing a wider cultural ambit, included what was perhaps the first postmodernist attempt to deconstruct collecting as a process of mediating experience. The importance of Stewart's work is reflected in the most recent papers on the coveting of commodities. These attribute such desires to a romanticised, idealised or even collective sense of longing (Campbell, 1997; Veenis, 1997). It was only in the 1990's however, that any substantive books on contemporary collecting theory were written, notably Pearce (1992; 1995); Elsner and Cardinal (eds, 1994); Muensterberger (1994) and Belk (1995). These have arisen from four different disciplines: museology, aesthetics, psychoanalysis and consumer studies, whilst a further study (Chibnall, forthcoming), addresses contemporary collecting from a highly theoretical postmodernist position. The approach adopted towards collecting is therefore necessarily conditioned by these parental disciplines. The research contained in this study, draws from and builds upon this substantive literature. The above bring their own distinctive insights to bear on the question of collecting. Their multiple conclusions however, illustrate that collecting is not an easy practice to analyse.

Muensterberger, is a practising psychoanalyst and adopts perhaps the most detached, even aloof position to the collecting question. Some of his observations are based on interviews with ex-patients who are collectors. From this perspective he offers some useful analysis. He concludes that collecting is very much about relieving anxiety and tension (Muensterberger, 1994:253) which is asserted in different ways throughout his book. Being firmly anchored in the psychological field however, he finds it difficult to follow anything other than the classic Freudian line that collecting in adults (at least beyond a certain point), is analy retentive (Baddock, 1989:68-86). He sees it as largely
a reaction to childhood trauma (Muensterberger, 1994:254,255) and views collecting in adults as an ego defence mechanism.

He is not alone in towing the Freudian line (which is now largely outdated). Baudrillard (1994) for instance shares similar views, but many studies of collecting and consumer behaviour suggest a much stronger emphasis on social and cultural factors (Wallendorf and Arnould, 1988; Suggitt, 1990b; Dittmar, 1991; Olmsted, 1991; Pearce, 1992, 1995; Cardinal, 1994; Mullen, 1994; Digger, 1995; Lovatt, 1995). This serves to demonstrate that the complexity of material desire reaches far beyond basic psychology. Collecting, is not necessarily conditioned by living in a consumer society if a world view of the subject is taken, but the western tradition clearly heightens the tendency to consume (Christ, 1965; Csikszentmihalyi and Rochberg-Halton, 1981; Mason, 1981; Herrmann and Soiffer, 1984; Stoller, 1984; Miller, 1987; Nataraajan and Goff, 1991; Moeran and Skov, 1993; Belk, 1995). Muensterberger’s interviewees are also largely art and antiquities collectors. While this of course does not invalidate his analysis of collecting motivations, it does follow on from previous psychological analysis of art collecting (Baekeland 1981) and so places itself in the same narrow confines of the self-professed art connoisseur. This therefore omits any attention to the social and cultural context which opens a veritable panoply of collecting activity and behaviour on a wider social level. It also ignores the wider implications of popular collecting to museums which this study does address.

Belk addresses collecting from a different angle, that of consumer research. Belk sees collecting as: 'consumption writ large' (Belk, 1995:157). The western propensity to conspicuously consume gathered interest throughout the 1980’s (i.e. Mason, 1981, Miller, 1987), but not until Belk, had collecting been examined as an aspect of it. Whilst Muensterberger uses the logic of his training to keep distanced from the subject, Belk objectifies aesthetics into consumables to paint collecting into the canvass of material commodities, maintaining the same rigidity of distance.

Belk argues that in regard to consumption, the museum’s task is to: 'make the familiar strange, so that we may see it freshly and critically' (Belk, 157). This proposes a questioning rather than a celebrating of material culture. This is particularly
salient in the museum context to the People’s Show. Following from Belk’s conclusions however, it is argued in Chapter Seven that People’s Shows should not be seen as an end in themselves, but merely the first step in a closer working relationship with collectors, leading to a greater understanding and valuing of the phenomenon of popular collecting in Britain over the last twenty years. Further, it is argued that the changing nature of consumption, should attribute to collecting, a far wider socio-cultural significance than hitherto.

Belk’s most notable work prior to 1995 was the *Consumer Behaviour Odyssey* (1991b). This was born out of his frustration with the narrowness and conservative nature of consumer research in the 1980’s. Part of his letter to his eventual co-authors, in January 1995 outlines the nature of the investigation:

> *In a nutshell the idea is for a small group of us to travel from coast to coast one summer in order to qualitatively document various buyer and consumer behaviours via videotaped in-situ consumer interviews largely unobtrusive still photos and impressionistic journals. The goal would be to approach people shopping, buying and consuming products and services in a largely unstructured way without a priori hypotheses or quantitative/structured measures and obtain an archive of records for whatever teaching/research/learning purposes we or others could (a posteriori) devise*. (Belk, 1991b:1)

From this project and in conjunction with others, a number of papers were published which sought to give previously functionalist processes wider implications, such as sacred notions of money (with Wallendorf, 1990); the mysteries of possessions (1991a); Christmas materialism (1993); gift giving as love (with Coon, 1993) and importantly, gender and identity in collecting (with Wallendorf, 1994). Belk’s work builds on the important ‘Chicago Project’ undertaken by Csikszentmihalyi and Rochberg-Halton (1981). This sought to elicit the attraction of possessions in people’s homes to which they felt most attached. Together these two studies serve to widen the significance of acquisition behaviour from the purely economic to the socio-economic.

Pearce adopts a far more poetic approach. For instance, Muensterberger accurately concludes that: ‘*acquisitions act as both a palliative and a stimulant*’ (Muensterberger, 1994:252). Pearce though, more aesthetically captures the essence of the conclusion when she refers to collecting as: ‘*the kiss of possession*’
(Pearce, 1995:173). By this she means that there is a sweetness in the process or act of acquisition which gives pleasure, but like the kiss has to be repeated in order to recapture it. In common with Pomian (1990) and Stewart (1984), Pearce uses aesthetics as a levelling device with which to enter the collector's psyche as an objective companion, not as a means by which to prove or reinforce a pre-held condemnation of the practice, as does Muensterberger. Pearce views objects as a material language and collecting as a narrative of the self utilising that language (Pearce, 1995:411). Whereas Muensterberger and Belk treat collecting as the bricks in a wall, Pearce analyses it as the cement which holds them together. She demonstrates the longevity of collecting in the European tradition and sites it squarely in a cultural context, thus questioning the purely psychological analysis it has received from other quarters.

Pomian recognises that in the real world, to be taken seriously, a collection has to have a strong economic value (Pomian, 1990:1). Though he, like Pearce, is concerned with the aesthetics and cultural worth of a thing. What variously delights and disconcerts professionals and the public alike is the great variety of what would until recently have been regarded as rubbish, that now commands monetary value. Pomian though, articulates the counter-value, that is the aesthetic value by juxtaposing the economic 'worth' of an object, 'the visible', with the aesthetic or priceless value, the 'invisible' (Pomian, 1990:20-25). The invisible, the intangible, is the value which can only be accrued by an object once taken out of economic circulation, but it is a value which supersedes the monetary (visible) one, because it is unreachable and therefore indefinable, which is equated as priceless when reinterpreted in material terms. This applies as much to presumed rubbish as to works of art. It is the pursuit of the invisible that collectors engage in, and why more essential material needs are sacrificed or reduced in order to acquire the object that for the collector represents or harnesses that intangible 'worth'. In so doing, the collector is somehow grasping the ungraspable and creating (to them) a sounder equilibrium through its attainment than by husbanding a larger bank balance. In Deboradian terms, the collector is sensing a hidden value, one which has eluded commodification and which they seek to capture and control. Ultimately these values are appropriated and commodified anew, imbibed with the
collector's desire. Hence, for instance, the marketing ploy of the 'limited edition' (see Chapter Four and Plate 2).

This study, based in the same philosophy, seeks to widen the ambit of this approach by questioning the nature of collecting in an increasingly exclusive rather than inclusive society. Much of the writing on collecting attributes its instigation to serendipity. This study argues that in the contemporary sense at least, societal anxieties contribute to its manifestation. It asserts that contemporary popular collecting should be read as a covert signal. It comes very often from those who have traditionally felt themselves to be an integral part of society (as distinct from new age travellers etc. who by their own admission, feel themselves to be outsiders), but who have been increasingly disenfranchised or alienated from it. This may have taken the form of redundancy or home repossession, minor court summonses for non payment of taxes etc. and who are searching for a point of re-entry. It is also a talisman against a perceived decline in the social values held by the collector. To collect that which is emblematic of a happier or more certain time, acts as psychological protection from the uncertainties of the future. By collecting badges related to certain subjects of previous generations, Gregory (see Chapter Five) manifests, reinforces and illuminates his own values. Likewise another collector, Gloria, had a happy childhood during W.W.II and collects the memorabilia connected with the home front at that time. This is not to assert that all collectors are thus motivated, but that the phenomenal increase in popular collecting can only be properly understood by examining it in the context of the socio-political background from which it has burgeoned. Debord, writing thirty years ago, emphasised the link between consumer, image and object. Since when, this linkage has intensified to such an extent, as to necessitate a redefinition of our sense of belonging to society, through re-codifying our relationship with objects and material culture generally.

The most recent findings on collection motivation are contained within the Leicester Collecting Survey, *Contemporary Collecting In Britain* (Pearce, forthcoming). Belk and Pearce however, have already published collecting motivations which illustrate the various strands that contribute to it. Belk (1988a:548-552) reached the following conclusions on collecting motivation: 1. collections seldom begin purposefully; 2. addictions and compulsions pervade collecting; 3. collecting legitimises acquisitiveness
as art or science; 4. profane to sacred conversions occur when items enter the collection; 5. collections serve as extensions of the self; 6. collections tend towards specialisation; 7. post-mortem distribution problems are significant to collectors and their families; 8. there is a simultaneous desire and fear of completing a collection.

Whilst the above are salient, some are oversimplified. Only now is private collecting being compared with public collecting, which is a major aspect of this study. If Belk’s conclusions are compared with museum collecting, there seems to be more commonality than difference. For instance, Cardinal writes: ‘However worthless, human trash always secretes cultural meaning’ (Cardinal, 1994: 86). Whether something is legitimised (point three) is surely determined by who is doing the legitimising. Outside of the monetary worth or value of an object, the purpose or use of that object will define its cultural or aesthetic value to its owner. So the need for a collector to justify to themselves spending £60.00 on a rare football programme for their collection, is no different to the Victoria and Albert Museum’s justification for spending £7,600,000 on Canova’s ‘Three Graces’. There is cultural value in the football programme as much as the sculpture. Equally there will be bafflement at paying as much as £60.00 for a football programme as there is about paying so much for a sculpture from different quarters of society. Profanity to sacredness transfers occur not just in private collections (point 4), but also (and even especially) in museums. An object is taken out of circulation and context and given a glass case and a satin covered plinth to rest on. This is simply institutional deification. As for specialisation (point 6), museums also specialise. They place special emphasis on and market, famous or well regarded aspects of their collections, often to the point of acting as a national repository for their specialised material.

Pearce (1992: 69-88) lists no fewer than sixteen motivations for collecting: leisure; aesthetics; competition; risk; fantasy; a sense of community; prestige; domination; sensual gratification; sexual foreplay, desire to re-frame objects; the pleasing rhythm of sameness and difference; ambition to achieve perfection; extending the self; reaffirming the body; producing gender identity; achieving immortality. These sub-directories are repackaged into three basic codings of fetishes, souvenirs and systematics.
It would be hard to find any further categories into which collecting could not be placed, though complementary to (if somewhat overlapping) this, Danet & Katriel define five sets of metaphors: collecting as hunting; as therapy; as passion and desire; as a disease and as supernatural experience (Danet & Katriel, 1994:36). In a Debordian sense, popular collecting could also be said to exhibit certain anarchistic traits. The disregard for the authority of the object’s original intention and the wilful re-coding of its meaning to suit one’s self are expressive of this. Bal however believes, unlike Pearce, that: ‘motivation changes according to its place in the narrative’ (Bal, 1994:112). In a society of such constant and profound change for people from all former classes and categories, the collector is barely able to keep pace with the narrative. In this sense, the amount of material deemed collectable and the rate at which it is collected, is so increased as to make objective limitations difficult. While the present research has clear psychological implications, collecting is shown to be socio-culturally conditioned. It draws on all the above philosophies, because there is no single thread which leads ultimately to any of them exclusively.

One area from which collecting theory most heavily draws is archaeology. It was Hodder (1987) who clarified what has become known as ‘the new material culture’. To objects he attributes the three dynamics of functionalism (effect through use), symbolism (coded meanings) and historicism (past associations) (Hodder, 1987:1). It was the Cambridge school of which Hodder is a leading exponent, who in the 1970’s and 1980’s began interpreting ancient material culture in terms of contemporary theories (Hodder, 1987:1). Beyond mere revisionism, this is adopting a postmodernist approach to the very ancient past. The current study adopts a similar methodology towards material which is much closer in time to us, indeed, is actually current. This makes it at one and the same time easier, because current thinking can be more reasonably applied to current situations, but also harder because the lack of historical distance gives no time to test the application.

Miller (1983) made the remark that: ‘...peoples, under terms such as cultures, became viewed principally as labels for groups of artefacts which are the immediate subjects of analysis.’ (Pearce, 1994a:15). Again, when the material remnants of the ancient past are examined, they were/are taken as ‘being’ the culture itself from which
they come. In modern society the two are symbiotic, there is no historical distance which allows a view across the years, yet the relationship is the same and Hodder's 'three principles of the object' are as pertinent to a Phillips computer play station of the 1990's as they are to the dice games of ancient Rome.

Tilley (1989) forwards a similar argument through the concept of polysemy, in which:

'An object, any object has no ultimate or unitary meaning that can be held to exhaust it. Rather, any object has multiple and sometimes contradictory meanings'. (Tilley, 1989:192)

Here again a postmodernist approach, where boundaries are removed to allow a less pre-structured interpretation of the subject has been adopted. If this is valid for things from the ancient past, it must be even more so for things of the present, where their contexts are there to be seen, but which are largely ignored because they do not have the kudos of historical distance and the patina of time upon them or because their utilitarian nature still defines them as functional rather than aesthetic. Similarly Shanks decries 'middle class crafts' for their inversion of what were once working class trades (functional and utilitarian) into art (aesthetics) (Shanks, 1992:167-70). Thus the mundanity of yesterday becomes the rarefied of today. Yesterday's rubbish is today's commodity. It is the principle that museums, auction houses, collectors' fairs and car-boot sales all work on. However, the commodity of today is sometimes hard to sell as such, with no history and little passing of time to legitimise its rise in esteem. This is mediated through the mini-industry of the 'limited edition'. This is intended to create or inspire a desire for the immediately available but imminently unavailable, without the patina of time accruing to it before it becomes saleable. Such contemporary trends have yet to be attributed authority or validity by the arbiters of material cultural value (functional or aesthetic). Debord however, did address these issues. Society promotes its commodities, Debord claims, as festivities. This festivity though, can only last for the duration of the expenditure of the commodity. Therefore, the process has continually to be replayed in order to maintain momentum (Debord, 1982:154). This essentially, is for society, what Pearce's 'kiss of possession' is for the individual collector.
The influential volume of edited essays by John Elsner and Roger Cardinal, *The Cultures of Collecting* (1994), has much to offer in terms of intellectual approach towards collecting. The volume is a mixture of essays on more traditional, classical topics (Freud's effigy collection, The Habsburg's Treasury, Sir John Soane's house) and the popular (Robert Opie, Swatch watches, French postcards). The overall purpose of this volume is to explore and interpret different paradigms to both classic and contemporary collecting issues. It further stands as the first collaboration of writers from diverse academic backgrounds bringing their experience and thoughts to bear on collecting studies. This highlights the multi-disciplinary nature that the subject draws upon and indicates the diversity and the rich mine of enlightenment that material culture studies has to offer. In conjunction with the major works previously discussed, it comprises the backbone of the academic literature on contemporary collecting.

(2) Popular literature

This is a large and boundaryless area. It can range from price guides for investment to glossy photographic coffee-table books. As a broad definition of popular literature, I have borrowed a phrase from Olmsted - *non-scientific* (Olmsted, 1991:294). Olmsted gives a more precise definition of the term, but here it is used to mean all those publications that can be called strictly non-academic.

The quality of publications on popular collecting that emanate from outside of the academic arena is highly variable. Many are little more than glossy photo books, but which none the less act as mirrors, reflecting our gaze as we search for deeper meaning in what we perceive. Others however, are deeply informative. Others still are check lists - the completest's bible on the subject concerned. This literature is supportive of the objects collected and acts as a means of reference for the collector. It is also important to social and cultural historians as illustrative of the importance of material culture at any one time, the: 'aestheticization of lowly, everyday objects' as it has been put (Danet & Katriel, 1994:49). This has long been recognised in America where mail order catalogues, such as those of the Sears Roebuck company have been used as tools for social and cultural analysis for some years (Schroeder, 1981:76-83).
MacKenzie (1984; 1986) describes the vehicles of propaganda used by the establishment, manufacturers and others to imbibe a healthy respect for and sense of responsibility towards, the British empire from the end of the nineteenth century. Amongst the methods used, images of popular icons of empire such as John Bull, Britannia, Tommy Atkins and Jack Tar, as well as the full coterie of royalist imagery was employed on everything and anything from tins of treacle to cigarettes (Jubb, 1984; Opie, 1985; Constantine, 1986). Such material went hand-in-hand with the conservative nature of the popular music hall (Steadman-Jones, 1974; Senelick, 1975; Summerfield, 1987) and together with other grander activities such as imperial exhibitions (Greenhalgh, 1988; 1989; Briggs, 1990) which also created a vast souvenir / collectibles industry in its own right, attempted to create meaning, or at least coerce emotions regarding imperial Britain. The point being that imagery, the optical aspect, is the first cognitive step towards collecting whether internally or externally perceived. The ideas created or suggested by the material surrounding us seemingly acts as a stimulus to the collecting instinct.

The commercial literature of popular collecting, on the surface is seemingly about monetary value or investment. This, in such a material society as our own, is a significant trigger in itself. However, it also reminds us that there are other reasons. The tea pot for instance, could be read as a vessel which harbours notions of extended familial and community values. In today’s society where time is such a commodity, the lengthy brew of a pot of tea leaves is replaced with the immediacy of the tea bag dunked in the cup. To collect teapots then, is to mourn the acceleration of life’s pace, and to stand as a substitute for a loss of contact or relaxation. Tea bags represent time lost; tea pots represent time regained. Old bubblegum cards have long been collected, but now the wrappers in which they came are more prized than the cards themselves they being even more ephemeral. The cards were made to be collected, the wrappers to be discarded. That the wrappers have become more highly prized is a result of, in Debordian terms, passive situationism; to do the opposite of what was expected. On this basis then, the popular literature (especially as it is so copiously illustrated) on collecting can be read as manuals of passive subversion.
Vintage poster art became collectable in the 1960's and from this grew an interest in emblems and banners of the labour movement and many other areas. The 1980's saw the burgeoning of popular art and collectibles reference books (Mullen, 1979; Jubb, 1984; Sibley, 1985; Opie, 1985; 1987; 1988). The popular literature and more often, the imagery in it has been selling the idea of collecting in Britain for the last twenty years or so. An early example in this period, aimed at children suggests simple objects such as badges. These are presented as inexpensive and fun things to collect (Newark and Gibson, 1976). By 1988 they have become serious collectibles and are seen as antiques (Mellor, 1988). Enamel advertising signs became codified as 'street jewellery' by the 1970's (Baglee and Morley, 1988) and now there are guides for collectors, many of them American imports, of virtually everything from 'the fun thing', like vintage lunch boxes (Bruce, 1988) to scholarly catalogues on barbed wire (Clifton, 1970). Millbank Books, based in Hertfordshire provide a U.K outlet for many of the American import collectors guides. A glance at their new publications for 1993 illustrates how diverse and desired some objects have become. Fall, 1993 releases included books on collecting handbags; plastic toys of the 1950's and 60's; Pepsi-Cola memorabilia; Christmas Bisque figures; the space race and gambling memorabilia. Museums are as much a part of this phenomenon as the private collecting fraternity (see Franklin, 1984).

Labour history illustrates the way in which the seemingly esoteric becomes established as received wisdom, operating in a similar way to the imperial propaganda images. A book on membership emblems of craft unions (Leeson, 1971) was soon followed by one on union banners (Gorman, 1972) which has now become an orthodoxy of labour history. Others followed. Firstly, on miners banners (Moyes, 1974), then church banners (Lewery, 1986), women's banners (Campbell, 1989) and banners of the Co-operative movement (Campbell and Wilson, 1994). The subject matter of the banner becoming ultimately less important than the banner itself, the object signifying more or other than its original intention (Hobsbawm, 1984:66-82). This led to other volumes on every other aspect of the labour movement's material heritage (Gorman, 1985; Achlen, et.al, 1986; Durr, 1988). There is in addition an informal private publication body of work originating from collectors and their own organisations (e.g. Seaton, 1986; Hammond, 1995).
Objects can be objectified or rarefied. They are as semantic, if not more so than words. Their meaning depends on the internal rationale of the beholder and the socio-economic context in which they arise. Golf is often perceived as a businessman's sport. It has a longer pedigree than other similar corporate sports such as squash. Its material history has become deified (Baddiel, 1989) and commands high prices from collectors. Even fine art, which arguably is more fetishised than any popular collectable given the pretensions that surround it, has its aspects of popular collectibles such as art nouveau postcards (Fanelli and Godolie, 1987). Vintage poster books on airlines (Morris, 1989); railways (Cole and Durack, 1990; 1992) and the London Underground (Green, 1990) to name but a few, became very popular throughout the 1980's and 1990's. There are also handbooks and catalogues on subjects such as the badges of the nursing profession, (Meglaughlin, 1990) trade unions (Hammond, 1995), football clubs (Wilkinson, 1990), Gollies (Dodds, 1994) and bowls (Thornhill, 1994) which are labours of love by those who collect them. To this category should be added the regular newsletters and magazines published by and circulated within the collectors' clubs, as distinct from commercial publications (see Appendix Three). A body of knowledge is gradually built up as a result, which ultimately contributes towards a wider understanding of industrial and post-industrial society and our relationships with its material culture.

Conclusion

In Britain, it is only in the last decade of the twentieth century that contemporary popular collecting and material culture have received serious academic attention. This has been largely due to the tremendous upsurge in popular collecting activity and its reflection in the media. In America, it has become a staple element of their social history. For instance, Orr and Ohno (1981) used the material culture of popular protest, such as badges, stickers and posters, to document the history of the anti-Vietnam war movement, whilst Hurst (1981) incorporated similar material into a regional historical association. Mayo (1984) uses similar material to interpret aspects of conventional presidential campaigns. In Britain, although as outlined above there is a healthy body of work on the material culture of the labour movement and a thriving collectors' organisation for its artefacts, it is still necessary to plea for more such material to be acquired by museums (see Moore, 1994:142-173). A similar gap has
been identified in the emergent sports museums (Mason, 1996:21-23; Tyler, 1996:26-27).

The symbiotic nature of academic and popular writing is evident. Anderson and Swinglehurst produced their illustrated book, *Travel Ephemera* (1981), which itself was a project of the Ephemera Society (est. 1975). A one-time President of the Ephemera Society was Asa Briggs. Briggs used such printed ephemera to both write and illustrate his book, *Victorian Things* (1990). Indeed, the Centre For Ephemera Studies was opened at Reading University in 1993 from the core collection of Maurice Rickards, the Ephemera Society’s secretary (Roberts, 1993:3). This demonstrates the seriousness with which ‘rubbish’ itself is taken and the stories that it has to tell. It is also the ultimate valorisation of Debord’s notion of the puerile commodity (see Chapter Three).

The psychological and aesthetic aspects of popular collecting, are focused in its reading as an attempt to regain the status and value of civil hegemony. The communities and organisations (e.g. collectors’ clubs) which have resulted from popular collecting, can be read as constituents in a postmodern or alternative civil society in the Gramscian sense (Bocock, 1986:33-34). The psychological and aesthetic impulses to move in such directions are implicit in Debord. Debord decries the society of the spectacle, precisely because he sees the encroachment and intensification of the economic, over the civil and social elements of society. Debord’s insistence on a subject-object relationship, always allows an ultimate self-referential material grounding in reality. The material culture approaches of archaeology, museology and consumer studies to collecting, as discussed above, therefore sit well within this concept.

Museologically, People’s Shows show how such relationships are reinterpreted and explored. They also fit into the pantheon of commodity spectacle. They are the Debordian festivities of commodities, returned to substitute for a lack of socio-cultural cohesion. They can also be read as a rejection of the corporate insistence on the abandonment of the old, and the adoption of the new. The worlds of collectors’ clubs and manuals, car-boot sales and auctions, evolve their own language, codes and
values. These encourage parallel environments and systems of judgement to come into existence, which can be read as a resistance movement to the dominant corporate media culture. They can also, as Gregson and Crewe conclude, in their study of car-boot sales, be read as arenas of accumulated knowledge and competitive individualism (Gregson and Crewe, 1997:99-104). In this sense, they mimick or parody the society of the spectacle, by seeking to enact in reality, what corporate media culture imposes through the hyperreality of advertising. The popular literature on collecting is replete with images and captions that exemplify this hypothesis. In Chapter Three, Debord’s theories are examined in more detail and are contrasted with Baudrillard, who was Debord’s closest contemporary.
CHAPTER 3
THE SOCIETY OF THE SPECTACLE

Introduction

In this chapter, Debord's ideas are developed as they will be used throughout this study as a way to analyse contemporary society. Society in Britain since about 1980 has shown a range of characteristics which distinguish it sharply from earlier decades. These changes are not only economic but are conditioned by profound shifts in the nature of social relationships between individuals which cause us to perceive that a new age - the postmodern - has arrived. Contemporary collecting is a part of this since collecting is about objects which constitute the urban environment and condition our perceptions of reality. It is therefore fitting that the social theory applied to discussing contemporary collecting should be primarily Guy Debord's *La Society du Spectacle (The Society of the Spectacle)* first published in 1967. Debord was the first cultural theorist to articulate postmodernism in the sense of material and environmental relationships. The third, and most recent English translation was published in 1983 and is the edition used throughout this study (the number references refer to paragraphs, which are numbered throughout the book, whereas the pages are not).

Debord has been obscured by other thinkers who followed him and who built on his theories in the following decades notably Baudrillard (1975,1981) with whom Debord was a contemporary. Indeed, their North American contemporaries, Alvin and Heidie Toffler, through their seminal book *Future Shock* published in 1968, added the string of 'futurism' to the bow of sociology. They are now regarded in some quarters as veritable messiahs. (Toffler,1980; Grant,1996).

Debord is perhaps best known as one of the founders of the International Situationist Movement, which was formed in 1957 (and which he abandoned after the 1968 Paris riots) and as the editor of its journal, *Internationale Situationiste* from 1957 to 1969. Situationism was a mixture of basic Marxism and the avant-garde of dadaism. Situationists sought to alert the public to the passivity of consumerism and perceived technological repression by: '... *perpetuating situations conceived to pervert established codes and values* (Rogan,1988:328). Slogans such as: 'culture is the inversion of life', 'it is forbidden to forbid' and 'be reasonable, demand the impossible'
were used as a spur to action (Rogan, 1988:328). Debord committed suicide on 30th November 1994, largely it is believed from despair at the direction in which he perceived society to be heading (Lajus, 1996:59). His depression is heavily implied in his Comments on The Society of the Spectacle (1979). He is also perhaps the most salient theorist to modern Britain given his ecological concerns which in our small island have now become imperative. His thinking relating to representation, self-referentiality, and arguably hyperreality, are the fountain from which Baudrillard was to drink in the 1970’s.

Debord’s social critique

In Society of the Spectacle, Debord sees society becoming increasingly conditioned by the mass media, especially television (on which he later refused to appear). These changes he felt were for the worse. For Debord, monopolisation by the media of social perception becomes dominant, leading ultimately to the hegemony of the economy, and the projection of society as mere image or spectacle. This is devoid of aesthetic or social concerns and managed, reconstituted and repackaged to suit a corporate culture. This is the most obvious aspect of his book, but Debord was reaching beyond this:

'More generally, it refers to the vast institutional and technical apparatus of late capitalism, to all the means and methods, power employs outside of direct force, to relegate subjects to the critical and creative margins of society and to obscure the nature of its distorting power.' (Best, 1995:47)

Where referred to throughout this study, ‘the spectacle’, should be taken to mean the above. Debord foresaw what came to be British government policy in the 1980’s - market economics. The domination of economic over social life substitutes the economic having (i.e. individual ownership) for the social being (i.e. communal sharing) (Debord, 1983:17). Having slides into appearing and image and presentation become paramount values (Debord, 1983:17). It was Margaret Thatcher who asserted that there was no such thing as society. ‘Getting’ and ‘owning’ became the dominant concerns of a generation. It was the 1980’s which saw the rise of popular collecting, as the naked materialism of the Conservative ethic both took hold of and caused an effect on all levels of society. The engine of economic necessity coupled with the carriages of cultural practice led to the popularisation of car-boot sales, swap-meets and collecting in Britain.
Debord, as a neo-Marxist, holds to the idea of object-subject, which keeps the spectacle grounded in social relations and insists on the idea of society. Baudrillard however, inhabits the simulacrum: ‘...an abstract non-society devoid of cohesive relations, social meaning and collective representation’ (Best, 1994:51) which denies the concept of society. This for Baudrillard is where postmodernism takes over and everything is reduced to an exchange - sign status (although recently, Baudrillard has sought to distance himself from this concept, see Zurbrugg, 1997).

While Baudrillard rejects all needs, Debord maintains a link with ‘real’ or ‘authentic’ needs (Best, 1994:59). In contemporary collecting, Debord’s thesis is the more relevant because his attachment to social relations, means that there is a ‘real’ to be reclaimed from behind the mask of the spectacle. Thus anchored, we can see the subject (collector) - object (the collected) relationship in societal terms, rooted in ruptures caused by social change. This does not however, entirely rule out Baudrillard’s thesis of the simulacrum.

Contemporary society, Best believes, is: ‘...best interpreted as an intensification of (capitalist) modernity, rather than a wholly new postmodernity’ (Best, 1994:54). That is to say that capitalism in recession intensifies its normal codes of procedure (e.g. intensifying marketing, downsizing the workforce) which push people to the limit, but which doesn’t mark anything distinctive in its behaviour from previous recessions. The process of social change though, can indeed seem like Baudrillard’s simulacrum. When the world one has always known begins to disappear and change out of all proportion; when the skills that have taken a lifetime to learn and apply, are overnight, made obsolete; when cultural, social and economic practices and values that have seemingly always been intact are suddenly portrayed as worthless, then one can feel very much in the simulacrum. Objects, signs, sounds, images of all kinds, take on a new heightened importance.

Best believes that the most important aspect of Debord’s work is in demonstrating that: ‘...self-referentiality does not entail hyperreality’ (Best, 1994:57). In collecting terms this is because if based in subject-object, rather than a sign-exchange
relationship, there is always ‘the real’ to be salvaged. As others have noted: ‘Goods of all kinds are becoming consciously used as cultural markers or means of expression whose individual and social importance in any context goes far beyond their utility’ (Askegaard and Fuat Fiat, 1997:129). When however, anxiety, concern, or disruption recede (which it is argued in Chapter Four of this study, are the main imperatives of contemporary collecting), so does the intensity of emphasis placed on the collected object. Its meaning becomes recontextualised, it is a piece that recedes back into the completed jigsaw puzzle, rather than standing ever proud from it. At this point, its self-referentiality is revealed. The underlying subject-object and social relationships are only temporarily masked by the spectacle. However, for the period when the collected object is at its mystical height in relation to the collectors perception of it, it is indeed the vessel of hyperreality. As Pomian suggests:

‘...two moments have special significance in the passage in time of each phenomenon: the moment of its appearance when it crosses over from the invisible to the visible, and that of its disappearance, when it moves from the visible to the invisible’. (Pomian, 1990:27)

The analysis of self-referentialism in relation to hyperreality is valid, but only in a rational and objective situation. Hyperreality, after all is the very apex of subjectivity. The experience and perception of social change, and the intensity with which objects take on new values or meanings to the individual, do then constitute hyperreality. Only from the vantage point of the detached observer can we see the material (and Marxist) actuality, as Pomian demonstrates again:

‘...when one group sees something as a semiophore, another or indeed the same group but at a different moment, sees it as a potential usage value. The more an object is attributed meaning, the less the interest which is taken in its usefulness.’ (Pomian, 1990:31)

It would however, be false consciousness to believe that this is an end game, because ultimately the new becomes the orthodox, and inevitably a new order or stability entails. This is the lesson of history that Baudrillard chooses to ignore, while Debord is grounded in it.

Askegaard and Fuat Firat have usefully outlined the nature of the hegemony of the economy in modern life, which they refer to as the ‘unidimensionalisation’ of society
The conundrum is to find re-enchantment by establishing a ‘multidimensionalisation’ of society, in which all social goals are negotiated on an equal basis (Askegaard and Fuat Firat, 1997: 132-136). Objects in modern society take on the role of capital, they become perceived as cultural currency. In collecting, this tendency is heightened still further. The context in which they are seen adds to them another dimension. In this sense at least, collecting can be interpreted as a means by which re-enchantment with society can be facilitated; they are an aspect of multidimensionisation. Debord recognised this when he discussed the change of the role of a commodity from use to value. He uses the example of the gadget. We may use any number of objects that might find their way into private or social history collections of museums. For example, the ‘cult’ of ‘Mr Blobby’, a pink and yellow Styrofoam creation of Noel Edmunds, the T.V presenter, which regularly finds favour with audiences by embarrassing people on T.V, or engaging in childlike playfulness. This gave rise to a mini-industry of Mr Blobby merchandise (Plate 1) and ultimately the opening (and closing) of Blobbyland in Morecambe, where any number of ‘blobbiesque’ scenarios could be encountered. Debord’s deconstruction of the gadget is equally applicable here when he says: ‘...just when the mass of commodities slides towards puerility, the puerile itself becomes a special commodity’ (Debord, 1983: 67). Perhaps we are not far away from an illustrated guide to the collectable Mr Blobby!

What is noticeable about contemporary collecting, is its historical and cultural scale. Largely items from the nineteenth century to the present day are collected and are usually those items which hitherto have not had any importance attached to them, such as beer cans, or Pomian’s example of the old Polish lady who: ‘...picks up orange, lemon and grapefruit wrappings.’ (Pomian, 1990: 7). They become celebrations of the contexts from which they are now divorced, like souvenir fragments of the Berlin Wall, deconstructed in substance, but reconstructed in memory. The uncertainty pervading our society leads to anxiety and a need to grasp something more certain. This is often expressed through collecting. This is especially so where an object related to the collector’s childhood stands as a symbol of certainty, the safe, the known, the unchangeable past (a meccano set, golly brooch or copy of a childhood comic).
PLATE 1: Mr. Blobby

Marketed as an affectionate children's companion, Mr Blobby draws on the 1970's tradition of the 'Mr. Men' series (Mr Happy, Mr Grumpy etc.). Mr Blobby does not however have their personalities. The undefined shape is perhaps symptomatic of the lack of cultural cohesion or direction in society at large. It symbolises the amorphous nature of the commodity and exemplifies Debord's belief that puerility is the ultimate commodity.
The concept of the spectacle is central to Debord's understanding of modern society. He saw the world as a vast spectacle, a vast panopticon. He was thinking, largely, of consumer goods, but it is equally applicable to collective actions. He writes that consumption is a form of compulsory participation in the cultural spectacle, which is responsible for the society without community that he describes. 

"The spectacle seduces the spectator through its own self-referential properties, by the continuous circulation of the world and its products, the redistribution between true and false by creating all forms of belief between the real world and its mirror, by the organization of illusion and the subjugation of society to illusion." (Debord, 1967: 16).
Debord described what he called ‘spectacular time’. This, he says is when real time is replaced by advertised time, in effect hyperreality. In this scenario our sense of real time is circumvented by the spectacle as presented by the media, advertising, etc. whether an event (such as the celebrations for the 50th V.E. day in May 1995) or an object which focuses on a specific theme or time slot. Museums do this all the time. Set against our own time, Debord’s words sound especially salient thirty years on:

‘The epoch which displays its time to itself as essentially the sudden return of multiple festivities is also an epoch without festivals. What was in cyclical time, the moment of a communities participation in the luxuries expenditure of life is impossible for the society without community or luxury.’ (Debord, 1983:154)

The celebration he believed, is a deception: ‘...always compensated by the promise of another deception’ (Debord, 1983:154). In the same way, the collector can be said to be deceiving themselves through the act of collecting, or perhaps more accurately, tricking time.

The collection is the realisation of dream time. This dream time is what collectors have over museums, the indulgences of one’s self in one’s own specific collection, as opposed to the curators need to rationalise and inform through the museums many collections. However, Debord says the world needs to get at the consciousness of the dream-time it already has. The consciousness is the object, which is realised through its existence and its recontextualisation in effectively, hyperreality.

Debord writes of spectacular consumption. He was thinking largely of mass-produced consumer goods, but it is equally applicable to collectibles. He writes of spectacular consumption preserving congealed past culture which culturally becomes: ‘the communication of the incommunicable’ (Debord, 1983:192). The collection does exactly this and is very often beyond the collector’s ability or understanding to explain. The collection can perhaps be understood in Debord’s terms by what he claims the effect of the spectacle is:

‘The spectacle obliterates the boundaries between self and world by crushing the self besieged by the presence-absence of the world and it obliterates the boundaries between true and false by driving all lived truth below the real presence of fraud ensured by the organisation of appearance’ (Debord, 1983:219).
In the 1990’s we have entered the age of the digital revolution which at one and the same time is claimed to be both a liberating development in humanity’s system of communications (Gates, 1995:1-2) and an ominous sign of potential global control by a technocratic elite (Gibson, 1984, Shwatau, 1994, Harrison 1995, Lasch, 1995). These are Debord’s thoughts written large, where the real and the surreal combine in cyberspace, offering a computer generated third dimension. In Debord’s terms the true becomes nothing more than a moment of the false (Debord, 1983:9). Kellner (1995) argues however, the coming of the internet and its boundaryless communication capability has enabled national and international political considerations to be rendered meaningless to those who actively engage with it, as reflected through the new pulp-fiction genre of cyber-punk (Kellner, 1995:297-314).

Debord felt a sense of loss which is reflected today in the outsider politics of anti-motorway groups, new-age travellers and animal rights protesters. These are in themselves a result of the commodification of society that Debord foresaw. This gives rise to social uncertainty which leads to collecting as a form of talismanic protection. He used the Marxist theory of false consciousness which he refers to as: ‘the deceived gaze’ (Debord, 1983:3). Society of The Spectacle by today’s standards, can sometimes read rather quaintly in places, but is as relevant today, if not more so, than in 1967. Debord writes about alienation as an inevitable corollary of an expanding economy (Debord, 1983:32) which is perhaps greater now than at any other time in the past and which is a key factor in the practice of collecting. Society becomes dominated by the intangible as well as the tangible, which clearly prefaces hyperreality and the coming of cyber culture when he writes: ‘...the tangible world is replaced by a selection of images which exist above it, and which simultaneously impose themselves as the tangible par excellence’ (Debord, 1983:36). What is cyberspace if not intangible?

Debord foresaw the coming of niche marketing (a key issue for the Tofflers, see Grant, 1996) and what is now the virtual compartmentalisation of society into target groups for advertisers and service provision which also plays an important role in collecting. He notes:
The religious wording is perhaps no accident, materialism is indeed the most worshipped of gods.

Cafe society, once the lifeblood of French intellectualism can, in Britain be seen as another example of compartmentalisation. There is already the Hard-Rock Cafe and Planet Hollywood restaurant in London, themed by rock music and American cinema. There is now a Sport’s Cafe, and most recently, a Fashion Cafe (Quinn, 1996:4) to add to the burgeoning cyber cafes. The brewery owned theme pub and the museum challenging theme parks of the 1980’s, are direct forerunners of these and the process seems to be accelerating.

The spectacle proclaims an unreal unity, what obliges the worlds producers to construct the world is also what separates them from it (Debord, 1983:72). Debord wrote: ‘The world already possesses the dream of a time whose consciousness it must now possess in order to actually live it’ (Debord, 1983:164). The collector has the dream, the deceived gaze in mind when collecting. The knowledge of the subject collected is the consciousness which allows them to live in that time. This applies as much to members of the Bronte Society as to collectors of pre-war bakalite. Debord asserts:

‘Because history itself haunts modern society like a spectre, pseudo histories are constructed at every level of consumption of life in order to preserve the threatened equilibrium of present frozen time.’ (Debord, 1983:200)

People have a false consciousness of the society in which they live because of the spectacle’s commodification and management of it, like muzac in shopping malls. Debord writes of:

‘failure of the faculty of encounter and its replacement with a hallucinatory social fact...in a society where no-one can any longer be “recognised” by others, every individual becomes unable to recognise his own reality.’ (Debord, 1983:217)
For the collector then, a recognisable reality is built through the collection. It is both their reality and their dream time where stress can be eased by slipping effortlessly into a reassuring time capsule. Figure 1 illustrates how the parallel world of collecting relates to reality.

**FIGURE 1**

**BINARY OPPOSITES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COLLECTIONS</th>
<th>REAL LIFE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Escapism</td>
<td>Entrapment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fantasy</td>
<td>Factual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Familiar and Comforting</td>
<td>Alien and Harsh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community (clubs)</td>
<td>Individualistic / Atomised</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aesthetic currency</td>
<td>Fiscal restrictions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real friends</td>
<td>Temporary acquaintances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certainties</td>
<td>Doubts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stable platform</td>
<td>Shifting sands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controllable environment</td>
<td>Controlled by environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social cohesion</td>
<td>Social disintegration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permanent</td>
<td>Transient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Known / Safe past</td>
<td>Unknown / Uncertain future</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soothing / Reassuring</td>
<td>Anxious / Undermining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actively rewarding</td>
<td>Passively receptive.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Danet and Katriel also define the following binary opposites which are complimentary to the above: decontextualisation/recontextualisation; concrete/imaginary; order/chaos; open ended/highly directed; rationality/irrationality; controlling/being controlled; isolation/affiliation; energizing/relaxing (Danet & Katriel, 1994:28-34)
Binary opposites and the masquerade of the sign

Binary opposites are that which enable us to distinguish between progress and regression; good and bad; right and wrong; pain and pleasure. They are the foundation stones of an ordered society, one is the twin of the other, like heaven and hell. Without our acceptance and understanding of these pairs of binary opposites, we would be literally living in Baudrillard's simulacrum, a world of chaos where everything loses its self-referential status, a virtual anarchy. What marketing does (as cultural engineering) in late capitalist society, is take pairs of binary opposites and subvert their relation to one another, with the end result that our reasoning of the contradictions that lie therein are rendered unreadable.

One way of illustrating how widespread binary opposites are and thus place collecting as one of them in a wider social context is to look at sport. Consider an obese man smoking a cigarette, dressed in an Adidas shell suit. Adidas manufacture sportswear such as training shoes, shell suits and so on. Sportswear has been assimilated by popular street fashion and is as likely to be worn around town as comfortable leisure wear as it is as sportswear. The origins of the clothing as sportswear does not raise any sense of self-consciousness or irony in the subject, because the function of the clothing for its original purpose is completely overridden by its function as leisure wear. The design or fashion statement that it makes via its brand name, makes it become 'other'. The binary opposites that this image represent are of course obvious, smoking and obesity equals a potential threat to health if not life itself, while sport equals health and life enhancement. The two should be recognised as good and bad, but have been homogenised by marketing to make their original base values meaningless in the context in which they are being used.

Barthes (1972; 1979) in Kellner's words: 'saw that advertising provided a repertoire of contemporary mythologies' (Kellner, 1995:247). That is to say, the literal is reified to signify a multiplicity of referents, with boundless potential for expansion. Although the real world is not a simulacrum, the media world is, especially in televisual advertising (Kroker and Cook, 1976:274) and cyberspace is even more so.
The insidious sponsorship by tobacco companies of sporting activities such as the Benson and Hedges (cricket) cup or motor sport by Marlborough and John Player has long been criticised by medical and health groups. When one thinks of cricket and the *Benson and Hedges Trophy*, the words seem synonymous with the sport itself (which of course is the desired effect) like ‘green’ and ‘grass’. The words seem more conducive to Wisdom’s almanac than with a cynical marketing ploy to link health risk (smoking) with health enhancement (sport). The same is true of Marlborough’s sponsorship of Formula One racing, an attempt to glamorise a health hazard and equate smoking with excitement. Again in this example, the binary opposites, health risk and health enhancement are blurred into a symbiotic relationship of ‘goodness’. That is to say corporate sponsorship of sport equals the enhancement and popularisation of sport so the negative aspect of what is sponsoring it appears sublime. Kellner concludes that: ‘... *the images of healthy nature* (in Marlborough cigarette ads) *are a Barthesian mythology which attempt to cover the image of the dangers to health from cigarette smoking*’. (Kellner, 1995:250).

Thus, as is demonstrated through the example of sportswear, the simulacrum seeps out of the world of the ultra-commodity that is advertising and takes on certain material aspects. In this way the society of the spectacle is not only presented but enacted. Here, I would contend that the difference between collecting and consuming occurs. Collecting is an enactment of the society of the spectacle, in self-defence against it, whilst consuming per se, is an enactment of engagement with it. In this sense then, the binary pairs which we live by, although underlingly intact, are reified to suggest multi-referentiality to our environment and to objects both within and of it. These can be expanded, but rarely contracted at any time marketing culture wishes to diversify the image referents to some other product.

**Collecting as masquerade**

Contemporary collecting works in much the same way. The theatrical symbols of the two masks of comedy and tragedy can be used to illustrate this. On a conscious level we have adopted the mask of comedy, believing that we aesthetically choose and like what we collect, helping the ever elusive feel-good factor that politicians cherish so dearly. Subconsciously, the reason we collect is often otherwise. Collections act as a
means by which we can exist in a state of denial. It is the mask of tragedy that we really wear. Collections console us in our melancholia. We are in a state of mourning for the world of the familiar which is passing, as indeed Debord was. We gather round us objects and images which reassure us psycho-culturally, that we still have an identity and worth in a society which seems to deny their existence, or at least their value. We touch them as though prodding a dead pet, unable to believe in its demise. We delude ourselves with objects. Collecting is symptomatic of our anxiety and insecurity. In postmodern culture Baudrillard argues, the individual no longer experiences anxiety but rather an implosive hysteria, brought on by the bliss of multi-referentiality (Kellner, 1995:233). However, that would be to deny the materially grounded basis for collecting in the first place, which is born out of concern for one's material future and security. Kellner concurs with Best (1994:54) in believing that: ‘...identities are...still relatively fixed and limited, though the boundaries of possible identities, of new identities, are continually expanding’ (Kellner, 1995:231).

In our own time, the digital revolution offers the most obvious gateway into playing with alternative identity, a wilful exploration of transforming oneself into a future of infinite possibilities. Collecting, can also be used for this purpose, but is more often a means by which to re-claim or reassert a lost certainty of identity from the past. As Kellner contends:

‘Once upon a time, it was who you were, what you did what kind of a person you were - your moral, political and existential choices and commitments which constituted individual identity. But today it is how you look, your image, your style and how you appear that constitutes identity’ (Kellner, 1995:259).

Thus in days past, one's self-definition was coded by a set of attitudes and behaviours which were seemingly perpetual. Today it has to shift with the requirements of the day, being what someone else wants, not what one is and hence the fascination with objects and collecting. Objects ‘are’. Their solidity is in itself reassuring. We however, only ‘might be’ and can never quite know if or what we ‘are’. We can only reify that which ‘is’ (the object) with what we want or value, and hence recover our psycho-cultural balance.
Collecting is in many ways, a material means of expressing ourselves in the third person, a time-honoured literary device. For instance, James Fenimore-Cooper, author of *Last of the Mohicans* used his novels to right perceived wrongs in his actual life. His father was a judge and property developer, on whose death an expected large inheritance was gobbled up in debts. In 1820, Cooper wrote his first novel *Precaution*:

'In fiction he discovered a reassuring power to control characters and plot; a power that was especially intoxicating because he was so impotent in the real world'. (Taylor, 1996:22)

'In (his third novel) *The Pioneers*, (1823) Cooper reaffirms his self-worth and reclaims his legacy by imagining and crafting an improved past where property and power flow from a well-meaning, but flawed father to his perfectly genteel heirs'. (Taylor, 1996:24)

The collection allows us to form our own vision of reality, in which the rough edges are all smoothed over, just as Cooper did through writing.

**Showing and hiding**

Contemporary collecting is the anaesthetic masquerading as the aesthetic. It acts subconsciously as an anaesthetic in that it keeps anxiety at bay. Consciously we take this to be indicative of the pleasure collecting gives us, but in reality, it is a sign, image or message conveyed by the collected that we use as a palliative for our fears for the future.

This exemplifies Debord's assertion that everything lived, moves away into representation (Debord, 1983:1). The length of linear time and spatial depth of temporal time are compacted into the smallness of the 'now'. The collected object represents the compilation of the collector's 'greatest hits'. The collector packs his selected experiences and memories into the suitcase of the collected. Made manifest and portable, we feel we can always look to the collection to lift our spirits. This it may well do, and there is no doubt that collections are about *showing* what we are concerned about, or a way of demonstrating what ails us. However, as in the above scenario, they are also about *hiding* and denying those same things.
There is then, a certain splicing of Debord's self-referentialism and Baudrillard's hyperreality. Although Debord is right to hold to the subject-object analysis of society, and thereby anchor material relations in a social context, the spaces where the shifts in social change and emphasis occur (Pomian's visible-invisible / invisible-visible moments) do, for periods of time constitute hyperreality. Sawchuck, discussing Baudrillard's *The Ecstasy of Communication* writes of the:

'realm where the packaging is indistinguishable from the product;
a realm less concerned with the question of an adequate representation of the sign to the product-referent, than the types of associations being created in the minds of viewers and consumers...' (Sawchuck, 1994:97)

Eco had previously asked 'who is the mass media?'. He uses the example of the trendy polo shirt with a crocodile motif as the designer's label. Advertising initially makes the garment attractive, a generation eventually buys and wears it (Eco, 1987:148-149). So the manufacturer not only makes profit from the buyer, the buyer now wearer, is a free walking advert for the company, the consumer becomes the product referent. As Barthes writes: 'use never does anything but shelter meaning' (Barthes, 1979:7).

**Conclusion**

Ultimately Debord's society of the spectacle, where: 'every individual becomes unable to recognise his own reality' (Debord, 1983:217) and therefore identity, is the basis for the burgeoning of popular collecting over the last two decades. Where Baudrillard denies individual identity, as the implosion of the mass becomes the only reality in the simulacrum, Debord recognises the material and economic base of the loss of the self. However much reification or hyperreality we perceive in our environment and its products, that grounding is always at the base. As Kellner concludes:

'Rather than postmodernity constituting a break with capital and political economy as Baudrillard and others would have it, wherever one observes phenomena of postmodern culture, one can detect the logic of capital behind them'. (Kellner, 1995:257)

This is the Debordian conception of cultural theory. It simply isn't possible to divorce, the material world as Baudrillard would have us do, from the associations and symbolism that we project upon it. Baudrillard's simulacrum lies squarely in the realm of marketing and advertising, (see Sawchuck, 1994:89-119) where far from imploding
into the simulacrum as if by some inevitable entropy, the simulacrum is imposed on us as viewers, by its originator - the visual media. Debord recognised this for what it was, a strengthening of the spectacle, or in other words, a sophisticated late capitalist contrivance to bolster its position in what was to become a post-industrial world. The simulacrum leeks into the material world as has been discussed, by reifying already obliquely obscured binary opposites, but this inevitably strengthens the Debordian argument by enriching the society of the spectacle to become even more so.

In the next chapter, the way in which the themes here discussed find their practical expression are examined in relation to the compulsion and pressures to define identity through objects.
CHAPTER 4
HISTORY AND SOCIAL CONDITIONING

Introduction

Debord's work describes the way in which the marketing of commodities both shows and hides meaning and intent. The response of the individual to this proposition has been the creation of a complex system of values based variously on functionalism, economics, aesthetics and sentimentality. This chapter firstly, puts forward an hypothesis of the possible origins of popular collecting and discusses British socio-economic history of the last twenty six years as the context for the phenomenal rise of popular collecting. Secondly it juxtaposes everyday encounters with material culture by using the example of the supermarket to illustrate the oneness that the individual shares with material culture and thus widening the rationality of collecting. Lastly the notion of 'worth' is discussed, both in terms of financial and aesthetic value in order to demonstrate the strength of feeling about some very ordinary things, thus highlighting the singular fascination we have with 'stuff' at the end of the century.

The hidden history of popular collecting

Popular collecting has a hidden history. Although this study deals with contemporary collecting, it is useful to locate the thread that links it to the past. The history of popular collecting deserves a full study in its own right. Indeed the 'history from below' movement began in the 1950's and grew steadily throughout the 1960's (e.g. Pelling, 1963; Thompson, 1963; Hobsbawm, 1964). This gave rise to the popularisation of people's history and the discipline of social history and cultural studies. Yet despite a substantial body of work on working class leisure, popular collecting has not yet figured as part of it. This is despite its prevalence in other areas of contemporary leisure such as popular music (Beckham, 1987:88-95).

Collecting in one sense or another is probably a old as humanity itself. Popular souvenirs in the sense we understand them today, can be traced back to at least the middle ages (see Geary, 1986:161-191). Pilgrimage brooches such as that dedicated to
Thomas Becket in the shape of an ampulla dating from around 1270, were common place (Tudor-Craig, 1996:8-10), whilst further abroad:

\begin{quote}
In fourteenth century Jerusalem, there was a quarter, the Harat al-Turufiyya, which specialised in the production and sale of souvenirs. “The Saqati” were the specialist dealers in curiosities, momentoes and antiques. It was at this level that the sale of luxury goods, kitsch souvenirs and spurious relics, that the most substantial cultural interaction between Muslim and European Christian took place in the lands once occupied by the crusaders’. (Irwin, 1997:49)
\end{quote}

In Britain, by the late eighteenth century cheap, commemorative and decorative pottery designed for popular consumption, was commonly available and widely collected (Briggs, 1990:148-151). It is especially noticeable in specific campaigns such as that pursued by the Anti-Corn Law League in the 1840’s (Briggs, 1990:169). Political and trade tokens issued during copper shortages were also keenly collected (Rudkin, 1927:90-94; Brunel and Jackson, 1966:26-36). Danet and Katriel also cite the Industrial Revolution as the crucible from which the popular impulse for collecting sprung:

\begin{quote}
For one thing, it transformed and expanded the range of items treated as collectibles. The phenomenon of aestheticization of the obsolete was made possible by the Industrial Revolution, notably by the rise of a newly prosperous bourgeoisie, which led to a widespread new interest in objects for the home, and to the democratization of collecting, once the province of kings, princes and the Church’ (Danet & Katriel, 1994:25)
\end{quote}

It is the improvements in mass production technology during the late Victorian period however, where the rise of the souvenir industry and hence popular collectibles, is located (e.g. Thompson, 1979:13-33 for his account of Stevengraphs; Briggs, 1990:147, 152 and 173-178 for the popular rise of interest in Baxterprints). John MacKenzie in his pioneering work on the influence of imperialist propaganda on popular culture, describes how the advent of photography led to the middle class hobby of collecting cartes de visites. These featured images of royalty, famous statesmen, soldiers and theatrical personalities. Yet it was the cheap mass production of the postcard from the 1890's onwards that achieved the: ‘democratisation of the visual image’ (MacKenzie, 1988:20-21). Carte de Visites are not widely collected today, postcards are. By Edwardian times, the collecting of postcards (in particular) and stamps ceased to be sneered at as the pastime of genteel young ladies, and became the ‘serious hobbies’
(i.e. commercially competed for) of men (Gelber, 1992:745-751). These remained some of the chief collectibles of the inter-war years. Other material such as cigarette cards (Briggs, 1990:147) were the currency of and carried kudos for, many a schoolboy at this time which have latterly become adult pursuits. By contrast, in America during the 1930’s, collecting, as part of a large ‘hobbies’ movement was very popular. This movement was dominated by a loose caucus of journalists, academics and other educators who appointed themselves arbiters of ‘worthy’ pastimes (Gelber, 1991:743). A need to define and encourage constructive pastimes was thought to be important in order to deflect the minds of unemployed men away from crime, riot or revolt.

Postcards and cigarette cards were as collectable as novelty items at the time of their original production as they are today as artefacts of popular culture. Postcards indeed, have often been used to explore aspects of social history which would otherwise have evaded professional historians (e.g. MacDonald, 1989; 1994:5-9; Tickner, 1987; Atkinson, 1992). Other less well-known items such as Goss crested china, a cheap form of china with coloured transfers of civic armorials and town crests, popular from the 1890’s to 1920’s, have also enjoyed a sustained collecting interest (Briggs, 1990:156-157). Between 1900 and 1932, there existed a ‘League of Goss Collectors’ who published Goss postcards and a magazine *The Goss Record* for collectors (Howell, 1974:138; Pine, 1986:18). What soon becomes clear, is that for one hundred years, there has existed a popular collecting culture, which has until its recent explosion remained hidden or considered irrelevant.

There have always been working class collectors. They are heard of in the mid-nineteenth century, very often as amateur botanists and lepidopterists, walking the hills of Cheshire and Lancashire, collecting specimens and using the Mechanics Institute library for reference books. The popular movement, *The Holiday Fellowship* was started by an Anglican priest in 1913, who discovered such popular interests amongst his congregation (Hardman, 1981:1-20). We hear also of collectors like Will Sherwood, a veteran member of the National Union of General and Municipal Workers, who had by 1937, been collecting minerals and gems for forty years, and who had a: ‘...practically complete collection of British trade union badges’ (Anon,
Labour, 1937:19). One collector (Tony), discussed in Chapter Five is now in his fifties. Both his parents and grandparents on both sides of his family were strong collectors of popular cultural material and so dates the tradition to at least the 1920's in his own family.

The late nineteenth century witnessed the rise in popularity of seaside resorts such as Blackpool, Margate and Southend with working class ‘trippers’, who were able to visit due to the advent of cheap day excursions facilitated by the ever growing railway companies:

‘There was... unrivalled opportunities for the entertainment industry and a veracious new demand for collectable items, which contributed to the taste for bric-a-brac so characteristic of all but the poorest homes.’ (MacKenzie, 1984:16)

This is born out in wider histories of the rise of the seaside holiday industry (Walton, 1983a; Walton, 1983b). Others too have noted that: ‘...collecting was not perceived to be distinct from leisure until the second half of the nineteenth century (Gelber, 1992:743). Such end of the pier souvenirs as Mauchlineware (Briggs, 1990:146), Goss crested china, imitation jet jewellery (the real version of which is currently experiencing a renaissance, see Hetherington, 1997:12), souvenir glass paperweights and the omnipresent postcard were for the late Victorian and Edwardian working class, not just personal souvenirs. They were also decorative collectibles, exhibited on the parlour mantelpiece, and a source of aesthetic pleasure as well as gifts for friends. The late Victorian bric-a-brac industry then, probably represents the starting point of popular collecting in Britain, as the machinery which enabled mass-production of such items became widespread. For instance, the development of the drop-stamping machine along with a tin alloy which vaguely resembled silver in appearance, led to the widespread dissemination of cheap souvenir medals from the end of the 18th century (Fearon, 1986:3) and which took on monumental proportions from the mid nineteenth century. By the time of Queen Victoria’s golden jubilee in 1887: ‘ten times as many popular medals were produced... than for any other previous occasion in history’ (Briggs, 1990:158). The population from the 1880’s until at least the end of WW1, were also being bombarded
with imperial images on packaging and domestic items of all kinds in a bid to instil a sense of pride in empire by the establishment and as a means of marketing various merchandise by lending royal kudos to their products. This was facilitated by the invention of offset colour lithography in the 1870's (Leeson, 1971; Jubb, 1984; MacKenzie, 1984; 1986; Opie, 1985). The widespread use of enamel advertising signs from the early to mid twentieth century for the same purpose, must have made the main streets of British towns a lot more colourful than the sepia and black and white images that remain of them would imply (Baglee and Morley, 1988).

The improvements in technology throughout the nineteenth century, facilitated a correspondingly increased output of images and advertising. The novelty of material such as postage stamps, introduced in mid century, had by its end, become various and diverse enough to have developed a significant body of collectors (Briggs, 1990; Gelber, 1992). There developed a Victorian characteristic of fascination with taxonomy in collecting the natural world. This is reflected in the numerous entomological, fossil, shell, botanical and taxidermic collections typical of Victorian museums and private collections. The great exhibition of 1851, introduces new and exotic commodities to a new, large audience (Greenhalgh, 1988; Briggs, 1990; Richards, 1991; Bennett, 1994). The possibilities of consumer society are unfolded, and a fascination with spectacle is initiated. By the century's end, this fascination had fed through to more popular collectibles such as the new postcards and crested china, which imitated the scientific approach of taxonomy, in the use of serialisation as a collecting criteria. At this point the society of the spectacle starts to develop. The following scenario encapsulates this: Technology and ideology applied to an already developed taste for taxonomy (albeit a largely bourgeois one) begin to commodify that taste. The movement for rational recreation supports the trend, by encouraging museum visiting and collecting as educational and self-improving pastimes in the 'respectable' working classes. As Hides notes: 'mass-produced goods became integrated into practices through which middle- and working-class identities were articulated' (Hides, 1997:26). Popular collecting (of approved criteria) then becomes socially sanctioned, as a means of self-education (philately, as an aid to learning geography, is perhaps the most obvious example). Attitudes towards collecting behaviour change as the spectacle's products
and innovations become more numerous and common. After WWI, collecting becomes frowned upon except in the very young, for whom it is seen as a means of initiation into consumer society, and the very old, for whom it is seen as a means of occupying empty time, and avoiding melancholia.

The social context of popular collecting 1945-79

The years after W.W.II were characterised by the reinvigoration of traditional male dominated industries and economic and social coherence born from the need to rebuild the country’s infrastructure. These were the years in popular memory, when ‘people never had it so good’ in Harold Macmillan’s famous words. Jobs were easy to come by. Even the negative aspects of the period, such as continued rationing (until 1954) and conscription to national service (until 1960) can be looked upon as beneficial. Many adults have their childhood centred in the 1950’s and 1960’s. The toys and modern collectibles that command the highest prices at auctions are those which date from these years. Meccano sets, Matchbox and Dinky models, Robinson Golly brooches, all have their aesthetic roots in this period (although they had been in production since the 1930’s).

These things were contemporary with the adult world’s belief in Britain’s future. This was defined in the popular mind as jobs for life, family stability, council provision of services and welfare under both Conservative and Labour governments, underpinned by a general sense of well-being and social cohesion. It was the government of Edward Heath from 1970-1974 which marked the new departure. Heath’s manifesto was one of trade union reform and public expenditure cutting. His 1971 Industrial Relations Act heralded the biggest labour movement protest since the 1926 General Strike. The Upper Clyde Shipyard occupation of 1971, the building workers strike of 1972, which saw arrest and imprisonment under the Industrial Relations Act, and ultimately the 1972 and 1974 miners strikes saw Conservative retreats at each stage. Compounded by the oil crisis of 1973, Heath went to the country in 1974 on the ‘who governs Britain?’ question in the midst of power cuts and the three day week. The election led to a narrow victory for Harold Wilson’s Labour
Party which would later, under James Callaghan necessitate Liberal support to maintain its majority.

The Labour Party’s tenure of office both under Wilson (1974-76) and James Callaghan (1976-79) was one of increasing discontent as unemployment increased. A militant ‘right to work’ campaign was launched, there was rioting in the streets as antifascists clashed with the National Front, whilst the Labour government seemed powerless or unwilling to act. Trade union dissatisfaction with public sector pay, led to the first national firemen’s strike in 1977. Rubbish went uncollected in the streets and in total created a new folk-devil ‘the winter of discontent’. The seemingly aimless and moribund Labour government was finally ousted by Margaret Thatcher’s Conservative Party in the 1979 general election. She, even more than Heath, was determined to curb public expenditure and the perceived power of the unions. Former Chancellor Dennis Healey, going cap in hand to the International Monetary Fund, was invoked as proof of Labour’s inability to control the nation’s purse strings.

The moribund nature of the government in the late 1970’s, was mirrored in youth culture by the advent of punk rock. This cult railed against the staleness of the prevalent rock culture and the sterility of politics and its lack of relevance to youth in general. Punk rock threw youth culture out of kilter, in that it invoked aspects of every previous youth culture in its dress codes (see Laing, 1985; Savage, 1992). Malcolm McLaren, the colourful manager of the Sex Pistols, was an ex-art student and an avid situationist in the 1960’s. Punk rock and the Sex Pistols, provided him with a perfect situationist tool. Within twelve months from late 1976 to mid 1977, MacLaren had ‘infiltrated’ the Sex Pistols into two mainstream record companies (EMI and A&M) eager to cash-in on a new fad. They soon found they had bitten off more than they could chew, after the Pistols had with MacLaren’s encouragement, alarmed company executives with their outlandish behaviour. MacLaren then walked away with large cheques in settlement of truncated contracts. Musically, artistically, visually, punk was a ‘V sign’ to the establishment, and propagated the idea of being in control of one’s own destiny. Jamie Reid’s cut-out newspaper lettering, used extensively for the Sex Pistol’s graphics on posters and record sleeves, brought pop art back to street level.
This owed much to Kurt Schwitters rubbish collages of the 1930's (see Cardinal, 1994:68-97) and to collectors of tram tickets and similar ephemera dating from the same period (The Guardian, 1990:4).

Indeed, the fashion culture made extensive use of rubbish in innovative ways, such as wearing plastic bin liners as miniskirts or Tee Shirts. Plastic in all its forms became a metaphor for the suffocation of the natural by the artificial, and was celebrated as such by punks as an expression of alienation and identity with rubbish which they felt society treated them as. They saw themselves as products of a plastic society. Poly Styrene, of the band ‘X-Ray Spex’, made the most explicit statements of this during 1977, in her songs such as ‘The Day The World Turned Day-Glo’ ‘Artificial’ and ‘Plastic Bag’. The plastic bin liner, and the safety pin even more so, took on a hyperreal meaning, surpassing their utilitarian purposes and becoming statements of identity (or loss of it) as an assertion of otherness (Tilley, 1989:191; Pearce, 1992:37). Such otherness has international meaning (Bar-Haim, 1987; 1988) and such identity exchanges occur on many levels (Campbell, 1996:93-105).

Punks mixed musical styles, raided charity shops and turned what would once have been termed ‘kitsch’ objects like plastic sandals and sunglasses into subversive statements. The intrinsic worthlessness of the appendages and the materials from which they were made, stood for the felt worthlessness of the wearer to society, but in asserting this worthlessness, made the object culturally valuable for the very same reason (see Laing, 1985; Savage 1992). The punk-rock movement, sparked the imaginations of many creative people, promoting the idea that anyone could make a statement of value without having to be an art-school graduate. Much of the creative thrust that has emerged since 1977 has punk to thank as its mainspring. Debord’s notion of the puerile as the ultimate commodity (Debord, 1983:67) found a vivid expression in punk culture.

Punk, culturally, responded most strikingly against the spectacle. Its most puerile commodities were adopted as icons of disaffection, its shortcomings were reflected back at it. Punk, read as a situationist response to the spectacle, was arguably more
influential than the Paris riots of 1968, in that although it was inevitably absorbed and recommodified as ‘safe’ (as ‘new wave’, ‘power pop’ etc.) by the spectacle, the influence of punk on popular culture and attitudes has been profound. In using the useless, valuing the valueless, punk challenged notions of worth and made it a part of an overt and outward identity. These same notions can be seen in much of what is currently collected as will be seen later. The 1970’s represented the first dislocation of the post-war consensus of what Britain was about and the direction in which it was heading, the first indication of the undermining of national confidence.

The contemporary social context of popular collecting

Most of the factors that have caused the upsurge in popular collecting, can be dated back to 1979 and the incoming Conservative government. Its declared aims of cutting public spending, curbing trade unions and closing ‘obsolete’ industries, whilst giving a free reign to the private sector has led to the uncertainty and insecurity that has considerably conditioned contemporary collecting. The phenomenon of the ‘selfish eighties’ in which the few profited at the expense of the many through speculation and privatisation, endorses the perception of disappearing values such as communal and civic belonging. Collecting then offers a surrogate community, which exemplifies in some way to the individual these lost values.

Eighteen years on, we are presented with two opposing aesthetics. The first is functionalist, in which people seek to use the new order of things to establish themselves in a perceived advancing wave of innovation and progress. This is most often materialised through advanced familiarity with information technology and business practices. The second is the antithesis of the first. It is nostalgic and fearful of the future and is facilitated through relationships with material culture, especially collecting (see Belk, 1995). This is reflected through the media via a multiplicity of programmes, of which there are two types. Firstly there are those which address collecting in various ways such as: *Antiques Roadshow; The Antiques Show; The Exchange; For Love or Money; Collectors’ Lot* and *Mad About Machines* (which included collectors of lawnmowers and sewing machines). Secondly, there are those which take a more sociological look at services, roles and place in society, such as the
three-part series *I'll Just See If He's In*, BBC2's historical survey of the secretary and the popular sociology of the *Modern Times* series. Others have included a nostalgic look back at the first motorways of the 1950's and a portrait of the electric milk float.

The former aesthetic is a child of the Thatcher / Reagan years which sees its environment in strictly utilitarian terms - the internet. The new technology of the 1980's is now the digital revolution of the 1990's, where global communication is accessible from a lap top computer. The never-never land of cyberspace provides a digital alternative environment for the individual while collecting offers a tactile one and thus demonstrates the basic human need for differentiation and relaxation. The digital environment though, is also the negation of material culture, by its very intangible nature and so posits itself in opposition to collecting behaviour. Conversely, it is used by at least one group of American collectors to advertise their ‘wants’ lists internationally. In the first U.K edition of the net surfers magazine *Wired* (April, 1995), the front cover and central article are devoted to Thomas Paine, the eighteenth century revolutionary and his relevance to the digital revolution. Thus the past is invoked, which it is otherwise anxious to disown (Katz, 1995:64-69).

The museological context of this is also relevant. Museums if nothing else, are a reminder of how things have changed technologically and socially. The visitor can most commonly perceive this in two ways. Firstly as a record of progress or secondly, as the world we have lost. Collecting is often about reverting to the safety of the past (be it recent or distant, personal or general), whilst the digital revolution is identified with progress. In this case, no objectified psychological aid (like collecting) is needed to give reassurance. This is because what the future holds, is always what is being striven for and therefore has no material culture attendant to it, whereas in the former scenario, what the future holds, is what is feared and thus guarded against. This protection often takes the talismanic form of a collection, of emissaries from the past. One collector (Gregory) discussed in Chapter Five and like Tony, in his fifties, collects badges. He is dismissive of modern pieces, but highly enthusiastic about older issues dating from the 1890’s up until the time of his own youth in the 1950’s. Here, the anti-spectacle aspect of collecting as a defence of identity, is vividly juxtaposed with
the spectacle's requirement for us to jettison the old and adopt the new, in the form of
digital culture.

clubs in Great Britain. Of these 54 have been formed since 1980, and a further 16 were
formed between 1975 and 1979. The material which members of these clubs collect is
diverse (see Appendix Three. A comprehensive list of collected material exhibited at
People's Shows in 1994 can be found in Lovatt, 1995). Not all the material is
contemporary. Older items are often collected, but nonetheless have only become
collectable in recent years, and can therefore be said to be contemporary in this sense.

Britain is not the only society in which this phenomenon is occurring. As Dittmar
has concluded:

'It may be tentatively argued that the Anglo-American Western world
including Canada, is characterised by similar systems of gender and
economic stratification as well as broadly similar forms of material

This would also have to include Japan. Japan is as consumer orientated (perhaps even
more so) as America. Certainly judging by its marketing of Christmas, little is left to
be exploited (Moeran and Skov, 1993:324-338) and yet even here there is a developing
hunger for its own cultural relics. Shinto temples now regularly host enormous
collectibles fairs, large ones in Tokyo attracting upwards of 30,000 people. There is
even a Japanese Antiques Roadshow called 'Family Treasure Assessors'
(Takayama, 1996:39). As Pearce put it: '...the modern world came to define itself both
communally and individually, largely in terms of ownership of goods...' (Pearce, 1992:3).

In Britain, the luxury of car and home ownership have become virtual necessities,
both of which could be regarded as fetishes. They are not so regarded because of their
almost universal appeal. This is reflected in television series such as firstly, *Signs Of
The Times; Home Front; Our House; Changing Rooms; House Style; The House
Detectives, Hot Property* and *Moving People* which look at people's sense of
self-definition in terms of their ideas of home. Secondly, *A to B: Tales of Modern
Motoring; The Car's The Star; Perpetual Motion; Classic Cars and Reduce Speed
Now, explore car culture. The torrent of car advertising on television (see Moore and
Tucker, 1994:22) reinforces this. The peoples of Northern Europe and Japan are not
especially demonstrative in their emotions towards each other and perhaps such
tendencies are therefore invested or channelled into their prized possessions, be they
collectibles, houses or cars. In this sense we use objects to 'speak' for us by proxy
when we feel unable to articulate our emotions in a spoken language, even to the
extent of becoming cultural megaphones. The intensity of value placed on such life
defining commodities has increased concomitantly with the decline and dismantling of
the welfare state and the post-war structures of the caring society. Even the
terminology has changed, 'council housing' has been redefined as 'social housing', in
order to wean us off the idea of welfareism. Government ceases to operate through
'depартments' thus implying responsibility, and become 'agencies' which implies that
responsibility lies elsewhere.

The second aesthetic is the dark side of the first. For those people whose confidence
has been badly shaken by such change, the desire for material goods increases as a
means of re-staking their claim in society, their belonging is defined for them by
material abundance. Anxiety is tempered and depression ameliorated by shopping or
treating themselves. Transposed to collecting, the relative decline in many people's
living standards in the boom and bust economy, translates into new phenomena such as
car boot sales, collectors fairs and markets, where new cultures emerge and new
relationships with objects are formed. Dealers and pitch holders at such venues deal in
collectable stuff which enables people to gain a purchase on their psychological selves.
In so doing it conditions mood swings which feed through to the adoption of
collecting, the surrender to a sudden compulsion or the revelation of a means of
salvation.

As a means of asserting or defining identity, a television programme on Tomi
Ungever, a collector of Nazi ephemera is a good example of the dark side of
collecting. Ungever lives in Strasbourg, France. He says: 'I've no way of describing
myself' (Ungever, 1996). He regards himself as an Alsacian, neither French nor
German. He was 12 at the time of the Nazi occupation of Alsace in 1940 and was a member of the Hitler Youth. He detests the Nazis, but regards his time in Nazi schools as: ‘...some of the best years of my life’ (Ungever, 1996). He tries to make sense of his childhood and his split identity through collecting the ephemera of the occupation. He says:

‘I’ve been collecting all my life. The Alsacians are collectors, manic collectors. People collect out of insecurity. It’s like a cancer, collecting is like a cancer, it grows on you.’ (Ungever, 1996)

He describes Strasbourg as being: ‘an island between two countries’ (Ungever, 1996). He believes that identity is a form of self-defence. His collecting is an assertion both of self-exploration and justification as well as self-defence. As a young school boy he enjoyed the camaraderie of the Hitler Youth, but hated what it stood for. He was always drawing and at school was made to draw Nazi propaganda, whilst at home he drew anti-Nazi cartoons. He published a book some while back of all his childhood cartoons and utilised the ephemera he had kept from the war years. As a consequence, many readers began donating similar material to him, which he says is: ‘when this collection really started to become a collection’ (Ungever, 1996). He describes his motivations in collecting:

‘You see it was like opening an abscess or something, it’s a matter of demystification. It’s a forbidden fruit, Nazi propaganda is a forbidden fruit’. It’s quite a dilemma, do you put it in the open or hush it up? This makes it very attractive’. (Ungever, 1996)

Clearly there is an identity crisis in that he was raised to speak French, German, English and Alsacian (an old German dialect). His national identity quandary was compounded by his sentimental affection for his school years under the Nazis and his simultaneous hatred of what they stood for and did. He tries to externalise this through his collecting. He displays two propaganda posters for the camera. The first is a Nazi occupation poster which forbids the use of French. The second is a French poster issued after the war, which forbids German or Alsacian. He also uses old photographs of Nazi soldiers, rationalising the innocence of one private, who looked as though he was an unwilling conscript compared to the cruelty in the eyes of an SS officer: ‘this bastard’ he retorts (Ungever, 1996). Therefore, collecting can be seen as a therapy, a
means of exorcising personal demons. This is also seen in another collector (John) described in Chapter Five. Certainly Ungever is most enthusiastic about the finds his book dealer (therapist?) has made for him of Alsacian occupation material, commenting on its importance as he sifts through it. This dark side of collecting illustrates the depth of meaning it can have for the individual. Ungever may be wrestling with personal demons from half a century ago, but his method of doing so is contemporary. Until recently, such sensitive material would not have been openly traded as it currently is and certainly Ungever would have found it more difficult to go public about it.

The Freudian concept of collecting in adults as being analy retentive (see Chapter 2), is expressed in modern society by referring to someone as an ‘anorak’. The anorak is a widely recognised signifier of bird watchers, train spotters and grown men who never left their parental home and is worthy of a wider study in itself. In Channel Four’s ‘Big Breakfast Show’, an ‘anorak of the week’ award is made for what is deemed to be the most demonstrative form of this behaviour (Digger,1995:17), while the Radio Four play Anoraks Of Fire (Dinsdale,1994) concerns the obsessions of a train spotter. The Talk Radio host, Steve Wright, invited collectors to ring in with their collecting habits. One caller collected anything to do with Noel Edmunds, a radio and T.V host. The following was the response:

S.W: ’Are you married?’
Caller: ‘No’
S.W: ’Do you have a girlfriend?’
Caller: ’I’m looking for one’

Riotous laughter from studio technicians et al.
The clear insinuation being that sex is a replacement for collecting, people replace things in importance and should do so in adolescence. The message conveyed is ‘get a life!’ By contrast another caller admitted to being obsessed with Frank Sinatra and collecting anything he could find on him. He admitted to buying duplicate copies of records because the covers were different, and of spending lavishly on boxed sets of c.d.’s, even though he already had all the songs on them. In this instance the caller was given sympathy and his behaviour excused on the grounds that: ’Sinatra is
undoubtedly one of the greats’ (Wright, 1996). This exemplifies the subjective attitudes that collecting elicits in others. Collecting itself is not frowned upon so much as what it is that is actually collected and whether it has a legitimacy for those who view it or come to hear of it. This is also consistent with the historical proposition, that some collecting was socially sanctioned, where it was deemed to be self-improving, or otherwise condemned. This could also be read as a process of categorising ‘worth’, a struggle to discriminate between worthy and unworthy objects, in a world which is increasingly full of them. Museums adopt this process as professional practice; on a more routine and daily basis we all engage in it.

We live in a consumer society that provides and services our every requirement. Through collecting we express a need for self-determination. Collecting demonstrates personal control over a material environment of our own making, our ability to determine the outcome. The collection represents the power of creation, and can in its extremity become a reality. This is exemplified by a collector of souvenir spoons (see Chapter Five) who has created a virtual reality through spoon collecting. Also, the world of Breweryana collecting (see Chapter Six) is contrived to create an alternative environment in which the world of beer can be ‘lived’. This is not though, to suggest that such a scenario has not happened before. The American phenomenon of the hobbyist movement of the 1930’s, previously mentioned was sustained on the one hand, by society’s elite as a means of maintaining social order at a time of mass unemployment and social discontent, and by the unemployed on the other hand, who by undertaking a hobby, vested their work ethic in it. In so doing, they kept that work ethic alive and fit, ready to reapply it to employment once the economy picked up. As Gelber put it: ‘Hobbies served to confirm the legitimacy of a world view that favoured more work over more leisure by turning leisure into work.’ (Gelber, 1991:742).

The difference between then and now, is that the economy of the 1930’s depended on the same industries and trades (e.g. steel, shipbuilding, mines and factories) as it had in the 1830’s. It was expected to continue doing so, and in fact did so as a result of war needs after 1939. In contemporary society, those industries have been massively truncated or have disappeared altogether. It was found in 1930’s America that many
hobbyists adopted their work occupation or aspects of it, as their hobby on becoming unemployed (Gelber, 1991:757-758). This thus served as a retrenchment exercise in anticipation of re-entering the work force in the same occupation, possibly with a wider or greater understanding of that subject, through the enforced leisure time given over to its study. In collecting we project our work ethic onto objects and material by collecting them, thus giving it physical presence. There are distinct differences between the two eras however. In the former, hobbies can be viewed as a holding operation or a temporary work-like alternative to conventional work as Gelber implies:

'Rather than an offspring of either work or play, it is more accurate to view hobbies as an offspring of both; a child of two fathers.'

(Gelber, 1991:744).

'Neither work nor play, they (hobbies) combined elements of both and served to legitimise each to the other.' (Gelber, 1991:751)

In contemporary society, the end of mass, centralised employment and the ensuing social ruptures, mean hobbies have taken on a much higher profile of fixity and permanence as new technology has eradicated the old. Secondly, the social phenomenon of the affluent teenager and the existence of a distinct youth culture, was a product of a recovering economy from the 1950’s. This has by now created a significant memory of and longing for its material culture. The socio-cultural diversity that we have undergone since 1945, the liberalising of values, shrinkage of the world and general quickening of pace in change of all kinds, has concomitantly left us with a half century legacy of popular folk memory, encapsulated in its material culture. In this climate much of our contemporary material culture becomes, or is actually marketed as collectible. This is again distinct from pre-war years when other than minority cult collectibles such as jazz records, most contemporary material was functional or decorative, any potential post-functional existence (such as in a museum) was by accident or good fortune rather than design. Gelber asserts then, that we tinker or play with, study or otherwise engage with stuff, as a kind of halfway stage between work and play. In Debordian terms, hobbies are a kind of way station, or pit-stop in which we may either develop anti-spectacle traits such as collecting, or conversely, re-engage with the spectacle after a break.
What links collecting in the two eras is that they are both serious leisure. Stebbins notes that a tendency of serious leisure is that it requires perseverance and that often it becomes a career:

'Careers in serious leisure frequently rest on a third quality, namely, significant, personal effort based on special knowledge, training or skill, and sometimes all three.' (Stebbins, 1982:256)

Other research has concluded that: ‘the borderline between realms of work and leisure in our postmodern world is experienced as increasingly blurred’ (Danet & Katriel, 1994:51). By taking their leisure activities seriously, collectors have become more refined and sophisticated in their knowledge. Unemployment and under employment has allowed them the time to study more deeply their chosen field of collection. It is from such fundamental social and cultural shifts in values and perceptions that extra-museum collecting has developed at such a volume and speed in recent years. With the decline or absence of industries and trades in which to become employed, the idea of one’s hobby becoming a means of self-employment takes on heightened potential. Hence one reason for the veracious market for dealing in and collecting ‘stuff’. The specialist knowledge necessary to become literate in one’s chosen ‘leisure profession’ as it might be termed, is nearer to hand than in the 1930’s. Television teems with programmes on collectibles and their values; price guides and collectors reference books cram the shelves of book shops; collectors fairs and car boot sales are held every week. Into such an environment, the focus, energy and acumen of the work ethic is concentrated, resulting in a frenzy of supply and demand for objects ranging from the mundane to the magnificent. Stebbins defines ‘serious’ collections as those from which can be developed: ‘a technical knowledge of the commercial, social, and physical circumstances in which their fancied items are acquired’ (Stebbins, 1982:260-261). He cites conventional items such as stamps, rare books, butterflies, violins, minerals or paintings as examples of such collectibles, whilst citing the ‘casual collecting’ of matchbooks, beer bottles, and travel pennants as:

‘...at best a marginal instance of hobbyism (to coin a new word). Here, there is no equivalent complex of commercial, social and physical circumstances to learn about; no substantial aesthetic or technical appreciation possible; no comparable level of understanding of their production to be developed. (Stebbins, 1982:261)
Whist there should be no quarrel with the former, the latter is in contemporary collecting just as serious. It could equally be argued that a casual approach could be adopted towards stamps or coins etc. The dismissal of such items as beer bottles as materially unimportant is what has kept a considerable body of social history hidden from museums and revealed to private collectors.

For those with a regular income, urban / suburban lifestyles provide life’s necessities without much effort in their obtaining (e.g. ‘Argos superstores take care of it’). Hence that aspect of human nature which tends to become frustrated or lacklustre without the proposition of a challenge, is socialised and codified through collecting. The hunt for the addition to the collection, the research on our chosen subject’s history (preservation of the object through knowledge of its use and origins) are all symptomatic of our need to be recognised as mortal and individual, not simply placid recipients of a service provision environment. This can thus be seen as a form of resistance. We save money for economic and material security, we save objects for cultural and aesthetic security and psychological sanctuary. Whether money or material culture, it is felt to have a value which is intrinsic to our own preservation. Collecting feeds a need to make a material statement about the human condition and the homogenous nature of modern western society. Our individuality is built externally through the collection, the unusual decor of one’s home etc. The making of something as one’s own is the essential manifestation of the need for self-determination and ultimate control of one’s own environment. This is perhaps illustrated by collectors of such items as fluffy toys and animal ornaments, who distribute them throughout the house. The objects are held to ‘live’ in certain places and may even be used functionally (e.g. owl shaped teapots etc.) as they are by one collector of camel images (see Chapter Five).

In Britain, change is gauged and mourned (as well as resisted) through collecting. The collecting of badges and memorabilia of Butlin’s holiday camps, especially of the 1950’s is widespread. Those who were regular attenders at the camps in their heyday incorporate their collections into their living space to act as touchstones for remembrance and talismans to combat the bad news of modern society, in which sense
they are weapons of self-defence. Many other people collect Butlin memorabilia, who have never set foot in a camp, but to whom the iconography of its souvenir and advertising material represent something that is perceived to have been lost, a sentiment of popular value no longer present in society (e.g., communal leisure, sharing, simple pleasures etc.). In fact Butlins (now owned by Rank) have initiated their own museum, thus demonstrating the appeal of its imagery (Butlin Loyalty Club Newsletter, 1994:15).

Collecting as a means of resistance is subconscious, but in a nation renowned for its conservative attitude towards change of any kind, Britain exemplifies the often complex and multifarious levels of engagement with objects as coping mechanisms. Contemporary collecting should be seen as an aspect of social behaviour of a post-industrial society. As in most other spheres of modern life, boundaries dissolve, old certainties become meaningless and everything is up for grabs. What for the last two decades in Britain has been sold as ‘opportunity’ for the entrepreneur, is for most, nothing more than the solidifying of anxiety and doubt about the future. As others have observed: ‘...instead of the economy being in the service of the consumer, the consumer is often present in circumstances that enable the economy (that is the activity of entities that yield economic value) to be healthy’ (Askegaard and Fuat Fiat, 1997:132). Debord would probably recognise this as ‘the deceived gaze’, the hegemony of the economy, disguised as the freedom of choice and expression. It is further noted that: ‘The interesting thing is that we conceptualise and signify our intervention in the market through the use of our wealth or incomes as non-intervention, as the ‘natural’ flow of things’ (Askegaard and Fuat Fiat, 1997:134). For Debord, this would probably not be surprising. It simply illustrates the strength of the spectacle’s (late capitalism’s) illusion.

**Fin de siècle anxiety**

This anxiety currently felt by many, it could be argued is no more than a cyclical repetition of social fears that accompany the end of every century. A postmodernist interpretation of them it could be argued, is little more than fatalism or fadism. Certainly major themes of concern can be located at the end of centuries past (Briggs
The early nineteenth century witnessed serious reactions against the new industrialism, and in the early twentieth century fears about the falling birth rate amongst the middle classes and the poor condition of working class health gave rise to premonitions of racial extinction. The bogeyman, as the twenty first century approaches is the disappearance of that which the previous two hundred years have been railing against - industry. However cyclical fin de siècle anxiety may be, it does not invalidate the examination of the contexts which gave rise to it and the implications it holds for the future. At the end of our own century the anxiety takes the form of a hyper-fascination with objects and material culture in general, especially collecting.

In a post-industrial society, devoid of the architecture and material culture which determined one's sense of purpose and self-dignity, we now look on the years of mass production and urbanisation as a golden age. Yesterday’s mass produce becomes today’s rarity. Its commonality enhances its awe as we gaze in wonder at the assumed simplicity of the times it seems to reflect and in which it was used. We nostalgically lament yesterday’s mass produce because of the abundance and certainty which its unlimited nature represented. We sigh at the paucity of our own times, our lack of confidence and its use as a cipher for rarity and necessary acquisition. The concept of the limited edition (Plate 2) has now been used as a marketing tool for everything from chocolate bars to cars (see also Walker, 1997:260). ‘Just in time’ provision of staff as well as commodities has replaced job security and the abundantly, overfilled shelving space of warehouses. The anxiety of manufacturers about market share and public tendencies to save rather than spend, lead them to make minimal runs of any manufactured good. This is then marketed as a limited edition. Just as our publicly owned national assets have been privatised and sold back to us as shoddy goods, lack of inward investment reflected in the trend towards niche marketing leads therefore to much smaller quantities of manufactured goods. This is marketed as a special opportunity not to be missed when in fact it is only a lack of confidence in manufacturing industry, leading to restricted output. This is reminiscent of Debord’s observation on the rise of puerility as an ultimate commodity (Debord, 1983:67).
PLATE 2: LIMITED EDITIONS

A: Sweet Wrappers

The corporate belt has run out of notches with which to tighten it. The re-commodifying of the commodity has sunk to puerility. Re-commodifying the mundane as the spectacular, to make the ordinary special, to find new target groups for the established to save the expense of experimenting with the new is now an art form. Retreat and retrenchment, disguising the known as a discovery, the safe as exciting, this is the spectacle's game.

B: The Car

The fascination with and enthusiasm for, objects spurred on by programmes such as the Antiques Roadshow, is clearly acknowledged here in comparing a tacky 'made for the collectors market' clock, with a brand new Toyota car. The clock is signified as a copy and for those with poor taste, whilst the car is sleek and desirable; fast in speed, and to be caught before it disappears for good.
We perceive ourselves as moving towards a society where cyberspace and information (intangibles) are the centre of people's lives rather than places or things (tangibles). As our children grow up with information technology in all its sophistication, as normal a tool as a ball-point pen, we worry about being left behind and becoming redundant. We disguise this by celebrating the fact through humour. The ten year old boy who has to teach his otherwise self-reliant father how to use a computer was a favourite of the early 1990's. Behind the facade however, the anxiety is real. Clearly people cannot live every minute of their lives in a permanent state of anxiety, but in so far as it colours our decisions and thoughts about our futures, it needs a palliative, a salve. Collecting acts like a material aspirin. It gives relief to the intensity of our anxieties by allowing us to enter a fantasy world. The same effect was noticed more obviously in the inter-war years when cinema visiting was at its height.

In contemplating things there develops an awareness or conviction that anything which is currently familiar, but not recent in origin, could at any time be phased out and thus lends an urgency to its preservation through collecting in one form or another. Consider the door for instance. As we move towards a sleeker, more efficient architecture, it may well come to pass that doors will only be accessed by use of a number pad, or a swipe card thus making handles redundant. It is perfectly feasible that BBC2 or Channel Four will then initiate a series on 'classic door knobs', or a 'door-knob collectors club' will take root. Already there is a 'society for the protection of electromagnetic species' which seeks to preserve the test-card of the days before twenty four hour television. Another society exists to preserve the 'muzac' that was played over it and a recent c.d. compilation, Test Card Classics, is a best seller amongst the nouveau easy listening public.

Displacement and re-assimilation

Our society is in a profound state of social flux. Communications and technology are advancing at a heady rate. The house owning democracy of the 1980's has turned into a negative equity nightmare for the 1990's. The decentralisation of work patterns plus part-time and self-employment account for an increasing proportion of people's income. The concept of the job, certainly of a permanent one, is fast becoming
anachronistic, even to those who have been professionals all their lives (Pilkington, 1996:23). Consequently the nature and shape of communities and living spaces are in flux. As older residents of a community die off or move into communal homes, they are replaced with an increasingly transient and restless population, whose roots are more likely to be in cyberspace than in any specific geographical area as they search for temporary contract work around the country or abroad. This inspires little confidence or investment in permanent roots (see Pilkington, 1996:23). In times past when such economic and social upheaval has occurred, resort to violent opposition has been the reaction (e.g. Luddites in the 1810's against power looms and Captain Swing in 1830 against agricultural threshing machines). The advent of the single issue campaign on issues such as poll tax, live animal exports, vivisection, nuclear disarmament, motorway extensions all carry on this tradition and reflect the alienation felt by many from conventional politics. This alienation is emphasised every time a politician refers to 'the taxpayer' (as they invariably do) when talking about 'the nation'. They thereby exclude upwards of four million unemployed people, pensioners and other non-tax payers, who are rendered non-citizens by definition. This also serves to re-codify belonging with economic rather than social values. More subtle resistance however, can be reflected in other ways.

Since the 1970's, 'retro-chic' in dress, house decor, etc. has become less a matter of eccentricity than one of style, hence Alex Woolliams: 'the man who lives in the thirties' (Anon, Best of British, 1995:8-9) does not seem at all out of the ordinary when he is pictured sitting in his 1930's decorated living room. Both are symptomatic of uncertainty and anxiety. The BBC2 interior decoration series Home Front featured an episode on retro living (8/5/1996). This featured a man who decorated his house in the style of William Morris (he even wore a similar moustache to Morris), a young couple of nouvo mods, who decorated in authentic early 1960's decor and a French woman who did the same with the late 1960's and psychedelia. Also featured was Christie's first ever 1960's design auction in which a 1967 inflatable plastic arm chair sold for £230. Such themed living space, although not the norm, is increasingly popular. British Television's light drama reflects the appetite for nostalgia, with series like Heartbeat (BBC1), portraying the lot of a young rural policeman in the 1960's, or
more recently *And The Beat Goes On* (Channel 4) which serves up familiar soap opera
tale, but set in 1960 with the moral attributions characteristic of the age and echoing
John Major’s ‘back to basics’. Although such tendencies clearly have nostalgic
foundations, this is too convenient a dismissal. The word ‘nostalgia’ is derived from
the Latin words for *return* and *sorrow* and was considered originally to be a medical
condition (Starobinski, 1966:84-85). It is therefore a state of lament. It is hard to see
how people born in the 1960’s and 1970’s can in the strictest sense yearn for a
historical period they have never known. Physically, it is more often a certain element
of style or method of production or care and attention to quality of detail that attracts
us to objects of the past. When they were contemporary to their period, they were not
necessarily seen as anything out of the ordinary. In this sense a conscious mourning for
the passing of craftsmanship disguises the subconscious rejection of the seemingly
soulless present, which seeks to skimp on quality and pay only a passing care to style.
In so doing, the growth of the reproduction market has been encouraged.

The burgeoning of postmodern collecting is a fin de siècle boom industry. The
material (object) centred society is perceived as being superseded by a non-material
one. For instance we are often told that with the advent of the smart card, we are
heading towards a cashless society and the internet implies a new focus of value away
from material objects and onto information as the new fiscal and cultural currency in
the marketplace of cyberspace. There is a growing body of work which might usefully
be called ‘anxiety literature’. This warns of the disappearance of the job, the
vulnerability of personal and corporate computer records and information and the
imperative of keeping up with new developments, which you fail to do at the risk of
losing your job or even your career. These writings have an echo of the German
invasion scare stories of the early 1900’s, only this time the enemy is more insidious,
intangible and even invisible (e.g. Campen, 1992; Schwartau, 1994; Bridges, 1995;
Hutton, 1995; Lasch, 1995). Programmes such as Channel 4’s *The ‘I’ Bomb* and
*Visions of Heaven and Hell* dealing with the apocalyptic nature of new technology as
much as the potential benefits, contribute to the overall sense of unease at what we are
told is not just around the corner, but already here.
A recent film *The Net*, starring Sandra Bullock, tells the story of a software repairer who inadvertently stumbles on a computer security system with a built-in flaw designed to extract any confidential information required from the systems it is supposedly protecting. When discovered her identity is erased via the internet on all public and corporate records. To all intents and purposes she does not exist, she has been murdered in cyberspace. This may sound like typical Hollywood fantasy, but there are factual cases that suggest how seriously the internet is taken in this respect. One John Goyden sued for divorce, on the grounds that his wife committed adultery in cyberspace via their computer, with a man she'd never met who lived on the other side of America (Katz, 1996:3). Microchips that can steal your mobile 'phone number out of the air, or discover your bank account PIN code from an ATM after it has been used, are common fear factors in today's society.

Since the 1980's financial institutions have referred to their services as 'products', as though they were something tangible, reluctant perhaps to abandon the nations manufacturing past by shipping in old value loaded terminology which is ultimately empty of substance. The ultimate non-product - information sent as net transmissions, will no doubt be ascribed the same corporate labels to imbibe them with the familiarity of ownable substance. In an uncertain world, people look for that which offers them psychological sanctuary and material confidence, many have found this in collecting. Collecting is a cleaving to the mass-produced at a time when production is ceasing to be mass. Where once mass production was derided for its easy vulgarity of style, it is now remembered with affection as a symbol of abundance in our current age of paucity and lack of political will and vision. Graham, a member of the Leicester Collectors' Club (see Chapter Six) collects vintage electrical appliances, especially from the 1920's and 1930's. He states that:

'There's very little research been done on the history of popular manufactured goods. It's not fine art, decorative art, it's industrial produce. Short of company histories there's very little research been done'.

So like the Wrangler Jeans advert which proclaims: 'every pair tells a story' (bus shelter advertisement, Leicester, 1996), the uniformly mass produced can now be invested with its own character. That which was the same can now be viewed as
individual. This is even more the case in such mass-produced items as early plastics which are widely collected. In early production runs, colours and shades were unstable and so infinite variety can be found. Thus the all-embracing standardised product can be imbibed with its own personality (see also Chapter Six, ‘model vehicle collecting’).

Those with the concerns that Bill Gates, the billionaire owner of Microsoft sketches below, are just some of those who wish things were otherwise, despite Gates’ optimism:

'Change of this magnitude makes people nervous. Everyday people ask about the implications of the network. What will happen to our jobs? Will people withdraw from the physical world and live vicariously through their computers? Will the gulf between the haves and have-nots widen? I’ve thought about the difficulties and on balance, I’m optimistic. I’m thrilled by the feeling that I’m squinting into the future and catching the first revealing hint of revolutionary possibilities'. (Gates, 1995:1)

**Disconnection from the orderly: the supermarket**

Debord had a fear of the homogenisation of culture in which the individual components of society would be isolated and re-marketed as part of a bland and all-embracing whole. Fosse Park Shopping Centre in Leicestershire personifies this. The spectacle of the parked cars gives the impression of cattle in a coral. The signpost which indicates the businesses located in the park, looks like an urban totem pole, depicting or invoking the spirits of mammon to be worshipped.

Debord despaired of the passivity of consumerism and the spread of: ‘...enormous shopping centres built on the bare ground of parking lots.’ and: ‘the dictatorship of the automobile’ (Debord, 1983:174). Such concerns would have been scoffed at just a few years ago, but are now universally recognised as important. The supermarket in Britain seems to realise Debord’s fears especially well. In many ways it acts as a museum, only of removable, ownable and consumable objects. It acts as a community centre with baby care facilities for mothers. It provides assistants who will push around trolleys for the elderly. It is a cathedral of worship. ‘Singles nights’ are organised at some ASDA supermarkets, thus acting like a dating agency. We immerse ourselves in the offerings of the supermarket and hide behind the pretence of our control in our
choices, as the collector hides behind the collection and acts out control through the environments manipulation. The check out operator is our therapist as we reveal ourselves to them via our purchases; family, single, or microwave ready. Their prescribed smile and greeting (supermarkets advertise for ‘greeters’ as a job position) are supposed to enhance our feel-good factor on entry and exit. Both Sainsburys and Tesco plan to introduce high street shops which will simply be called ‘shop’. The various loyalty schemes utilising ‘bonus points’ with every purchase, seek to identify the consumers every requirement and service it. The corporate supermarket wars are an expression of the recognition of a consumer driven market force which is probably more salient and relevant to people’s everyday lives than government pronouncements.

The Midland supermarket chain, Morrisons, advertise the merits of their establishments: ‘Take a walk down “market street” in Morrisons. Fresh food prepared daily in store’ (Channel 4 5/5/1996). The idea of the high street shop is here appropriated wholesale and reconstituted within the confines of the supermarket. The shops are suggested rather than stated, a styling rather than a reproduction, but the concept of a shopping theme park is clearly implied. This increases the disassociation of the shop as a binary part of life as it becomes an indifferent necessity. As part of the territory wars between supermarkets, model vehicles utilising the corporate liveries are sold or used as purchase incentives (see Model Collector, November, 1995:21-29), probably as much for adults as for children, thus tying shopping even closer to collecting behaviour. Here, the spectacle’s appropriation of a method of resistance to it, and its recommodification is evident.

In an even wider context, supermarkets, especially the larger out of town variety, allow us to play out fin de siècle material indulgences. The supermarket is a palace of variety. As the museum once brought exotic objects for us to wonder at, so now the supermarket offers exotic foods. The supermarket can in a sense be seen as an educator by the introduction of ‘new lines’. The buying of that unwanted, yet irresistible item to which we all succumb, is like buying an obligatory souvenir of a visit to prove that we’ve been there. The staff who obligingly direct you to the correct isle
for shortbread are the tourist guides of a heritage industry yet to come. They will be as romantically missed and mourned as the small shop with its personal touch was missed when supermarkets forced them out of business. The author of an article extolling the virtues of covered, out-of-town shopping centres was already looking forward to the: "first listed shopping mall" (Barker, 1996:3). First coal mines ceased to be workplaces and became tourist attractions as the service sector was held to be Britain's future. Supermarkets could be the first service sector casualty, as mines were the first industrial one, to be turned into a heritage park. Being as they are in transition as computerised home shopping begins to be introduced (H.D, 1995:3).

In a more sentimental way, we associate toy shops with the idea of childhood and want to be wooed and treated as adult children when we enter the shops environment, which we wish to be receptive and sensitive to our sentiments. Toys 'R Us in Leicester's Fosse Park, reveals the naked domination of the economic having over the social being as Debord notes (Debord, 1983:17). Fluffy toys are stuffed in rows of metal racks in a warehouse environment. They give the impression of being battery hens. One is not encouraged to find that special item for a loved one, but is offered a shopping basket on entry as though in a supermarket. A tape looped voice over the tanoy constantly and distastefully announces the range of credit cards accepted by the shop and the whole experience contrives to strip us of our sentimental pretence and recommodify that which we had sought to imbibe with something more than the stasis of an inanimate object. Fosse Park in common with all our large out of town shopping centres, bears the unmistakable imprint of man, but lacks any humanity. Although a centre of commodities, we are alienated from them by its lack of enticement and its sheer unashamed economic nakedness. It makes no pretence of endearing us to the commodities for sale, it is a bare economic statement: take it or leave it. Collecting is as much about re-establishing the magic of objects as anything else, in an age that advertises paucity as rarity and therefore desirable. When the economic imperative of the spectacle's new commodities are revealed as such, it seems often to be a moment in which they are rejected, and older material becomes collectable. As this study is attempting to show, such trends have grown in the last eighteen years, as society has
become increasingly economically defined. Collecting is about re-balancing the civil aspect of society with the economic and state aspects in hegemony.

The supermarket then, plays with the need to relate to material culture, collecting instincts (buy two, get one free) and social interaction, subsuming those roles that traditional institutions such as museums would normally provide. The supermarket replaces the familiar and safe (e.g. Jones Brothers, The High Street) with the grid references of the war map (e.g. Meadowhall, Junction 34 off the M1). It is also undermined by the replacement of the known with the unknown. Jones Brothers may still have the name plaque on the shop which has actually been sold to Mr and Mrs Desai, and is no longer a newsagent as the board outside indicates, but an off license. This is even more the case when what appears on the outside to still be an Anglican church of late nineteenth century vintage, has actually been internally converted into units for a small business centre. This disorientates the sense of the expected and makes collecting the known that much more essential, as the perception of loss and therefore the imperative of preservation becomes heightened.

The ‘worth’ of things

The world being as it is, full of stuff, results in an endless cycle of commodification and recommodification. It is stated that the entire gift industry in Britain is worth around £5 billion pounds a year of which around £375 million is represented by heritage gifts. Servicing the desire for heritage and nostalgia is a business sector estimated at £100 million a year (Atkinson, 1996:11). These figures are believed to draw in every conceivable souvenir, but almost certainly do not include the informal markets of the undeclared earnings of dealers in collectibles on markets and car boot fairs all over the country (Maisel, 1974; Stoller, 1984; Morgan, 1993). It would probably also exclude the material which, though not ‘heritage’ by intent (e.g. destined for sale through acknowledged outlets such as National Trust shops and Past Times chain stores), casts an eye on that particular market and incorporates elements of it into new and everyday items. Such retrospective material can range from Ronson lighters to the ‘traditional’ design and packaging of ice lollies (Duckers, 1991:14; Landesman, 1995). As Atkinson points out, it becomes harder on the fringes of the heritage industry to
separate nostalgia products from mainstream commodities. In this sense then, a seamless web of yesteryear is insidiously woven around us and confronts us in all the forms of our everyday environment. The subtlety (and often crassness) of such market driven social engineering is reflected in the media via such programmes as *The Antiques Roadshow* and the numerous other programmes which deal with collecting, material culture and hyper-commodification.

We live in an age of niche marketing in which we are constantly encouraged to consume or even actively to ‘collect’ a given product. Desire and profit are strong motives for acquisition and at a street level, the 1990’s have seen the mushrooming of demand. In 1992, the posters used by Sony to advertise their Walkman cassette players proved very popular. They pictured a shoe made up to look like human faces, some based allegedly on actual personalities. So popular were these posters, that students began stealing them from Adshel poster sites on the sides of bus shelters for their bedroom walls (Anon, *Independent on Sunday*, 1992:8). In Brighton, children as young as five began rifling the colourful and free piles of leaflets advertising rave parties from local record shops and selling them for up to five pounds each in the school playground (Heron, 1992).

It may cause some of us to draw breath to hear that a 1930’s Dinky toy sold for £12,650 at auction (Anon, *The Guardian*, 1994:5), but what makes 200,000 Germans and 60,000 Britons collect unused telephone cards? Furthermore what makes some of them worth between £30.00 and £500.00 each? (Coren, 1994:16). To collect that which most people would regard as disposable is a form of subversive activity. It places value in the worthless and revels in the esoteric nature of the deep knowledge of the material collected. In this scenario, it is an act of passive resistance to the spectacle. If such material becomes recognised belatedly as being of social historical or cultural significance by museums, then it loses its attraction for those collectors who are only interested in the materials subversive or novelty value. Others though, usually with large collections of the material, become feted as cultural custodians (such as Robert Opie). If the material has the added bonus of being financially valuable then admiration and wisdom are attributed to the collector. In so doing, such collectors are being
applauded for their insight, and their collections socially validated as statements of educational enlightenment (thus conforming to the rational recreation model). The subversive element can be seen in the way in which comics (especially American ones) have such a fascination and command such a high price compared to the more erudite world of first edition book collecting. The first edition of D.C Comics in which Batman appeared can be worth from £30,000 to £100,000 (Connolly, 1994:10; Daneff, 1994:4). Max Decharne had 10,000 comics by the age of ten, he now has five times as many. He is selling his thirteen rarest comics which he confidently expects to reach £100,000 at auction, in order to buy a house for his family (Connolly, 1994:10). If one considers this in terms of a straight exchange, thirteen comics for a £100,000 house, it turns conventional notions of 'value' on their head, and yet why should a first edition Batman comic not be worth as much as a painting by a postimpressionist? It says more about the social changes going on around us than any intrinsic nature of the object itself.

On a less financially impressive scale, but highly subversive, is Steve Chibnall's collection of American pulp fiction. These cheap paperbacks arrived in Britain as ballast on American merchant ships from the 1940's onwards. Everything about them says trash and that's the appeal. Chibnall says:

'Some books have got what I call drop-jaw titles like
'Me and My Ghoul'...I love the outrageousness of it all, there's this element of liking the despised.'
(Jarvis, 1995:10)

On another level, collecting is very much about identity and personality. Typically such traits are belled by fashion. In general, before the advent of punk rock in the late 1970's, it was decidedly unhip to pay visual reference to previous fashions or the past at all. By the 1980's it was common practice to mix up styles both of previous youth cultures and of pre-youth culture fashions. Now even vintage denim has a growing collectors market, with prices ranging up to £5,000. For the first time, Miller's Collectible's Price Guide, is to include sections on denim, training shoes, kettles: '...and other domestic appliances.' (Miller, 1997:5). In the 1990's the accelerated pace of life is reflected in fashion in two ways. Firstly, by reaffirming early 1980's 'new romantic chic', by looking even further back in time to create an identity, invoking fashion
sentiments of (e.g.) the eighteenth century. Secondly, by viewing the female power
dressing style (padded shoulders etc.) that emerged in the 1980’s as already retro
(Laybourne, 1994:15). In short this reads as ‘new is old, old is new’. One can choose to
go with the flow in living in speedup where the pace of work in a professional role can
be so accelerated that time seems to accelerate and leave far behind that which is only
recently new. Such people live in nanoseconds as though they were aeons. This is ‘new
as old’. ‘Old as new’ occurs when people recognise that a concomitant dose of ‘slow
down’ is necessary to cope with the frantic pace that society operates at today. In
which case, one may look as far backwards in time for tranquillity as one may be
rushing forwards to a work centred future. Style guru, Peter York’s series The
Eighties (BBC2) confronted us with the ‘me too’ attitude of the period as though it
had existed at least twenty rather than seven years ago, but for those who suffered
hardship and unemployment in the eighties, (who York signally, does not address) the
legacy is still with us as though it had never been otherwise.

The traits that express themselves are not peculiar to our own age, they are peculiar
to human nature, but at the end of the twentieth century with uncertainty all around,
we are indulging in an orgy of material expression as though fumbling with worry
beads. Objects and collections are psychic batteries, stored with powerful emotional
psychological and cultural meaning for us. Jean Rhys understood this. In her story
Illusion, the main character, a British woman, Miss Bruce, lived and painted in Paris.
She is described thus:

‘...she always wore a neat serge dress in the summer and
a neat tweed costume in the winter, brown shoes with
low heels and cotton stockings.’ (Rhys, 1970:30)

She outwardly disapproved of showiness. One day she falls ill and asks her friend with
whom she often dines to go to her flat to collect some things for her while she’s in
hospital. On opening a solemn looking wardrobe expecting to find drab and dowdy
clothes her friend finds ‘...a riot of soft silks...everything that one did not expect’. Having
described some of the opulent and colourful costumes, she
anthropomorphisises the dresses, imagining them calling her:
"Wear me, give me life" it would seem to say to her "and I'll do my dammedest for you"...I went back to lock the wardrobe doors and felt a sudden, irrational pity for the beautiful things inside. I imagined them shrugging their silken shoulders, rustling, whispering about the 'anglaise' who had dared to buy them in order to condemn them to a life in the dark...And I opened the doors again. The yellow dress appeared malevolent, slouching on its hanger; the black ones were mournful and the little chintz frock smiled gaily, waiting for the supple body and limbs that should breathe life into it'. (Rhys, 1970:34-35)

Miss Bruce professes to be a collector of pretty dresses, but adds she would never make such a fool of herself as to wear them. In a similar way a 37 year old Action Man collector would not dream of playing with his 'toys', he just likes collecting them (Jarvis, 1994:9).

Conclusion

The forgoing has been necessarily wide ranging in order to exemplify some aspects of social transformation which have conditioned contemporary collecting. A rich variegation of pressures, some subtle (like linguistic nuances that suggest a distancing from collective cohesion), others cataclysmic (such as redundancy) are brought to bear on the social fabric we have come to take for granted. In so doing, our easy assumptions about security get bent out of shape. By extension we begin to question everything else. The example of the supermarket for instance, illustrates the material expression of the line between modernism and postmodernism, the functional and the postfunctional and is reified through such T.V series as Off Your Trolley and Shop 'Till You Drop. The social changes we sense, feel and often exaggerate help bring the collecting instinct to fruition. The desirability of objects identified with our personal past or in which we perceive our own values expressed or reflected, have usually been attributed to nostalgia or sentiment (Stewart, 1984; Gordon, 1986; Pearce, 1995). In the scenarios given here, this is only a starting point. The collected object ceases to have a pleasant or fun element and takes on the darker role of identity definition, a rock to cling to, or a means of making sense of change. If nostalgia and sentiment are the mask of comedy, identity and anxiety are the mask of tragedy (see Chapter Three).
In the next chapter the ways in which meaning and identity have been constructed and expressed through collecting and the use of objects are explored more expansively, beginning with two historical examples.
CHAPTER 5
From Rubbish To Representation: individuals and collecting

Introduction

The social conditioning for collecting the seemingly trivial is not always a reaction to living in a consumer society, it is also a statement or assertion of identity which does not necessitate an urban or consumer context to manifest itself. This chapter examines how the traits of collecting behaviour are exhibited in our everyday lives. Firstly, this can be found in the rural past where encounters with material culture were arguably most rudimentary. The urban present is then examined, in which we unconsciously act out collecting behaviour in numerous ways. Secondly, it is sought to demonstrate how, as such behaviour enters our consciousness as collecting activity, we refine it to instil it with a new cogency which represents the full fruition of such behaviour. This is examined in a series of narratives based on individual collectors.

The historical, rural aspects are demonstrated in two examples from earlier this century, in which meaning and statement were made from rubbish in rural France. Two edifices constructed from loose stones and discarded broken plates and bottles remind us that our encounters and relationships with material culture can be very basic. If collecting behaviour is inherent even at this level, where the spectacle’s influence is minimal, then anything which follows must represent a refinement and adaptation of this behaviour in more sophisticated or developed surroundings. This applies as much to the impositions of the spectacle as to the recipients response to, or resistance of them.

Following from this hypothesis, the more contemporary example of Tupperware is used to place the process in a modern suburban context and to show how covert collecting behaviour can be. We often ‘accumulate’ loose change in large containers for the fun of counting and bagging it up when full. Similarly, we ‘decant’ food from its packaging into glass storage jars and plastic air sealed containers. In so doing, we are exhibiting collecting behaviour at its most unconscious and basic level. This illustrates how we can all be said to be passive collectors. This is also put into the
context of museum collecting which is often passive, but which is accepted as more worthy.

Thirdly, on a more conscious level, two television programmes which examine base level human-object relations are discussed. One deals with the long-term storage problems of people's possessions, whilst the other demonstrates the reluctance to waste anything, by the recycling of worn out material. This, thus seems to demonstrate the seemingly integral nature of our relationship with objects, which is accentuated by consumer society rather than originating in it.

In Debordian terms then, the spectacle is aggressive. It exploits the acquisitive element of human nature which in its widest sense is sublime or subconscious in most of us. Once it is aroused however, most obviously in consumer society, it cannot be wholly dominated by the spectacle. Not only does the spectacle act on it, but it is used as a defence mechanism against the spectacle by reconfiguring the intentions of, and reading deeper meanings into things.

Finally, a series of narratives on individual collectors is used as a way of illustrating how collecting behaviour is exemplified in full bloom. In these narratives, apart from making connecting points between them, they, in common with the two French examples earlier, are allowed to continue uninterrupted by comment. This is in order to facilitate a certain flow, allowing a stream of consciousness to ensue, which lends the factual a certain literary expression. It is also used as a means by which the reader can engage on a subliminal level with the narrative and thereby enter the collector's psyche. This then helps to convey the collecting experience as essentially a process of self definition. Rather than interrupt the flow with analysis, it is left until the conclusion. The information from individual collectors cited in the second part of the chapter has been gained from reportage, interview, conversation, taped testimony, correspondence and participant observation. A detailed account is given in Appendix Two. Individual cases have been included in order to illustrate and contrast the varying motivations, sometimes complimentary, sometimes oppositional, to collecting. Collectors have been assigned pseudonyms where they are not already cited in the public domain.
The collecting instinct

Robert Owen (1771-1858), the pioneer of the co-operative movement, first stated that man's character was formed for rather than by him. That is to say, we are the product of our environment. Our culture and environment acts upon us, long before we are able to have any bearing upon it. Being born into a consumer society is therefore bound to act upon us in a way that encourages us to acquire, hoard, collect or generally consume. However susceptible we may be to the power of advertising, we are not unthinking and therefore acquisitive behaviour is not solely engendered by a material society. The necessity of disposable income in order to behave in this way is often overlooked. If one is poor however, other ways can be found to assert individuality above the pedestrian, or to state one's presence in the world. The following historical examples demonstrate this.

The case of Ferdinand Cheval

Ferdinand Cheval (1836-1924) worked as a postman in Hauterives in Drome in rural south-east France. At the age of forty, he is said to have tripped over a stone while on his postal round: 'What the apple was to Newton, or the kettle to James Watt, this stone was to the postman' (Boston, 1995:34). He was intrigued by the shape of this stone and began to seek out other strange shaped stones, shells and fossils, eroded by time and the elements. At first he put them in his pockets, then took to collecting them in bags, and at last used a wheelbarrow, which was all the help he ever had. His thoughts seem to have been: 'These stones have curious shapes, they were made by nature. If nature can make curious shapes, then so can Ferdinand Cheval' (Boston, 1995:34). He began in 1879, to build a grand edifice, a tribute seemingly to his own powers of perseverance and endeavour, which he called Le Palais Idéal (Plate 3). He did a twenty mile postal round each day and then worked on Le Palais Idéal for eight or more hours a day. The final stones were laid in 1912. He said:

'I was the first to agree with those who called me insane. I was no builder, I had never even handled a brick layers trowel. I wasn't a sculptor, I'd never even used a chisel. I know nothing about architecture...' (Boston, 1995:34)

There are nuggets of wisdom carved on the walls:

'the weak and the strong are equal in the face of death'
'In the minutes of leisure my work has allowed me, I have built this palace of one thousand and one nights and carved out my memory.'

'Winter and Summer, night and day, I have walked, I have roamed the plains, the hillsides and the rivers, to bring back hard stones, chiselled by nature. My back has paid for it. I have risked everything, even death.' (Boston, 1995:35)

There is a constant emphasis on equality, even with his wheelbarrow. He built a grotto to enshrine the faithful wheelbarrow, saw and trowels. He anthropomorphises the wheelbarrow, enabling it to speak on behalf of the other tools:

'I am the faithful companion of the intelligent worker who everyday fetched from the countryside what he needed. Now his work is finished, he is at rest from his labour, and I, his humble friend have the place of honour'.

'We (tools) say to future generations that you alone built this temple of marvels. The purpose was to show what could be done by sheer will power, the possibility of overcoming mental and material obstacles' (Boston, 1995:35).

Cheval's endeavours seem to have resulted from some slight that he felt about his social position, or his capabilities, which *Le Palais Idéal* was supposed to put right. This monument to, and of, the self was created from a random selection of stones, the creating of something seemingly out of nothing. Popular can also be fuelled by the same impulses. A second example also comes from France.

*The case of Raymond Isadore*

Raymond Isadore (1900-1964), was for most of his working life, a cemetery cleaner in the town of Chatre near Paris. He built a house on a scrap of land in 1928 for his wife and three children. He was very poor, and like Cheval, had only his wheelbarrow for aid. He scavenged for building materials using whatever he could find, recycle or get cheap. He wrote that:

'we are not living in a very good century, I'd like to live amongst flowers and in beauty, I'm looking for a way to get people out of misery' (Boston, 1995:36)

He bought an adjoining parcel of land and did more building. He built a chapel (he was very religious), a workshop, a privy, walls, walkways and arches. He collected like a
PLATE 3: LE PALAIS IDÉAL DU FACTEUR CHEVAL

A poor man's testimony to his existence and to his desire to be something other or more than life will allow. The structure towers above its builder's ability to articulate his feelings, or be heard even if he could.
jackdaw throughout this time; broken bottles, pieces of flint, old clocks, porcelain, broken plates, cups and saucers, anything durable and preferably brightly coloured or patterned. He just piled the fragments in heaps without any apparent end in view (Boston, 1995:36). In 1938, he had an idea:

'I had gone for a walk in the fields, when by chance I saw little bits of broken glass, fragments of china, broken crockery. I gathered them together, without any precise intention, for their colours and their sparkle. I picked out the good stuff and threw away the bad. I piled them in the corner of my garden, and then the idea came to me to make a mosaic of them to decorate the house. To start with I thought I would just decorate part of the walls. I often walked miles to find my material; the broken plates, bottoms of perfume bottles, medicine bottles, things that people don't want and throw away in quarries and rubbish dumps, but that are still useful. I took the things that other people threw away. So many things are thrown away that could be used to give life happiness.'

(Boston, 1995:36)

He said of his employment as a cemetery cleaner that:

'...it was as though I had been thrown on the rubbish dump of the dead when I was capable of doing other things, as I have proved'.

(Boston, 1995:36)

He decorated every conceivable surface of his house and its interior with the coloured glass and pottery fragments (Plate 4). Clearly his frustration with his menial job was ameliorated by the excessive decoration of his house. Collecting operates the same way (as set out in Figure One). He devoted, by his own estimation, 29,000 hours of work in the decoration, dying from exhaustion in 1964 (Boston, 1995:37). Isadore was endeavouring to create an alternative environment, to alleviate the drudgery of the every day environment of his job. Working all day with the dead, the dark colours associated with this (black and grey), created a necessity to enliven his life. This he did by creating his own refuge from such work, in bright 'living' colours.

In contemporary terms the need to assert identity over uniformity can still take bizarre forms, such as 'roof furniture'. Derek Glass of Deeside, mounted a car, a Riley Elf on his roof because, he said, it was easier to work on. In 1986 the owner of a cinema in Oxford, mounted a twenty five foot fibreglass shark through the roof of his terraced house as 'an artistic statement' (Plate 5). John Gladden of Croydon mounted a 789lb fibreglass Marlin (fish) on his roof and was promptly taken to court for not
having planning permission (Rayner, 1995). This can be read as a plea for acknowledgement, a statement of one's existence of which collecting is also a part. Once again, in Debordian terms, it can be seen as an act of resistance to the spectacle, by making an (albeit surreal) aesthetic statement. Debord believed that the corporate-media-advertising axis, the hegemony of the economy, denies the truth of lived experience, by the fraudulent: 'organisation of appearance' (Debord, 1983:219). In the examples above, fraudulent images (sharks do not literally crash into roofs) are made manifest. In so doing, the owners are mimicking the spectacle's visual impositions, but with knowing and sarcasm. Materially, this equates to the appropriation of a pejorative term, such as 'queer', by the gay community, and its use as a term of pride, thus disempowering its pejorative inference.

The collecting impulse is often covert and would not be recognised as such by most people. For instance, the removal of our everyday foods from their packaging (profane) and their 'decanting' into more pleasing (sacred) containers is a ritual most people engage in. Biscuits go in tins, loaves of bread in bread bins, pasta into storage jars etc. This in itself indicates that we harbour a sense of everything having its place, its symmetry or aesthetic in our domestic environment. Collecting is the full blossoming of this sense. As Cheval and Isadore gathered the flotsam and jetsam of nature to define themselves in labours of love, so the same instinct can be transferred in a consumer society through everyday material. Such is the case of Tupperware. In this instance the importance of the material in a museum context can also be seen.

Tupperware

These plastic containers become desirable partly because Tupperware has never been sold through shops, only through 'party plans' (a display / sales meeting in the home of a 'hostess') and therefore involves social gathering and a ritual of viewing and purchasing with the resultant interaction. One Tupperware saleswoman exalted the merits of decanting foods from their original packaging into specially made Tupperware boxes. At the conclusion of this, one of the party participants, Lucinda:

'...was already writing a large cheque. "I'm buying some square Space Savers and a Spice Saver Centre" she confessed. "I just love storing things". (Wolff, 1993:04)
PLATE 4: LA MAISON PICASSIETTE

Beauty in the eye of the creator compensates for the drabness of the day job. The painstaking precision, concentration and self-discipline necessary to complete such a task is religious in tone.

A

The front of the house as depicted on the cover of a guide book

B

Le petit salon (interior)
PLATE 5: ROOF FURNITURE
An overt statement of individuality is imposed on the uniformity of the street. It is both an assertion of otherness and a playful subversion of the expected and accepted.
This can be read as an unconscious act of collecting (Figure 2, Level 1). As such the Tupperware is likely to drop out of the collecting equation, having served its time as a functional object, but may well end up being recycled via a car-boot sale, where it may be ‘salvaged’ by an active collector and thus re-enter the equation. The collector has then re-obtained the recycled object (Figure 2, Level 3) via the shortest route between function (the object’s original use) and icon (the object’s post-functional status). Should there develop a perceived market for vintage Tupperware, some may end up in museums, as indeed it has in London’s Design Museum, which ran an exhibition in 1995 called It’s Plastic.

Museums are the highest social mediums through which cultural material is publicly exhibited, often encoding it intentionally or otherwise with an aesthetic value which it never originally possessed (Thompson, 1979, Appadurai, 1986). Tupperware for instance may be used in a social history display as an example of the growth of consumer society and its casual reliance on the mass produced. An exhibition at the Design Museum or Victoria and Albert Museum’s Twentieth Century Gallery however, is more likely to present Tupperware as an art form. This allows it (the mundane) to be elevated to the position of icon, placed outside its original context and endows it (the disposable) with a status of permanence beyond the realm of function (Figure 2, Level 3a). This though, is achieved via a more circuitous route because of its reliance on passive collecting to get there (Figure 2, Level 2). This though, is not to negate the possibility of it having been actively sought by a museum for a temporary exhibition. None the less, in both cases, the Tupperware has achieved ‘citadel status’ (Figure 2). A useful next step would be to facilitate a greater level of involvement between collectors and museums. This may lead to the establishing of a wider constituency for consultation when considering sources, cost and availability of specific items or services. It would also help to shorten the procedural distance that such material has to travel between becoming available and arriving in the museum. This is fully discussed in Chapter Seven.
FIGURE 2: THE LEVELS OF COLLECTING

It is often via level's 1 and 2, that museums receive their material, but it is only at level 3 that they become pro-active. Should they pursue this procedure through collectors the results could prove more cost-effective and possibly with better results.
**Marking and salvaging**

There are those who cannot bear to throw anything away, even if they do not use what they keep. Classically, this is termed as hoarding and some of it no doubt is. There are also however, other reasons for keeping hold of the seemingly pointless. Firstly, sentimentality plays a great part in a reluctance to get rid of things that are otherwise simply taking up room. Secondly, a profound utilitarianism about material culture can lead to endless recycling of old clothes or engine parts in the belief that everything always has a use. Two Channel Four programmes *Memories In Store* and *Scrimpers* deal with each of these in turn.

Gordon (1986:140-143) lists five categories of souvenir, the fourth of which she describes as ‘markers’. The marker is an object which acts as a memory cue, a compacted signifier which can trigger a leisurely unpacking of all its symbolism and memories. *Memories In Store* illustrates the marker. The programme followed people who had possessions in storage at *Bishop’s Move* warehouse in Chichester. Amongst them was a widow whose husband could not bear to throw anything away (see also Belk and Wallendorf, 1993; Belk, 1995). He packed all extraneous belongings up into fifty two crates when they moved into a smaller house and consigned them to a warehouse, where they have been for fifteen years (her husband having since died). She feels that to keep the crates intact is a sacred trust. She’s afraid what she’ll find in them, as her husband packed them. She has the idea that others will unpack it all unkindly, perhaps laugh at what they’ll find. She fears the contents will be looked upon as collateral or material not aesthetic objects, detached from their meaning in life which she sees as the biggest spur of all to keep the crates in storage. She finally goes through some of the things and it’s not as bad as she expected: *‘It’s like being told you haven’t got cancer after all’*. Conversely, a retired major just leaves his stuff in storage. He admits that it’s probably not worth the cost, but he can’t be bothered to sort it out. One thing though, his military boots are in the crates and he’d like to wear them again. He declares: *‘I got blown up in those boots!’*.

These two examples illuminate other aspects of our relationship with material culture. Fear of confrontation by it, because of what we believe it harnesses, psychologically and emotionally, and reluctance to dispose of part of our lives as
represented through it. These are strong motivators, which periodically at least, focus our minds on objects. In so doing, we begin to read more into them, and collecting behaviour is further drawn out.

*Scrimpers* was a series intended to give hints on how to recycle worn-out clothes and other durables at the end of their original utilitarian cycle. The first programme (broadcast 3/10/1994) dealt with car boot sales. A Brighton woman takes a discarded door from a skip to replace her back door. It is not clear whether her back door needed replacing, or whether the urge to reclaim what was perceived as wasted was greater than her need. She has cabinets full of old crockery and vases from Brighton Station car boot sales. She says she will sell them one day and is waiting for them to appreciate in value, she buys nothing new. A man has components of electric fires in boxes in his shed. He sells and recycles ‘bits’, more for being surrounded by them than the income it generates. In this instance the parts represent closure, the shed is the universe in which it takes place. The psychological and cultural need to relate meaningfully to familiar objects is part of what binds us to commodities, a way of knowing we have a small space in which we belong in the world. In media terms *Scrimpers* can make such people look eccentric or mean, whereas programmes such as the Channel Four series, *For Love or Money*, or BBC2’s *Antiques* deal with high art collecting and the enormous prices that such objects can command. Because collecting at this level is more of an investment, it is recodified as a legitimate business activity.

Whether at its most basic level, or its grandest, the economic worth of things can be read as Debordian. Desire for the opulent is expressed through antique collecting. Antiques are the top end of the collecting market. As such, they represent the economic apex of a parallel value system. Antiques are old goods par excellence, having accrued financial worth equivalent to, or often surpassing, the spectacle’s new goods. In this sense there is a certain parity of esteem. Conversely, Scrimping and recycling are at the bottom end of this value system. This can be read as resistance to the spectacle’s insistence on the abandoning of the old and spending on the new. This of course, is in specific reference to such behaviour where it occurs outside of economic necessity. Recycling signifies an understanding in the individual, that there is
a residual or alternative worth in the recycled object. The spectacle promotes the culture of the disposable. Keeping that which the dominant economic culture would have us discard, can again be read as part of a counterculture of resistance to it. Having been dismissed by the spectacle, the object is thus valued because of its rejection of it.

Some collectors and their collecting characteristics

A number of case studies are included to demonstrate the material backgrounds from which the collecting instinct has manifested itself. This exemplifies its diversity and seemingly random appearance. In terms of collectors of popular cultural material, Robert Opie is perhaps one of the more well known. His Museum of Packaging The Pack-age in Gloucester has attracted considerable publicity and attention in recent years, as has his seemingly irresistible compulsion to collect contemporary packaging. Opie is referred to both because of his reputation and because of his similarity to at least one of the other collectors (Tony) discussed here, which clearly demonstrates that Opie is not one of a kind or the 'eccentric's eccentric', which is how he has been portrayed in the past.

Robert Opie

Opie comes from a collecting background. His parents, Peter and Iona Opie collected and collated an enormous and prestigious library of children’s books and other literature, folk-tales etc., which now resides in the Bodleian Library, Oxford. As Opie himself tells it, he discovered his propensity for collecting packaging when on one rainy Sunday in Inverness at the age of sixteen, he returned to the hotel where he was staying with his parents, having bought a packet of Munchies (chocolate coated sweets). The thought occurred to him on discarding the wrapper that: ‘...if I throw this away, I will never see it again, and yet here is a whole wealth of history...that packet was going to change and develop into other things....yet I was going to throw it away, damage it.’ (Eisner & Cardinal, 1994:33).

Opie refers to this sudden realisation as the ‘munchies’, (Elsner and Cardinal, 1994:32-33). Quintessentially this is not so much a case of matter becoming stronger than mind, but of matter becoming mind. There are people whose sensory
perceptions are inexplicably cross-wired at birth, a condition known as synestesia. They 'hear colours', 'see smell' and 'taste sound'. In this instance people (collectors) 'think thing'. We admire the artist for realising their vision in oil and canvass, yet we often find eccentric the individual who realises theirs through collecting. Opie fully realises that his collecting is obsessive and dominates his life (Elsner and Cardinal, 1994:43; 46-47) even in relationships:

‘You get very fond of a woman, and of course you want to spend more time with her. Then she wants 'more' time, and I just can't do it because if I lose just one week, it's impossible to catch up. That's the only time I panic a bit - when I feel I'm falling behind’ (Connolly, 1994:28).

In this extremity, collecting becomes umbilical. As the autistic individual withdraws into themselves, disposing of any external and material expressions of their feelings, so the collector externalises and expresses their feelings and values through collecting, almost turning themselves inside out. The collection becomes a passionate love, a defenceless child and therefore a responsibility, it needs constantly to be fed (added to). Opie is a collector who has crossed the sacred line into 'museumness' with his Gloucester based museum. As such, his collecting is accepted in one form or another, because he has allowed the public to gaze upon it.

Chris

The same cannot be said of Chris, a 37 year old collector of Action Man (a boy's doll with interchangeable military uniforms). When he was twelve, his mother decided he was too old for toys and burned them all on a bonfire having uncharacteristically given her son some money to go and buy a comic, to get him out of the house. Needless to say he was devastated. The only toys to escape the inferno were his Action Man and accessories which were kept elsewhere. Even so, when he was fifteen, he came home from school to find that his mother had given his Action man away. He now has a room full of Action Man models and equipment. He is an expert on the history of the materials made for Action Man and all the myriad variations in the model since it was first introduced in the mid 1960's. He says:

'I want to stress that I never, ever play with the toys, some of these figures haven't moved in a couple of years, I just enjoy collecting them and all the equipment...It's like a time machine. It's why people keep letters. It's why toys are a lot more personal than antiques'. (Jarvis,1994)
Clearly there is an element of defiance, of revenge on mother for her misdeeds, to prove that he will never be too old for Action Man. This suggests a number of things. The doll symbolises for him defiance and an assertion of choice and affirmative action, a manifestation of control when he was so helpless against his mother’s actions. It also acts as reassurance of certainty. He ‘knows’ his collection because he created it; he didn’t ‘know’ his mother would act the way she did. Here a single subject collection has arisen at least partially, as a means of asserting an apartness or divorce from ones past and also acts as the manifested guardian of that time divide. It simultaneously represents a compacting of the ‘then’ and the ‘now’ (see chapter three), becoming the thin blue line that keeps past and present distinct. In the following example, multiple collections seem to act as a means of enabling the collector to bring the past forward and thereby remain in it.

*Tony*

Tony, is in his mid fifties and has collected all his life. The subjects of his current collections are: stamps, coins, matchbox labels and books, cigar bands, cheese labels, bank notes, beer mats, beer labels, Triang railway sets, records, record players, cigarette and tea cards, poster stamps, record needle boxes, badges. Things he used to collect but no longer does are: domestic packaging, chocolate and cigar tins, advertising mugs, newspapers, New Zealand leg of lamb tickets, beer memorabilia, Edgar Rice Boroughs books.

He began collecting when he was five: *‘I cultivated taste through my grandfather who collected stamps’* (pers. comm.1995). Tony filtered his collection for the most interesting and best conditioned examples. Both his parents and grandparents were also collectors and he inherited most of what they had amassed: *‘I started a lot of my collections simply knowing people and never giving up....I never stopped collecting anything’* (pers. comm. 1995). Perhaps the subliminal compulsion here was to collect as a sacred trust, which had been passed down to him by relatives and friends, the collections came to represent the people who had given them to him (as practised in ancestor worship where a dead relative's belongings are treated as if they are actually the person themselves.)
He tries to get bank notes of most countries, especially of those such as Greenland whose currencies are hard to get. He writes to the philatelic bureau and asks to buy examples of their smallest denominational notes and especially likes the colours. There was a state in the 1960's, Katanga, which lasted only three years, whose currency he had been trying to get for years, managing finally to find a note in a South African junk shop. He also brought back thirty bank notes from (Communist) Albania, which are hard to get. This idea of 'hard-to-getness', rarity or exclusivity, seems to lend a sense of self-elevation, through the acquisition of the esoteric, which read as exotic gives dignity, rather like an S.A.S member, whose self knowledge of his membership gives the necessary pride, without having to boast of it in public.

He feels the commercialisation of beer mats, like stamps, is lessening his interest in them. Breweries issue mats in sets aimed at the collector, which is not the same as acquiring those made for the trade only. Clearly, to be spoon-fed a collectable removes the hunting and capturing aspect of the process, and is derided accordingly, like an antelope that would give itself up to the hunter's spear rather than try to avoid it. His record collection dates from 1909 to the present and consists of some 5-600 78rpm records, 3,000 seven inch singles, 5-600 c.d.'s, 12 ten inch singles, 3-400 twelve inch singles and a few three and five inch records. He has collected records since the 1960's including early Beatle's albums, now worth a lot of money. He records older and rarer records onto tape to listen to, so as to better preserve the records. Here the record as object is as important as the music it contains, objectifying the already objectified, as the painter who paints a picture of himself painting. As another record collector, Kevin said: 'Even if I tape a whole album, I never feel I “own” it, unless I actually have the actual CD or LP itself', i.e. the 'real thing' (pers. comm.1995). Tony frequents record fairs and likes to get in early with the dealers, prior to the public being given access. He has managed this a few times: ‘The anticipation of getting in first before the masses is a good feeling’ (pers. comm,1995). Here clearly there is a game being played. The little man is infiltrating the privileges of the higher ups, the cuckoo in the nest is going to deprive the ‘benefactors’ of some of their valued commodity. It’s a commando raid on enemy territory.

The record needles he relates to his mother and grandparents who were avid collectors of these and the nostalgia motivation is clear. With badges he will only
collect those that cannot be bought in a shop: ‘for me they have to be something I can send off for’ (pers. comm.1995). He gave his collection of domestic packaging to Robert Opie which filled a Luton Bedford van, two Sherpa vans and Opie's car three times over! Although a non-smoker he collected cigarettes (one of each brand). He brought them individually and was going to put them in individual glass cases as he knew a supplier of these. He decided to store them air tight inside a Tupperware box and then inside a shoe box. The idea of hiding, of preserving for ever, the preventing of change, like mummification, perhaps has its psychological roots in recapturing childhood with all its attendant reassurances and bittersweet memories. He says as a child, he always wanted something his friends hadn't got, he had a desire for different things. This perhaps stems from a confusion over the amount of material around him from his collecting relatives from an early age. It seems though that the desire for difference at a young age, is an early attempt at self definition and independence of expression. As a young female collector of tea cards states: ‘Collecting 'tea cards' was not like the usual hobbies of people of my age, it was something that only I did’ (Bowman,1993:4950).

His parents and friends would save bags full of packaging and other things he wanted on his behalf which he found: ‘quite strange’ (pers. comm.1995). Perhaps his compulsions were triggered by fascination with control, being able to get people to save these things for him, lending a feeling of aggrandisement, as though being paid tribute or forfeit. He recognises his collecting, like Opie's was: ‘becoming an obsession, I wouldn't let anything go.’ but also that: 'some of my hobbies are more obsessionial than others’ (pers. comm.1995).

If the preservation of cigarettes was symbolic of arresting time, then there is also evidence that dealing with adulthood through collecting came next;

'I smuggled out some East German coins back in 1974. I came from Sweden via mini-van and I came out through East Germany, and I went a route I shouldn't have gone, took pictures where I shouldn't have been and I drove to West Berlin and I smuggled some coins in. I was supposed to give them all up what I had, but I smuggled those in, just you know, 'cause I wanted coins from East Germany.’ (pers. comm.1995).
He also went to the ANC headquarters when in South Africa, before independence, just after a bomb had been set off there. He went to ask for some badges, flags etc. for his collection: ‘without wishing to sound flash, I suppose if you want something, you go and do it’ (pers. comm. 1995). Here, the notion of the exotic has expanded into notions of risk taking and daring. The object once salvaged in this way becomes that much more prized. Tony becomes the explorer, the hunter, the adventurer. As he says: ‘it’s a strange feeling to want something to the point where you’d do almost anything for it. You get the idea in your mind of a fixed goal’ (pers. comm. 1995). He echoes Opie when talking about being dominated by his possessions:

‘I don’t know where the desire comes from. Mine probably comes from what my parents had. Of course there’s the possibility that the more possessions you have, the more you’re trapped by your possessions and it’s running a fine line and because the more you’re trapped by your possessions, the more you concentrate on those things and your mind doesn’t go on other things’. (pers. comm. 1995)

He also remembers how old he was on each occasion a collection was started. He was five when his grandfather introduced him to philately; his father gave him the collection of matchbox labels in 1949/50; he collected chocolate wrappers between the ages of seven and twelve and had two hundred; his great-aunt gave his sister a record player in 1960 and he was 20 when he was given 300 cigar bands; the cheese labels were given to him when he was six and the Triang railway set was a present for his eleventh birthday, from which time he has constantly added to it. Dates and ages are clear markers. The material collected then is seen perhaps as a way of preserving these times.

Tony is adamant and proud that he has never thrown anything away and has never stopped or discontinued a collection from childhood until the present, accept for a few he grew tired of. He recognised the packaging was getting too vast to contain; the advertising mugs and beer mats he decided were now too commercial (i.e. too easily obtained), whilst some other material was too esoteric to obtain. In general though he sees disposal as sacrilegious. While Tony was surrounded by a large family with friends who all collected or donated to his collecting, another collector of a similar age spent his childhood bereft of material possessions.
Gregory

Gregory is in his mid fifties. His parents were Austrian Jewish immigrants to Britain escaping Hitler. His father was a doctor who failed to take his final exams which prevented him from gaining well paid medical employment. His mother was trained as a concert pianist who gave up her career to look after the children. Leaving everything behind in Austria, they came to England, living much of the time in real poverty. Gregory's childhood was hard, his mother made ends meet by learning to make do and mend. He has a strong memory of finding an old Dinky toy in a local park which had a wheel missing, but which he cherished. This is a definite marker for him.

He and his brothers and sister never had much, if they had a bar of chocolate they had a square each rather than a bar. By the age of eleven, he had begun to collect fossils and stamps. As a young adult he developed an interest in Goss crested china and other ceramics which he bought and sold in the 1960's. He became an assistant in an antiques shop in Kings Road. The shop owner taught him a lot about silverware which he started to buy and collect. His father (now quite poor) accumulated (as opposed to collected) seemingly worthless bits of silver and old bits and pieces which everyone chided him for. In 1969 he died intestate and Gregory became responsible for selling it all off. It realised over £9,000 in auction, which surprised everyone very much.

The money went to his mother, but she was so imbued with a make do and mend mentality that she never used the money. The number of individual items in his fathers flat reached four figures and represented a considerable period of time in the acquiring. His mother used to keep food way past its sell by date and would eat partially mouldy food because she couldn't bare waste. Gregory used to worry about her poisoning herself.

Gregory now collects badges. It wasn't until he was out of university that he began to earn good money, but even then was reluctant to spend much of it. He gained an unfair reputation for meanness, which was really a legacy of impoverishment and a heightened sense of the value of money. Gregory's father collected what he could afford to buy cheaply, probably for the same psychological purchase on material worth
as Gregory. It could be argued that Gregory's propensity for collecting was based on his childhood impoverishment and subconscious need for material security. The badges he collects cover various subjects such as trade unions, speedway and civilian wartime badges. He has a network of contacts who he rings whenever he makes a purchase to seek advice on a) whether he's paid too much for it and b) for any contextual background on the subject the badge relates to. This clearly indicates a lingering concern with value for money and perhaps guilt in spending it in the first place. This contrasts sharply with Tony, who buys whatever he sees if he likes it. This shows that the taste for collecting can be manifested from a background which is either overindulgent in objects and thus serves as an apprenticeship, or from one largely devoid of objects and thus leading to a finer appreciation of them later on. There is also a third context, as the following example demonstrates.

John

John is a retired maritime inspector. He began collecting souvenir teaspoons in 1982 as something to do when he retired (in 1985). It was also, as he puts it: 'to keep him out of mischief' (pers. comm. 1994). He started with display cases throughout his house but which only displayed 3000 spoons. So he built a special room onto his house to keep it in one place.

'The room is forty five feet by fifteen feet and air conditioned to house my display of 30,000 spoons, and is now too small to display all my collection. The spoons are in glass cabinets ranging from three hundred to one thousand in each display case....For exhibitions, display cabinets are velvet lined' (pers. comm. 1994).

He belongs to spoon clubs around the world and speaks and judges at conventions. He is in regular contact with at least one hundred and eighty other collectors on an individual basis. He is recognised by the Guinness Book of Records as having the largest spoon collection in the world, but they have not published it.

It seems important to John that he excel in his collecting. Having the biggest collection is clearly important to him. He had by his own admission a potential drink problem and his doctor recommended he take up a hobby as a substitute. Spoon collecting became his passion. To have the largest collection can be read as an attestation of his ability to impose his will over himself, using it as a means to exorcise
personal demons. He also uses it to make a material statement about himself, by creating an environment over which he is entirely in control. He has had spoons made picturing himself on the finial (the end of the handle) in his gallery. Here Baudrillard's assertion that the collector is the ultimate object of inclusion in the collection seems vividly demonstrated (Baudrillard, 1994:24) (see also Plate 6). Thus collecting as a hobby in later life can equally take on exaggerated proportions, even when there is no personal history of it. Tony and Gregory conversely, had always been disposed, from opposite positions, towards it. Gender is no barrier either as the next case demonstrates.

Anita

Anita is in her seventies and has collected various objects since childhood. In adulthood she has variously collected stamps, Goss china, Staffordshire figures and badges. She admits: 'Each of my collections has been sold off to subsidise the next.' (pers. comm. 1995). Her mother bought a collection of Goss and crested china at an auction and it stayed in the loft for years until Joyce read an article on it which reminded her of it and she joined the Goss Collector's Club and collected it until 1975. She sold it at a profit, in order to start collecting Staffordshire figures which she found 'less boring' (pers. comm. 1995). But the prices increased dramatically and so she sold this collection in 1981 when she retired from teaching. Her youngest son had a number of badges with which he had won a second prize in a school display. Joyce had:

'saved my Teddy Tails and Coco Cub badges from my youth. Gordon (her husband) had been half-heartedly collecting silver watch fobs and medallions and it gave me something to look out for at fairs etc.' (pers. comm. 1995)

A particular badge of a newspaper children's club (as were the above) that she obtained cheaply at a fair, led her to the Collindale Newspaper Library to research it. This began a long interest in badges, especially of children's organisations. Once she had visited Collindale, she spent most of her free time there researching on children's clubs from old newspapers and magazines. She got to the stage of writing a book on the subject and was twice accepted for publication, but for the cost of colour reproduction of the illustrations. This demonstrates the process by which enthusiasms and new knowledge and information are brought to light by collectors. A badge book
PLATE 6: SELF - INCORPORATION

It has been said that the ultimate aim of the collector is self-incorporation. The collector is the matrix in which all of the collection’s knowledge resides. As such the collector is ‘the collection’. Here artist, Julian Walker plays with such notions by including himself in a series of vintage cigarette cards. His accompanying text on the reverse of his own card allies itself to, but also satirises the line adopted by the ‘legitimate’ cards.
The 4th Battalion The Queen's Own Royal West Kent Regiment owes its origin to the Volunteer units raised in Maidstone in 1859, long known as the 1st Kent Rifle Volunteers. The unit was one of the early T.F. Volunteer Rifle Corps, raised as such in 1859, and was not formed as such until 1868. Its first major action was during the Crimean War in 1855, when it was engaged in the Siege of Sevastopol. The unit continued to serve with distinction in the Boer War, where it distinguished itself in the Battle of Laing's Nek in 1900. It was later deployed to the Western Front during the First World War, where it played a significant role in the Battle of the Somme. After the war, the unit was reorganized and reformed as the 4th Battalion, The Queen's Own Royal West Kent Regiment, and continued to serve in various capacities until the present day.
was eventually published by another collector (Setchfield, 1986), but was more general in tone, not a scholarly work as Anita’s was to have been.

She has recently started to sell her badges in order to finance her latest enthusiasm, family history. She placed a collection of Victorian portrait badges, early political and royalty commemorative badges with the British museum because she: ‘could not bear to break them up’ (pers. comm. 1995). She has offered the children’s club badges to a few museums, but has not had any enthusiastic response. She had a collection of Robinson Golly brooches which she sold easily for £2,000 which indicates the financial value of such ‘trinkets’. As she says: ‘I would willingly give some sections of my collection to a good home, but not if they are just put in a drawer and forgotten’ (pers. comm. 1995). These would include a collection of 300 badges issued by regional libraries to encourage children to read. Museum professionals will be familiar with the unwanted public donation and provisos for permanent display. This is clearly impractical, but with a collectors’ register, a welcome home could probably be found. A favour done for a collector may result in one done for the museum. Interestingly, One of Anita’s daughters collects (pencils from stately homes, which currently stands at 400), whilst the other one is obsessive about not accruing too many things. Clearly a distinct interest in context and provenance are expressed in Anita’s collecting, demonstrating the wealth of enthusiasm and knowledge going untapped. There was certainly nothing frivolous about Joyce’s collecting and the same is true of another female collector, Gloria.

Gloria

Gloria is unusual in that she collects in what might be thought a male collecting area. She is interested in military history, but does not have a familial background in the military. Her speciality is badges of the home front of W.W.I and W.W.II (such as Fire watchers, ARP etc.). The badges are only a composite part of her interest:

‘Some people accumulate objects, but do not take the matter much further. The collecting is just the beginning as far as I’m concerned. Although I do not have a large collection, I take the matter quite seriously. From the beginning I have kept an acquisition book, giving each item a reference number, i.e: year/initials, identifying source/actual number, brief description/payment-exchange-donation etc.’ (pers. comm. 1995)
The accessioning system is not dissimilar to the museum index card procedure. Clearly context and provenance are important to her and gives the lie to the assumption that collectors do not care for this. She also has the objective of holding a ‘war on the home front’ badge seminar comprising of other collectors from a badge collectors’ club. Any publication resulting from this would generate probably for the first time, an insight into domestic organisation and its symbolic representation during two world wars, something yet to be given a scholarly treatment. Both Anita and Gloria demonstrate a real commitment to their collecting, as much as any typical male collector. Such female collectors no doubt always existed, but were not taken seriously (see chapter six). Often a male spouse will take over a collection and rigorously reassemble it. Not all private collecting is active, often it has a passive origin as in the next case.

**Jenny**

Jenny collects model camels and images of camels. Or as she says: ‘camels collected me’. At 16 she was given a pair of baseball boots with camel images on them, and at the same time, a Tee shirt with a camel on it. People then started giving her other camel imaged material in the assumption she collected it, a classic case of passive collecting. She likes camels because of: ‘the bizarre nature and aloofness of the beast...they’re proud animals and can’t be dominated, like cats. I’d love to have a real one!’ The objects are variously cushion covers, camel tiles, ornamental Christmas cards and earrings. Some of her camels have names, but not all, as: ‘a name doesn’t always spring to mind’ and she introduces them to each other, anthropomorphically. She thinks provenance is important and that it’s a shame that they can’t all be dated or the maker traced. She has coats and hats with camel brooches on: ‘because that’s where they live, it’s not a conscious thing, they’re just there’. She has camel shaped tea pots and other functional items, which she uses as they were intended, thereby contradicting the idea of exclusion from use as the criteria for sacredness. This demonstrates the more conventional wisdom, that women’s collected items are incorporated into wider domestic decor (Pearce,1993:25-27). It further shows that in order to be an extension of the self (Belk,1988b; Lancaster and Foddy,1988; Dittmar,1991), they have to join in with the owners functional life. The passive or accidental collecting scenario is also demonstrated in male collectors as Mark shows.
Mark

Mark collects model vehicles (mainly cars and vans) made by the company ‘Lledo’. He doesn’t even drive himself (similar to the collector of Butlin’s badges who had never set foot in a Butlin’s holiday camp). He started collecting due to a promotional campaign through Walker’s crisps which he eats. They made some promotional models made by Lledo in exchange for crisp bags and he soon found himself swapping spares and collecting more. He managed to get photographs of them into an article which was published and now gets sent pre-production models for review and so started collecting accidentally. He dismissively waves his hand over a colour chart picturing currently available models saying: ‘I’ve got all those’. The rare ones could be as little as three years old and sell for £400, but generally retail at £4-5. The attraction is that they: ‘look good together as a focal point and are cheap to buy’. Seemingly, in both Jenny and Mark’s cases, once by whatever means, the suggestion of an image or object is considered as above or beyond the ordinary, it carries on under its own momentum, like a voyage of discovery. There is clearly no organic motivation for either of them in what they collect, but appear like revelations out of nowhere. The next case however, exemplifies the object as a souvenir of the self.

Don

Don collects old light switches and electrical fittings. He worked as an electrician for the gas board in Leicester until a serious accident caused him to retire. He has been collecting for twenty years. His son visited the Science Museum where he saw displays of such fittings. This made Don think that local people wouldn’t know what the old fittings were like now. He began keeping all the old fittings he removed for replacement. He has 450 items in eleven glass display cabinets and they are all mounted on display boards with labels. He only collects older stuff and is proud to have an example of nearly every two-pin plug that was made. This is probably related to his time as an electrician, especially when training in his younger days. Therefore the collection acts as a touchstone or a tangible testament of the occupation he was engaged in. He admits that his collecting helped him through the period of his accident. They could also represent a simpler time and certainty, with the memories that are packaged in the items. Organically, the objects can be read as symbolic of the
socio-cultural background from which they and he come. Perhaps as a reminder of now undermined or forgotten values or of areas of Leicester in which he worked, or of the people he got them from. Similar traits are expressed in the final case.

Helga

Helga collects hand bells. She keeps them on narrow shelves at home, and takes about four hours to clean them all. She has a silver babies bell on a ring, which is her oldest bell, and was hers as a baby (she is now 65). She has an Indonesian bell which was her parents, and a small plastic bell from her wedding cake (at which time she was not a bell collector). She also has a brass door bell from her childhood house and wants to get the wiring from the current owner of the house. She can’t remember why she started collecting bells, but got the first one in 1974. All her bells have personal memories and stories attached to them, like souvenirs of the self. All her bells are brass bar one, which was given to her by a friend. She didn’t want it, because it wasn’t brass, but did want it because it was from a friend. She keeps it separate from the others. This implies a duality of sacredness and profanity and a dichotomy over which should prevail. Like Don, Helga’s collection acts as much as a vessel for the containment of memory and sentiment. To lose or damage one, would be to lose or damage a part of one’s self, hence they are extensions of the self, emotions made physical.

Conclusion

In this chapter it has been attempted to show that collecting (be it broken pottery or model camels) has been intrinsic to our sense of self. How we arrange what we collect, enables us to construct an identity (partially or fully). Objects are used as a language. The narrative they relate depends on what we want them to say to us and / or to others, in which sense only the collector can read or interpret the ‘true’ meaning of their collection. This though, does not prevent these visual narratives standing as testimony, wonder or curiosity to the uninitiated, as Cheval and Isadore illustrate. Individual collectors can be highly differentiated as has been shown here and elsewhere (Elsner & Cardinal, 1994) in their motives. Debord was convinced of the self-referential nature of our perceptions of material culture. Clearly, much of the material collected by those in the above narratives, is highly self-referential. Sociologically and
psychologically, such material is looked upon comparatively, with the spectacle's insistence on the new, and in the context of social change of which this is a part. In so doing, the collected material assumes the role of a shield or talisman, and ultimately a coping mechanism. What happens when collectors organise into clubs and societies however, has not been widely studied (although Dannefer, 1981 and Danet & Katriel, 1988; 1994; Merriman, 1991 touch on them). It is collectors' clubs, especially in terms of gender that will be discussed next.
Chapter 6
Gender And Collectors' Clubs

introduction

Having examined some traits of collecting and the gradual rise in consciousness of the full collecting sensibility, it is now time to explore the developed formalisation of collecting as represented by collectors' clubs. Miller's call for more intrusive study of consumption in action (Miller, 1995:51) is facilitated by the inclusion of three studies based on participant observation. The chapter opens with a historical discussion of gender in collecting. This is salient firstly, because it is an aspect of collecting only now being given serious consideration and secondly, because two of the clubs chosen for study are, to a high degree, gender specific (with a further mixed gender club for contrast). The largely hidden gender history in collecting is therefore teased out to some extent, in order to make a comparison with the club studies.

The collectors' club, it is proposed, represents an alternative environment or society in which various behavioural patterns, such as acquisitiveness are permitted and supported. They are also forums in which object specific knowledge and information can be shared and valued, which in other social groupings would be seen as unfathomable or inappropriate. The potential for museums and social historians is therefore self evident. In the study of male collectors' clubs centred on the material culture of breweries and pubs, the clubs provide an arena of friendly competition. This codifies collecting as the material culture of male bonding and right of passage. The female club centred on souvenir spoons, acts as a friendship network and enhances a sense of community, nurturing and sharing. Collectors' clubs generally, it is proposed, reinforce and promote values perceived to have disappeared in society at large and act as forums in which those values can be reconstructed and enacted via collecting. These values may include notions of the loss of neighbourliness for women or the disappearance of labour intensive and skilled work for men. For men therefore, competitive collecting represents effort, skill and determination; for women it represents a friendship network and a sharing environment. As such, collectors' clubs can be read as cells of resistance to the spectacle.
The full methodology for the field research appears as Appendix Two. This chapter explores the world of the collectors club, using field research and correspondence relating to a number of organisations. The findings of a questionnaire from 128 collectors' clubs is set out in the form of tables. Of 314 collectors' organisations contacted, 128 (40%) responded. The 'old faithfuls' of stamps and coins were largely avoided, although some were included for balance and context. One reason for canvassing their opinions was to explore any similarities or differences between collectors and museums. What became immediately clear was that the organisations see themselves differently in relation to collecting. Many objected to being called 'a club' and insisted they were 'a society'. They saw themselves often as organisations for learning and study, not solely for 'acquisition'. Context is clearly important for them, which museums often accuse collectors of not having or wanting. Another reason for the canvass, was to deduce the make up of the clubs, not least in terms of gender, which is the area with which chapter begins.

Gender in collecting

Popular collecting is a gender issue. Only recently has the extent of and differences in women’s collecting started to be revealed (e.g. Dittmar, 1991; Pearce, 1993, 1995; Belk and Wallendorf, 1994; Wilkinson, 1997b). Whilst historical evidence for women’s collecting is comparatively patchy, Gelber offers some insight in relation to the origins of stamp collecting (Gelber, 1992). In fact both stamp and postcard collecting originated with women. As activities that took place in the home, middle-class women in particular were well placed to develop them. Stamps held an aesthetic attraction to women who used to advertise for them to decorate furniture with (Gelber, 1992:746). Ultimately, philately came to be dominated by men, when the commodity value of old and rare stamps was recognised and were vested with the values and rituals of the male domain of the stock market. As Gelber notes: 'by the turn of the century, however, the idea of using stamps as decorative devices had become so absurd that philatelic journals made jokes about stamp wallpaper' (Gelber, 1992:746). This is not to suggest that there were not serious or scientific female philatelists, but rather that in a male dominated society, serious collecting was defined by men as were other social spheres and activities. Stamps lent themselves to systematic collecting (Gelber 1992:747). The attraction of collecting in sets and filling missing gaps, has significantly
contributed to the hobby’s longevity and popularity. By contrast women also collected chromolithograph trade cards:

‘...but unlike the commercially produced trade cards however, the officially produced stamps came to be regarded as important’ (Gelber, 1992:747).

‘Unlike the chromo scrapbook, the stamp album was both a catalog and a repository of wealth. Thus, even in their collecting hobbies, men produced and women consumed’ (Gelber, 1992:748).

There were calls by women for female philatelic clubs in an effort to redress the imbalance and to demonstrate that the hobby was being taken seriously by women, but seem to have come to nought. Some female philatelists complained about sexism in the selection of club officers. Many male collectors believed that theirs was a scientific and structured approach, whilst women’s was merely aesthetic and so invalid (Gelber, 1992:749).

In contemporary collecting some organisations such as the ‘Badge Collector’s Circle’, with over one thousand members, have a very good representation of women and junior members (those aged under 16). There are a number of organisations who are almost entirely single gender. The examples of a male club, The British Beer Mat Collectors’ Club, and a female club, ‘The United Kingdom Spoon Collectors’ Club’, are discussed later in the chapter. Women’s possessions were more often seen as part of the overall decor of the house. They became part of the house contents rather than something apart from it. Even the periodic fads of the Victorian middle classes imply this. The fad for collecting blue china in the 1870’s had a strong following in Liverpool. Blue china was being imported in quantity to Europe from China and Korea by the nineteenth century. A manual on art in the home by a Mrs Orrinsmith spoke of it thus:

‘Surely there are not to be found more lovely bits of ornament for a drawing-room than rare old china - of course they should always be placed where they can be perfectly seen, without being touched; for would not one rather fracture a limb than break a friend’s old Persian or Nankin?’ (Anon, Museum Piece, 1971:1)

There was even a ‘ballade of Blue China’ written in 1885 by Andrew Lang, which claims:
'There’s a joy without canker or cork,
There’s a pleasure eternally new,
'Tis to gaze on the glaze and the mark
Of china that’s ancient and blue'.
(Hillier, 1981:81)

The china would probably have more than simply decorative value. It would possibly serve a social function as a conversation piece, or signifier for the lady of ambition for her husband’s social elevation. The Victorians were eminently clubable, no-one formed more organisations for every conceivable purpose than they. There does not seem however to have ever been a blue china collectors’ club. The evidence such as it is, as in the above verse, suggests that it was seen as a gentlewoman’s pass-time which would be tolerated, even endorsed by their husbands or fathers. Although some blue china resides in Liverpool Museum, it does not do so in the form of collective bequests as it might have done had it been a male pursuit. This supports Pearce’s assertion that it was not valorised as a legitimate collection (Pearce, 1993:26). Had it been a male pursuit, there would no doubt be weighty tomes and catalogues extant relating to its scientific and taxonomic classification. Belk and Wallendorf cite Rémy Saisellin:

‘Women bought to decorate and for the sheer joy of buying,
but men had a vision for their collections, and viewed their collections as an ensemble with a philosophy behind it.’
(cited in Belk and Wallendorf, 1994:241)

This general assumption is perhaps also born out by other material specifically female, of which there seems to be a dearth. In the aftermath of women’s suffrage on the same terms as men (in 1929), the Suffrage Fellowship (an organisation of ex-suffragettes) made an effort to collect and collate the material artefacts from papers to badges and banners, of former suffragettes as did the Fawcett Library in London. Beyond this however, very little suffrage material seems to have survived. This is interesting when it is considered how much material was generated utilising the Women’s Social and Political Union’s (WSPU) colours of purple white and green. Both vested and commercial interests turned out thousands of badges, postcards, even clothes in the WSPU colours and were marketed as such in shops and catalogues (see Tickner, 1987; Atkinson, 1992). The same mind set and fate presumably befell such material as the blue china. Seen as women’s things with little relevance or inherent fiscal value, it was unceremoniously dumped. As the organisers of the Women’s Pavilion at the 1893 Chicago Exposition asserted, women were the originators of all industrial arts; once
these were seen to be lucrative they were: ‘appropriated by men and women pushed aside’. (Briggs, 1990:95).

The most recent research into the question of gender in contemporary collecting and object attachment however, is that of Dittmar (Dittmar, 1991); Belk and Wallnendorf (Belk and Wallendorf, 1994:240-253) and Pearce (Pearce, 1995:197-222). Dittmar’s comparative study of collecting by gender and social class found that:

'With respect to gender identity-related meanings of possessions, men were mainly concerned with the self-referent, activity-related and instrumental aspects of their possessions. In comparison, women stressed both the symbolic and other-oriented features of possessions by emphasising relatedness to others and emotional attachment' (Dittmar, 1991:182).

Thus, notions of use are male concerns whilst women erred towards aesthetics and emotional connection and decoration. These are the same criteria that ousted women from the mainstream of older hobbies as mentioned in Chapter Four. The artistic, aesthetic and sentimental connections to stamps and postcards for example that women initially made, could be dismissed as fads or crazes by men who then organised such collecting on a systematic basis by publishing guides and other information which allowed them to be collected scientifically and taxonomically. Belk and Wallendorf concluded that:

'...gender is reflected in both the activities involved in collecting and the objects that are collected. Gender is constructed through the uses to which the collections are put.' (Belk and Wallendorf, 1994:251)

Having found that two comparative studies in children’s collecting from the 1930’s (Witty, 1931; Durost, 1932) showed that the material boys collected differed from girls, they surveyed 192 adult collectors in 1993 and found much the same results (Belk and Wallendorf, 1994:243). They found that women tended to collect self-referential and decorative material, whilst male collecting was geared more by control and domination (Belk and Wallendorf, 1994:251). They concluded that collecting had societal functions such as the gendering of achievement worlds, pattern maintenance in economic spheres and a way of making gender culture visible. Whilst men’s collections were about control or domination, women’s collections were believed to: ‘...represent
achievement in the world of connection to other people - achievement of sentiment. ’
(Belk and Wallendorf, 1994:251).

Whilst the above conclusions are seemingly true, their drive lies more perhaps with the nature of the conscious and the subconscious. Men’s collecting is indeed often consciously competitive, functional and driven by a need for control. It therefore assumes a rigid focus or tunnel vision. Subconsciously however, there is often greater meaning and depth to their collecting, whilst women’s collecting is more often consciously self-referential. This is perhaps because women are more open to and capable of, exploring emotions and feelings than men. Traditionally, in a consumer society, women have been made into image conscious media targets, hence leading to a greater array of potential identities than men. This, on a wider social basis, is born out by the recent trend towards greater employment of women as traditional male jobs and industries disappear. This has led to an identity crisis in many men, whilst the change for women has been seemingly less problematic. Women more often confront, cope, explore and accept, whilst men are more likely to deny, control or reject emotions.

Pearce fills this out somewhat. She finds that women are: ‘faced with self-images which present them as whores, madonnas, little girls or house holding adults’ (Pearce, 1995:201) and that they tend to ‘gather’ material which supports such self definitions (e.g. ‘whore’ becomes ‘vamp’ via the collection of 1930’s clothes, Hollywood material etc.). Men construct ideas of womanhood in their collections, usually as whores or madonnas, but seldom as mothers or normal girls (Pearce, 1995:220). This is probably because men objectify women (Belk and Coon, 1993; Edgar, 1997). Again socially constructed and oppositional gender roles for women create a dichotomy; young, hedonistic sexual entity versus mature, responsible and familial nurturing entity. Although oppositional, all roles are tried on for size and explored by women through collecting (and by extension creation of domestic environment), from whatever quarter they may originate:

‘When women are seeing themselves in the role of nurturing adults, they do indeed collect relationally and in an unemphatic style which so merges with their broader lives that its emergence as a true collection tends to be written out of the story. But when they are seeing
themselves as vamps or child brides, the style of their collections is in a male mode, intense, specific, separate and serious (although of course the content of the collection is usually feminine material) and its emotional resonance is self-loving, narcissistic and absorbed" (Pearce,1995:210)

'Women construct themselves as little girls or whores but not much as madonnas. Women seldom construct men in their collections, either as wish fulfilment for themselves or as a means of projecting a male relationship which they find exciting'. (Pearce,1995:219)

This latter point may well be because women do not objectify men in the same way as men do women. Women often look for something more meaningful and with greater depth in men than men themselves are prepared to readily project. Lisa Tickner's book on the banners and emblems of the women's suffragist movement is aptly titled *The Spectacle Of Women*. Women suffragists did indeed present themselves as spectacle incorporating all the arts in which they were trained to further the cause (most notably Sylvia Pankhurst). As Briggs notes: 'much of the nineteenth century, culminating in Paris 1900, had the sense of a "great spectacle", particularly for the curious and entranced eye' (Briggs,1990:104). The women's movement at this time it could be argued, can be seen as allied to the rise of the museum, department store and classic collecting as a panoply of material vistas all broadly celebratory of worthiness and greatness.

The way men and women perceive and use domestic space is also a consideration in this context (see Tognoli,1980). Pearce is seemingly right in her assertion that men tend to need support structures such as display cabinets, to clearly objectify their things as collections (Pearce,1993:25-27). It would though seem, in the contemporary sense at least, increasingly a female trait as well. The Royal Worcester enamelled thimble collection advert in a colour supplement offers a free display cabinet to subscribers. The advert is clearly aimed at women.

Naomi Schor takes Baudrillard (in particular) to task for his sexual (and sexist) interpretation of collecting, whilst Walter Benjamin's collecting is analysed as a feminine construct (Schor,1994:253-254). Writing about her own collecting of Parisian postcards, she asserts:
...collecting is generally theorised as a masculine activity, the postcard constitutes an interesting exception to these laws of gendering: it is the very example of the feminine collectable'. (Schor, 1994:262).

It would probably depend on the content of the card, as Hammond describes the trade in 'French' (i.e. pin-up) postcards:

'...the trade in French cards and similar pin-up kinds was a way of shattering the virtual monopoly women held on the world of cartophilia and the opening up of postcard collecting to men' (Hammond, 1988:10)

Belk found that there were gender differences in what is collected. Somewhat surprisingly, 49% of American stamp collectors and 41% of coin collectors were women, hobbies usually almost exclusively related in adulthood to men. Collectors of 'instant collectibles' such as the china models and plates etc. manufactured by Bradford Exchange and Franklin Mint are he feels, all women (Belk, 1995:97). Indeed, John Walter's comedy Serial Mom, revolves around a series a murders committed by the mother (Kathleen Turner) of a swap-meet obsessed daughter. One of the mother's middle-aged female friends is a Bradford Exchange and Franklin Mint devotee. However, given that a number of such items are commemorative of war events (especially the fiftieth anniversary of the Battle of Britain etc.) and other traditional male centred themes, it is possible that there are a good number of men collecting the output of these manufacturers, albeit on a smaller scale. It might though be argued that these seemingly male themed wares are being targeted at middle aged women as presents for their husbands.

The existence of collecting couples is one that has not yet been explored though others have noted it (Danet & Katriel, 1994:33). The dedicated book collectors Peter and Iona Opie have left an invaluable legacy of early children's literature, now housed in the Bodleian Library in Oxford. This certainly seems to have influenced their son Robert's collecting instincts, although he himself is unsure (Elsner and Cardinal, 1994:26). The labour movement would be significantly impoverished if not for the collections of Ruth and Eddie Frow in Manchester. Who, if either in such pairings assumes a dominant collecting role remains to be examined. One comparable model has been Brian Harrison's study of feminist couples from the women's suffrage
era (see Banks, 1985; Harrison, 1987). More pertinently, Gregson and Crewe’s fieldwork on car boot sales includes married couples working together as vendors (Gregson and Crewe, 1997:101). Collecting is perhaps an underestimated aspect of feminist history and is deserving of a study in its own right. Popular collecting is here rendered invisible by default as indeed women’s history in general once was.

**The composition of collecting clubs**

When collectors’ clubs were asked about the construction of their membership by gender, only 20 (15%) estimated female membership above 51% and these were largely female dominated clubs such as spoon and teddy bear collectors. No specific conclusion can be drawn from this, but it does indicate that certain objects have a collecting gender attached to them, as Belk and Wallendorf’s research (1994:251) suggests.

**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-25%</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-50%</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51% plus</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unanswered or unknown</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>128</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Similarly, 114 (89%) of respondents reported that their junior membership (i.e. under 16) was less than 10%. This seems to indicate that collectors’ clubs are an adult institution (unless otherwise designated), where material is collected seriously. Exceptions lie in the older collectibles such as stamps and coins, where junior clubs are long established. The only large club of modern collectibles, dominated by junior members, is British Telecom’s ‘Telephone Card Collector’s Club’.
**Table 2**
What is the junior (under 16) percentage of your club

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-10%</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-25%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-50%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51% plus</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unanswered or unknown</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

128 98

The number of dual memberships of club members was not readily quantifiable by respondents, with 56 (43%) reporting it as ‘unknown’. However, 30 (23%) ‘guestimated’ that up to 25% of their members were also members of other clubs. These were sometimes of similar or related themes to the respondent’s club, other times they were of entirely unrelated material.

**Table 3**
What percentage of your members are also members of other clubs?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unanswered or unknown</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-25%</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-50%</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51% plus</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>128</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Bonding in clubs**

The collecting world has its own vocabulary and it in turn is used to weave spells around collectors. Collectors of *Lilliput Lane*, a range of miniature cottages made from painted plaster, were advised in Debenhams department store, that a number of the currently available models were soon to be ‘retired’ (i.e. deleted) from the range. The term ‘retired’ is used in the same way as someone might speak of a relative having passed away rather than having died. It is implicit that it would be too brutal to refer to the object as deleted. Equally when collectors of any object organise in clubs, there seems to be an almost immediate need to legitimise the collective and their activities. One expression of this is finding a name, usually a Latin derivation to describe
themselves. The oldest in this lineage are of course philatelists (stamp collectors), numismatists (coin collectors) and cartophiliasts (postcard collectors). But there are also now telegerists (collectors of telephone cards), pocilovyists (egg-cup collectors) and tegestologyists (beer mat collectors), to name but a few. Another expression of legitimacy, is the knowledge of and meetings between, like-minded individuals, as one young cigarette card collector put it: 'Being part of the Cartophilic Society seemed to make it official that I was a collector'. (Bowman, 1993:4950). In this way, individual meaning is created out of the material that ‘the spectacle’ seeks to inculcate for its own profit. Dannefer concluded that: 'Interpersonal relations are to a significant extent supplanted by mass media (‘spectacle’) as the bearer of the content that is to be internalized' (Dannefer, 1981:409, my emphasis). Collectors' clubs often work against this phenomenon by reinculcating a new personal value into the material collected and focusing it through the collective. Debord’s remark on collecting that it was: ‘a glorious sign of his presence amongst the faithful’ (Debord, 1983:65), is appropriate here. The ‘faithful’ though, are committed reinterpreting meaning, not accepting that of the spectacle’s to which Debord was referring.

The material link that gives club members a continual sense of ‘community’ is the club magazine or newsletter (Plate 7). In the club survey, a few clubs stated that they were a postal organisation only and did not publish a newsletter, but the overwhelming majority did so (see Appendix Three). These varied in quality and content, but nearly all of them had addresses and information on where to acquire the latest additions for the collection. This suggests that the collector needs the potential for diversity and rearrangement within the collection (and thus emphasising the play element suggested by Danet and Katriel, 1989) rather than closure through completion. However, closure through completion is just as big an issue in collecting, as ‘want ads’ in collectors magazines testify. As one American collector put it:

'A collector is a person who gets many things they resent getting but he has to get them to complete his collection. A collector always has to have something coming.'

Although the Leicester collecting project (Pearce, forthcoming) indicates that as many women collect as men, what they collect seems to be more gender specific. The
PLATE 7: COLLECTORS’ CLUB JOURNALS

The journal, newsletter or magazine is the collector’s material support network. Latest additions to be had, fellow collectors to contact and swapmeets to attend are contained within it. It is a visible vindication of the collecting act. It reminds the collector that there are others like themselves and legitimises the acquisition of the collected item. Journals pictured come from The Cricket Memorabilia Society, British Beer Can Collectors Club, The International (model) Owl Collectors’ Club and The Rugby League Collectors’ Federation.
examples below deal with the all-male environment of 'breweryana' and the almost all female hobby of spoon collecting. It should be said that none of the organisations concerned ban one sex or the other from membership, it is just that the hobby concerned seemingly attracts one gender only. Lastly, an example of a general collectors club which is equally comprised of male and female members is examined.

**The formalisation of breweryana collecting**

Tegetology with the collection and study of breweryana in general, is a good example of militant particularism within collecting. Most aspects of the brewery industry are collected. Museums collect the industrial material, but there are individual collectors organisations for each of the following material aspects of it: beer mats, labels, cans, and bottles. Certainly the 'British Beer Mat Collectors' Society' (BBCS) and the 'International Label Collectors' Society or 'The Labologist's Society' (LS) as it is more commonly known, promote joint activities and share a high level of dual membership. The Bottled Beer Collectors' Club (BBCC) and the Beer Can Collectors' Club (BCCC) also engage with the other two organisations, but to a lesser extent than the LS. All of these organisations have contact with other brewery related groups such as the Campaign For Real Ale (CAMRA). They stage joint events in which the whole world of beer can be 'lived'.

The LS is the oldest of the organisations, having been started in 1958. The BBCS, is a close second, having been established in 1960. The other two were established in the 1980's. Beer mats seem more popular than the other three areas of breweryana collecting. Perhaps, because they are easier to obtain from pubs and are more easily kept. The BBCS has 388 members of which 47 live overseas (John Freeman, pers. comm.1993). The secretary of the club, John Freeman, asserts that the club does much to encourage their 'unusual hobby' (John Freeman, pers. comm.1993). Their functions with CAMRA and other groups help raise funds, which they donate to charities. In 1992 £3,000 was raised for Guide Dogs For The Blind by the BBCS.

The BBCS officers relate to the members (who are all male) in a client-patron pattern. This is on one level vertically structured, in that material comes to the officers
for distribution downwards. On another level the relationship is horizontal, in that all are made to feel equal in sharing knowledge and pleasure in the hobby. This is largely demonstrated at meetings where mats are displayed and exchanged. The competitive spirit is demonstrated via comparison of collections, which can be dismissive or appreciative, thus placing those with the collections deemed of the best quality in a stronger position:

'Most months our 'society shop' offers (as) a service to our members specific mats that can be obtained. They are usually new issue mats that will be described in that current month's magazine. In addition we have a member from Leamington who runs a beginners bargain section.' (John Freeman, pers. comm. 1993).

In this way the society helps to hook a new member to the hobby by providing the bedrock of a collection at a cheap rate. This is of course common practice amongst junior stamp clubs and companies such as Stanley Gibbons have turned it into an art form.

The Society also runs a 'beer mat museum'. This is not an edifice of public benefaction, but four drawers containing 16,000 beer mats in the study of one of its officials to which breweries regularly contribute to keep it updated. Other officials are designated curators who compile beer mat collections relating to specific breweries or types of alcoholic beverage (e.g. cider). These are used by club members for their own research and by the breweries themselves. The 'museum' materially confirms the society's efforts by housing examples of nearly all known British beer mats, and through the compilation of a catalogue with over 20,000 entries in it. This is now being upgraded to floppy disc and will be sold to members in this format (John Freeman, pers. comm. 1993). The beer mat museum is as sacred a trust to the society as the public collections are to a municipal museum.

The society's officers are also at the bottom of a power relationship with the breweries themselves, as it is from the breweries that they get their information and mats for members and the magazine:

'Various members have the delicate task of forming good communication links with such breweries in order to obtain mats for the membership'. (John Freeman, pers. comm. 1993)
Breweryana also testifies to the competitive and largely male side of collecting. One member of the BBCS, solicitor Tim Stannard, is calculated to have the largest collection of beer mats in the world. He has 69,000 British, 80,000 German and some 100,000 other foreign mats which he describes as his favourite way of relaxing. (Fewins, 1995). By the time he appeared on Channel Four's *Collectors' Lot* (21/04/97) he was in the *Guinness Book of Records* with a collection 500,000 mats. He estimated the total weight of his collection to be one ton and has had to reinforce his loft to take the strain! He describes the compulsion to collect as a fear that if he stops, he might get overtaken. Not being able to 'keep up' (like Opie) would mean a loss of prestige or respect from his peers and a blow to his self-confidence. Being overtaken would mean defeat. The competitive element of much male collecting, can sometimes take too strong a lead. A former secretary of the Labologist's Society, Keith Osborne, was jailed for eighteen months (cut to six on appeal) in 1994. He allegedly stole twenty eight beer labels printed between 1884 and 1925 from the Public Records Office, where he had been a regular reader for twenty five years. He was in the Guinness Book of Records for the largest collection of beer labels (currently 36,000) (Grice, 1995:22-26). The psychological approach to collecting (e.g Muensterberger, 1994) would probably cite such an example as a cautionary tale against serious (rather than passive) collecting. It has though, even if true, to be placed in context with the majority of collectors for whom there is no evidence that such activity is common.

On one level, breweryana collecting offers a male bonding environment in which the ephemera of the bonding process can be asserted as the optic of attention. The male propensity for competition is acted out through numeric accumulation of beer mats, labels etc., making each major collector chief of his own personal fiefdom, with due homage or respect paid by other lesser collectors. To 'fall behind' with the collection is to lose face and to lose respect. On the other hand, the bonding has a higher level of authority vested in the club officials. The beer mat museum is the holy grail of beer mat collectors, the officials its high priests and guardians. Like all sacred objects however, it offers a rich source of social and cultural history to a much wider audience (such as museums and by extension, the public) should they chose to recognise it as such.
the extent of knowledge in collector's clubs

Given the quantity and variety of the material collected by clubs, it seemed pertinent to enquire as to whether any research had been made available on it. Clubs were asked if they had published anything detailing or listing known examples of the material their members collected. If stamps and coins are excluded (as they have been so widely written about over the years), the results indicate a substantial body of specialist literature. It varies in quality and research, but does at least provide some reference for collectors and museums alike, where otherwise none would exist. Of those who reported not having researched or published anything, a good number stated it to be impossible to do so because of the infinite number of examples (such as mineral collectors).

Table 4
Has your club published a catalogue or list of all known examples of the items your members collect?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partially</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Being Considered</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unanswered</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>128</strong></td>
<td><strong>97</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Following from this a large number of respondents said there were members of their club who were regarded as authorities on the subject collected. The authorities were not often cited, but it was implied that it was not the respondent. This deflates the charge of self aggrandisement often levelled at collectors. If such a large number of acknowledged authorities on collected material reside outside of museums, as is implied by the findings, then it would be as well for museums to identify them for their reference.
Table 5
Does any member of your club regard themselves as an authority on their subject?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unanswered</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>128</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It would be reasonable to suppose that like-minded individuals would seek each other out organisationally as well as individually. A good number of respondents reported having affiliations with other clubs. These included opposite number clubs in other countries and related organisations in this one. Some were with museums or museum staff, although they did not figure highly overall. A typical comment was: ‘we have international affiliations’. Many clubs are clearly not functioning in a vacuum or isolation from other organisations.

Table 6
Has your club any affiliations with any other organisation?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unanswered</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Being considered</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>128</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The formalisation of souvenir spoon collecting

The United Kingdom Spoon Collector’s Club (UKSCC) was established in 1980. It’s 500 members are mainly female and middle-aged to elderly. The kind of spoons collected are the variety often found in souvenir shops and flea markets, depicting crests or scenes of a town or vista. The secretary of the UKSCC extended an invitation to the club’s half-yearly meeting. This was held on 7th May 1994 in Reading, Berkshire, in a local community centre from 1.00pm to 5.30pm. The UKSCC were chosen as a case study, partly because there was enthusiasm expressed for this from the club itself and partly because as an almost entirely female organisation, it offered...
the opportunity to make a useful comparison with the male practices and environments of the breweyana collectors clubs.

The room in which the half-yearly meeting is being held is judged to be too small by those attending. The club would like to have had the hall next door, the same as last year, but it was already booked by a dance troop. A slide show is being given by an ex-guide at Hampton Court, who is also a member of the club.

There are over eighty people closely seated together, most of them women aged between fifty and eighty, all of them Caucasian. Some of their husbands are also in attendance, who are referred to as 'honorary members' and help their wives and act as ushers for late arrivals. There are a few male members and the President is male, but the clubs five hundred members are mainly middle aged or elderly women. Several of the officers of the club were asked why they thought this was. None of them had a definite answer, other than to say that it was perhaps because spoons are associated with domestic work, which has traditionally also been women's work.

The collected objects are clearly defined as collections and men, who dominated museum collecting are in a secondary role and seemingly happy to be so. Lilian (the club magazine editor) finds that husbands of female members are not interested in the spoons, but that wives of the few male members are very interested in the meetings. Friendship seems to be as important if not more so then the collected objects they are ostensibly there to celebrate. This is illustrated by one elderly man.

Bob, is an honorary member whose wife had been a member but had died a few years ago. His wife had collected spoons over a twenty year period. She picked them up at places they visited and eventually amassed four hundred. He adds one or two spoons to the collection in her memory. He says though that he stays in the club because of the people he met with his wife since they joined in 1980 when the club first formed. Bob says he comes for the people not the spoons. Women's openness and friendship have allowed some husbands access to their networks. As honorary members, they are in some ways honorary women. Many of the UKSCC are also members of the Women's Institute (WI) or National Union of Townswomen's Guilds.
(NUTWG) and have learned public speaking, presentation and catering skills there which they now also apply to the UKSCC.

The Hampton Court guide struggles to be heard above the loud extractor fan at the back of the room. Down the left hand side of the hall are three trestle tables, offering goods for sale such as membership spoons, home made jam and cakes. A large plastic wall sticker above one table reads: Natal Spoon Club - Natal The Last Outpost, with a union jack next to it. Many of the women are sporting home made badges with their name and town of residence or club branch on them. They appear to be deftly made, some sporting miniature spoons which have clearly been lovingly mounted on the badges. The men wear ties with the club name and spoon motif on them. The President is wearing a sports shirt with the name and motif woven on one side, like a darts club shirt. The club symbols are seemingly gendered. The elaborate badges have a resonance of embroidery samplers or sewing prowess about them. For this older generation of women, many of whom would have been brought up with sewing skills, the club insignia seems to act as a signifier of commitment and loyalty to the organisation. The men's insignia is displayed on typical male adornments such as ties, which have been: 'expressly made for honorary members'. The embroidered sports shirt was worn by the President of the club and was a 'one off' he had especially made. Perhaps this was to differentiate him from the tie wearing honorary members, thus asserting a male authority position amongst them in a predominantly women's organisation. The club committee members adjourned for a meeting at lunch time.

There are competitions for displays of spoons with an advertising theme displayed at the front of the room. Next to the speaker, ballot papers are distributed for electing new officers. A large bespectacled lady appears at the conclusion of the slide lecture, bearing plates of ploughman's lunches (included in the ticket price). Obliging husbands help distribute them. She asks if anyone wants a squirt of salad cream. To follow there is chocolate gateaux and coffee.

The 'helpmate' role of the male honorary members seems indispensable and willingly entered into. Perhaps it is a way of saying thank you for your friendship, or just a way
of feeling part of the proceedings. There may also be an element of pride in their wives involvement, and wanting to enhance it through exemplary behaviour. The lunch period was successful because of the women's organisational ability in a very small and crowded room. Years of WI and NUTWG activity, as well as no doubt mothers, finds another application in this environment. The food ritual aspect was every bit as important as the spoon collecting. The whole adds up to creating and extending the friendship network, sharing rather than competing as Figure Three demonstrates.
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**FIGURE 3**
Outcome of club meeting activities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Equation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collecting</td>
<td>Cherishing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organising</td>
<td>Meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooking</td>
<td>Relieving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presenting</td>
<td>Entertaining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informing</td>
<td>Providing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accompanying</td>
<td>Befriending</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

an accommodating superstructure = nurturing, giving, sharing

This is not to suggest that such friendship networks are solely restricted to women. Dannefer’s study of old car collectors shows that men too can join collectors’ clubs without initially collecting the relevant material, in order to make friends and contacts (Dannefer, 1981:404). It does however seem to be more characteristic of women.

Lilian, the club's magazine (*Spoonerama*) editor, is a large bustling lady in a terrible rush. She rummages in her handbag and finds a handful of souvenir spoons with various enamel badges on the end and places them on one of the trestle tables. Soon there is an eager huddle of elderly women competing for the spoons. This was the one occasion on which competition between collectors was witnessed. The contest to get to the spoons on sale first, was every bit as competitive as any male collector might have been. Everything sold. Some of the spoons seemed to the uninformed eye, modest at best, but were perhaps bought as a symbol of success in having got near them at all, or as a souvenir of the meeting. The type of spoons collected are
themselves souvenirs in essence. Bob's wife had amassed her collection from souvenir buying as had another member, Vivienne, the Midland branch secretary. The competition for the spoons though was not enjoined by all those present by any means and is not enough to undermine the wider picture of a friendship network. The confined space of the room may well have leant an added element of competition when in fact it would otherwise have been more seemly.

The day ended with a demonstration of hand bell ringing from a group of five men and women playing traditional folk songs to which the audience were invited to hum along. The meeting was very well conducted and arranged, despite the constant squeeze on space and chairs as late arrivals came in. Some members had travelled down the previous evening and were going back the following evening, so they had more time to meet people. This was one of only two or three occasions in the year when they all got together. One could see the meeting in male terms as an old comrades reunion, the badges representing honours or colours of the regiment. The ostensible reason for the gathering seemed almost an excuse to meet.

Linda, a middle aged member from London has a collection of some five hundred spoons, which she keeps in a suitcase. They are all catalogued. She has a carrier bag full of spoons, acquired over the last year which she hasn't yet dealt with. She also collects other things. She began by picking up spoons on holiday on behalf of the West Midlands regional secretary, Vivienne, who is a friend. Whenever Linda went on holiday Vivienne would give her some money to buy spoons for her. In so doing, she became interested herself and started collecting. At the same time her (now ex) husband was a model railway fan. He couldn't find authentic Edwardian figures for his layout so he began making his own and researching the period for information on style of dress. This so fascinated him that it took over from the railway models and he got totally absorbed in making figures. On the principle of 'if you can't beat them, join them' she also began making models of military figures. She judges hers to be better because she was able to make a profit by selling them to collectors. She also collects postcards which she has in another suitcase in her wardrobe, as well as thimbles.
Two elderly women from Bristol were very early members of the club. One says she finds she does a lot of research on the themes of her spoons and that she gets absorbed by this as much as collecting the spoons themselves. She feels she expands her spheres of interest through this, finding more to collect as a result. Vivienne cleans her rack displayed spoons every two weeks with *Goddard's Silver Dip* or with a silver cloth. Her other spoons are kept in suitcases where the air can't get at them and tarnish them. She says the spoon sellers had arrived early and she did her buying before the committee meeting and the rush started.

The collecting practice engaged in dispels the myth of collectors' fetishism. Here the sacred objects (the fetishised) are unceremoniously cast into suitcases or carrier bags and pushed under the bed or locked in wardrobes. Also for some, as the lady from Bristol states, the contextual and historical aspects of the objects collected, are as important as the objects themselves, which is not the traditional view of the collector at all.

One member from Middlesex, who has been collecting spoons for twenty years, wrote to say she: 'liked the look and feel of spoons but that it was: *the searching for information* that she enjoyed the most. She had previously collected Wade figures, but: *once acquired and displayed there is no further interest* (pers.comm.1994). So clearly for her, spoons offered a material entry to social history. Another member from Essex, who has been collecting spoons for thirteen years related that she had: *nine hundred spoons, and each one a friend*. The club was seen as: *an excuse for a get-together* (pers.comm.1994). For another member, club membership offered a means of: *getting knowledge on the subject* (pers.comm.1994). A member from Scarborough described the meetings as: *enormous family gatherings* (pers.comm.1994). Another member from Wales, regarded club membership as: *belonging to a wonderful large family* (pers.comm.1994) and hoped her collection would, on her demise, be dispersed amongst the membership. This member was 72 in 1995, and had been collecting since 1956. The comparison with Belk's female Barbie doll collector, (Belk, and Wallendorf, 1994:245-248) is salient as a means of nurturing, or repaying a perceived debt for their friendship. It is also significant that she had never
considered a museum for her collection. Another member from Scarborough would like to see her collection inherited by her family, but they think it is: ‘a load of old rubbish’ (pers.comm.1994), although she has been collecting since 1944.

Despondently, a rare male member from London believes: ‘For the most part, interest in what I collect ...will die with me, and they will be passed on in a skip’ (pers.comm.1994). For a member from Bradford, her spoons are: ‘really the story of my life’ (pers.comm.1994). A member from Surrey, who has 550 spoons, collected over thirteen years, has slowed down on collecting because the sources are drying up and prices are rocketing (pers.comm.1994). A member from Harrow, began collecting spoons in 1978 after an aunt died and she found four spoons amongst her things, thinking them too pretty to throw away. When another aunt died, she found a further six spoons which hooked her and she now has seven hundred! (pers.comm.1994). It was also noticeable that all the respondents confessed to having other collections which varied from owl ornaments to thimbles, crested china and little boxes. They were entirely within the recognised context of ‘women's collecting’.

Turnover of members in collector’s clubs

To put this into context, the national memberships of other clubs were canvassed. The largest section of respondents reported that their memberships varied between 101 and 300 and the majority reported that they gained as many members as they lost. Typical comments included: ‘we are a society not a ‘club’; ‘we are an international society’; ‘postal club only’; ‘we publish our own magazine / journal’; ‘some members are active or work in museums’; ‘museums or museum staff are members’. The questionnaire addressed individual rather than institutional membership but even so highlighted a variety of operational set-ups, widely variable in sophistication. A national or regional apparatus for contact with formal organisations like museums may well encourage more uniformity, thus aiding a working relationship.
Table 7
How many members does your club currently have? (1994)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-100</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101-300</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>301-500</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500 plus</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unanswered or unknown</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>128</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8
What is the annual loss of members?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-25</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-50</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51-100</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101 plus</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unanswered or unknown</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>128</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9
What is the annual gain of members?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-25</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-50</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51-100</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101 plus</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown or unanswered</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>128</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It was the secretaries of the clubs who were contacted and when asked how many there had been for their club, the majority reported between one and five. This reflects the recent establishment of most clubs rather than any long-term stability, although many reported that they had been the only secretary for five to ten years. A typical comment on this question was that: 'there is a fixed term of office for secretaries', which implies a democratic structure.
Table 10
To your knowledge, how many corresponding secretaries have you had?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-10</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 or more</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unanswered or unknown</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>128</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

United Kingdom Spoon Collector’s Club midland branch meeting 23/07/1994

Having participated in a national meeting of the UKSCC and observed its functioning on a macro level, it was decided to attend a smaller, regional meeting to observe it on a micro level. The meeting is held in the back garden of one of the member’s houses on a hot afternoon. There are five members present including the National President. This constitutes the branch for the whole region at present. The President comes from Suffolk and is trying to visit all the branches. The others all live in Wolverhampton and all present are either middle-aged or elderly. There was one other member who had to resign due to other pressures. There was also a couple that came from Coventry, but they stopped coming some time ago.

Vivienne, the secretary of the Midlands branch of the UKSCC, has been collecting spoons since 1963 and has about nine hundred spoons from over sixty countries. Her sister was also a club member but has recently died. She had over eight hundred spoons. Vivienne joined the club in 1984 and she finds the visual aspect of the spoons more important than their value. This is in marked contrast to another organisation, The Silver Spoon Collector’s Club (SSCC). When the meeting is asked about the SCC, some have never heard of it, others say they have contacted them once or twice to ask about an exchange of guest speakers at meetings or mutual outings. They got a very cold response. The SCC are held to be ‘antique collectors’ whereas the UKSCC is a ‘fun and friendship club’. Thus within the UKSCC, the collected becomes part of the membership’s identity, but not more so than the friendship, all aspects are equal. The SCC membership however collect or ‘acquire’ for prestige, profit and investment and are therefore not organic in the sense of the UKSCC.
A tour of the Exquisite spoon factory had to be cancelled because they wouldn't pay the special insurance that such visits entail. A decision is made to visit the Wedgwood factory instead (they make ceramic spoons). Vivienne shows one ceramic and one silver spoon made by Wedgwood to the others. The ceramic spoon is in its original box and much is made of this. This is very much in line with collectors of model vehicles who place as much emphasis on the box or packaging the model comes in as the model itself. Unboxed, models lose up to half their value, even in good condition. One collector of Dinky toys even paid £1,500 for an empty box (Connolly, 1994:15). This demonstrates the importance of presentation and the pleasing of the eye. The box represents completeness and sanctuary for the object. Advertising agencies have always known this. Friday, 12th August is decided on as the day for the visit with everyone checking their diaries. Many branches apparently have an outing or visit rather than a branch meeting. This is again in line with WI and NUTWG practice and a friendship inspired idea rather than a competitive or confrontational one, sharing an experience rather than monopolising it. A design of a bridge in spoons is debated as the branch submission for the competition at the club AGM in October. The exhibit has to conform to club rules which state that it should be no more than ten spoons maximum, and the size of a handkerchief.

When asked if any of the members had heard of John and his huge collection of 30,000 spoons, they say they know him and have met him. They don't class him as a collector. It is felt he set out quite deliberately to get in to the Guinness Book of Records and buys spoons indiscriminately, in bulk for quantity rather than quality. He had a spoon made picturing himself, but only one copy so he could have the only one, although he has made others in quantity. The fact that he has so many spoons does not engender envy, but rather contempt. He cannot possibly have acquired them all with any sense of real choice or discrimination, therefore his collection is profane.

One member, Joan says: 'the way in which a spoon is given to me means I could never get rid of it'. John's collection they assume, has been compiled from quantity buying and not careful selection. Therefore he has more in common with dealers and manufacturers than collectors. John's collection cannot possibly have any aesthetic quality because its components were not acquired individually, with a memory attached
to each. With the attached profanity, his collection is so large, as to become a non-collection. It has exceeded the bounds of the known and accepted. The UKSCC awards certificates for members who reach one, two, five hundred or a thousand spoons in their collections, but more from a sense of shared pride and celebration than from a competitive achievement. John's collection exceeds these boundaries and profanes the nuances involved. His collection represents transgressive behaviour. He becomes someone who makes acquisitions rather than collections. It is implied that the discerning collector would exercise more restraint. This is born out by a letter from another member of the UKSCC who states:

'I am much more discerning now than when I first started, the modern spoons I don't really save for. I would rather have something with a bit of history attached to it and have several of one hundred years (old)' (pers.comm. 1994)

They once asked John about insurance or security problems for his collection in his specially built house extension. All he would say is that people could possibly get in, but they would never get out.

There was a lot of hostility expressed by branches at the suggestion that spoon dealers be allowed to join the club on the same basis as ordinary members. This underlines the strong friendship element of the club. Dealers are anathema as their interests are purely monetary. Lilian (the magazine editor) is the only member allowed to sell at meetings, unless express permission is approved by the committee. Ten per cent of all profits realised are contributed towards the clubs funds. There is a move though, from the Welsh branch to allow other dealers to sell at club meetings (though not join the club) as it is felt that Lilian's selections have been going down hill of late. Lilian has contacts with all the spoon manufacturers and runs her own business in trading, buying and selling them. The desire to keep dealers outside of the club is an attempt to prevent commercial contamination of the 'purity' of the friendship aspect of the club. By contrast, other clubs such as the Badge Collectors' Circle are made up to some extent of dealers whose payments for adverts in the club magazine contribute enormously to the content therein, and help pay the running costs of the club.
Vivienne has a wall mounted cabinet with sliding doors which she won at a club raffle in which some of her favourite spoons are displayed. They don't tarnish behind glass. The rest of her collection is stored on velvet covered boards in boxes which she occasionally cleans. She has all her spoons listed along with notes on where they came from, who gave them to her etc. She enters their values in her own code in case of burglars. Another member has all her spoons on open display on wall racks in her hobby room. If they come in their own boxes they stay in them. The main comment evoked from the display is that: 'you can tell they need cleaning'. If each object in the collection is not ascribed a sacredness in the way it was acquired, with affection, good will or happy memories, then it has no place in what might be called 'collection heaven'. Each addition is cement in a wall of sentiment. The profane acquisition acts as a dissolving agent on the wall's cement. It is an unbeliever in a temple and has to be vanquished. When asked if there is any special spoons they'd like to get for their collections, they confessed to never having really thought about it before, but came up with the following suggestions: a 'mummy spoon' (from Egypt) where the finial (end of the spoon) is a casket which opens to reveal a mummy; a Japanese Geisha girl spoon, (both are very expensive); a medicine spoon which is hall marked silver and not made after the eighteenth century and a moat spoon. The novelty of the question to them suggests that unlike acquisition for its own sake, no ‘wish-lists’ exist. Although this may not hold true for the club as a whole, it does add weight to the assertion that the objects are only as important as the people, perhaps less so.

Asked where they might like their collections to end up, they were unanimous in their desire for their collections to be given to the club and split up amongst the members, another sign of the friendship nature of the club. Surprisingly, none of them had ever considered offering them to a museum. Some thought the objects too trivial to interest a museum, others never go to museums and had not thought of it before. They are often asked if they ever use their spoons functionally, which they don't as they are for collecting, but their collectable status is often misunderstood. They have had meetings when serving tea and coffee they couldn't find a (utilitarian) spoon for stirring tea, even though they all have spoon collections on the wall! The absurdity of the situation is obvious to them all, and yet they would never consider using their spoons for any functional (profane) purpose. Spoons are not for eating or stirring with,
they are for exhibiting and making pictures of bridges with. We play subversively with
the objects, like dressing animals in human clothes or dyeing their fur in dayglo
colours.

The UKSCC is perhaps unusual amongst collectors' clubs in that the competitive
element is almost entirely replaced by a co-operative one. It extends a hand of
friendship instead of one of competition. Of the twenty members of the UKSCC with
whom correspondence was entered into, all made reference to the 'friendship' of the
club and of the 'one big extended family' nature of it. Collecting is only one component
of the reasons for the club's existence. Certainly, many of the members are widows or
else widowers, whose spouse had been a member. To keep going in memory of the
deceased spouse, to keep alive friendships made through the club and thus keep alive
the essence and memory of the loved one is as much a reason as the actual collecting,
probably more so. As one member put it: 'You don’t have to be a collector to be
accepted by the club, it's the people you come for not the spoons'.

Having analysed a male and female collecting club, one with a representative mix of
gender and age was studied in order to see if it functioned differently, or if it was more
or less competitive.

*Leicestershire Collectors' Club*

The Leicestershire Collectors' Club (LCC) was formed in October, 1994 by
exhibitors at Leicester Museum's 'People's Show' (see Chapter Seven). A room is
hired at a local adult education college on a monthly basis. The meetings last for two
hours from 7.00-9.00pm. The attendance is usually between fourteen and thirty from a
maximum possible fifty members (later increasing to seventy five) Norman as
co-ordinator gives a welcoming address, especially to new members which is followed
by club business and the financial report. After members comments and discussion,
there follows a half hour presentation by one of the clubs members on their particular
collection. Themes included camel images, bells, model vehicles and domestic
electrical light fittings (see Chapter Five). There is always a raffle for club funds with
the prizes usually being donated objects for collections. After this there was a period of interaction between members.

Norman is an active Christian and devised a period of ‘thanksgiving’ during club meetings in which the Anglican practice of greeting is substituted with an exchange of gifts which Norman calls 'gudgies'. This Norman insisted was a club word for those objects exchanged between members. Many members male and female, confess to now looking for objects to get for friends they've made at the club. This occupies them more than seeking material for their own collections when they are at collectors fairs and car-boot sales etc. The members are made up of a wide age-range. They include parental collectors who have encouraged their children to take part, to old-age pensioners both single and couples. Younger adult members also attend. Norman believes there are two types of collector: those who collect for gain and those who collect for fun. He sees collecting as territorially defined: 'it's about being able to say this is mine, it belongs to me'. Being unemployed, perhaps property ownership helps reassure him of a place in society and lends a prestige which he may feel he lacked. As has been discussed in Chapter Four, collecting is subconsciously, a means for the dispossessed to re-enter or find their niche in society.

The LCC’s magazine (Collecting Now) editor, Joan has a number of collections which in total are symbolic of her life. She collects vintage fountain pens, because she and her husband had both got old Parker pens (thus symbolising marriage). She collects writing equipment, because she is a journalist by profession (occupation). She collects ephemera of children’s clubs she was a member of as a girl and also collects wombles replicas and ephemera, because her daughter loved them as a girl. Finally, she likes Stratton enamelled pill boxes, which she attributes to the rather fetching example of one that her mother used to keep her pills in.

Like the UKSCC, there is a general consensus of opinion against 'trade fair' organisers and dealers. Their pricing is distrusted and it is repeatedly emphasised that dealers and traders will not be eligible for club membership. There are two 'guests' at the initial meeting, who Norman later suspects of being dealers looking for 'punters'. It is agreed that the club is a nice way to meet other collectors (i.e. a legitimising
structure for collecting activity, a self-help group?) Norman sees the club as his legacy to society and hopes to have the club magazine sold through W.H. Smiths. He envisages an office in town with paid staff for the club. He wants to have a separate membership secretary so he can adopt the title of 'President'. It is apparent that female members are a lot more willing to stand as officers than men. The men seem to be far more interested in the object of their collections. It is pointed out that the nature of the club is designed for those whose interests do not fit into any other specific club. A number of those present make reference to friends who 'save' things without thinking of themselves as collectors. As one woman put it: 'I don't think he knows he's a collector'. Another collector of model frogs states that: 'I had a collection, but I didn't know it was a collection, until it was pointed out to me'.

There are trestle tables set up down the sides of the hall and members collections are displayed on them for others to see and comment on. The half hour talks prove popular. There are new members, someone who collects 'named spanners' volunteers to give a talk on his collection. New collectors are introduced to the other members who are all encouraged to state what they collect. The 'friendship' nature of the club seems here to be at its most strongest on a par with the UKSCC. The seating arrangements have been in rows. Norman tries putting the chairs in small group circles for better interaction between members. However, as people come in they put the chairs back into rows. The membership has risen to seventy five, and Norman doesn't want any more members until he can find someone willing to help him run the club. The Collectormania People’s Show staged in the summer of 1995 by the LCC, did a lot to encourage members in their hobby. A number are now actively seeking reference material on their subjects and have become interested in provenance. As one member who collects RAF uniforms attested: 'It's not the uniform so much as the people behind them. I'm interested in the history'. This at least, would indicate that such events as People’s Shows encourage a deeper interest in the subject collected for the collector.

Anatomy of collector's club meetings.

It was felt appropriate to ask if collecting clubs had meetings or if they only existed as a postal organisation. Structurally, the majority of respondents reported that their
clubs met at least once a year (sometimes more often). Local meetings were often reported as 'frequent'. This implies that collectors clubs are active organisations which exchange information and knowledge on the subject collected amongst members. A number of clubs reported themselves as being postal only but these were a small minority. The purpose of the meetings varies. Overall, 86 (67%) reported that their meetings incorporated both discussions and swapping as well as other activities. A number reported that their annual meeting might take the form of a visit (e.g. to Southampton Docks in the case of the Titanic Society) followed by a group meal at a hotel. The variety of activities demonstrates the proactive nature of collectors clubs, who are 'ant-like' in what they discover and turn up.

Table 11
Does your club meet nationally

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unanswered</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longer than annually (e.g. biennially)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>128</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 12
Does your club meet locally?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unanswered</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Being arranged</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>128</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 13
Are the meetings predominantly for discussions?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unanswered</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partially</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>128</strong></td>
<td><strong>98</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 14
Are the meetings predominantly for swapping?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unanswered</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>128</strong></td>
<td><strong>98</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 15
Do the meetings additionally incorporate functions other than the above?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unanswered</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>128</strong></td>
<td><strong>98</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Overall, collectors' clubs seem to be active and informative. They seem to have a serious interest in the subject collected, to the extent of often privately publishing authoritative works on the subject. The hive of activity that these organisations collectively represent formalises collecting on an individual basis and provides a representative grouping for museums to work with.
The culture of model vehicle collecting

Having examined the structures of the collecting club using what they collect as the backdrop, it is now important to focus on a particular collected item. The importance of this lies in the example it makes of the variegation of meaning in different collected objects. The fact that collecting exists and that there are various overarching characteristics related to it, does not inform us about the specific meaning different objects have for different collectors. Therefore this micro-study intends to tease out some of those specifics using one collected object as the instrument. Model vehicles are a particularly popular example of a contemporary collectable. They are also a very good example of the way in which an essentially children's item has been recommodified as an adult collectable in a process known as 'infantilisation' (Green, 1995:10). There are a number of clubs catering for model vehicles. Model cars in particular are very popular and have been chosen as an example of the genre. Many model collectors belong to the following clubs:

**FIGURE 4**
Some Model Vehicle Collectors' Clubs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Club</th>
<th>Membership</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Corgi Collectors' Club</td>
<td>15,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exclusive First Editions Official Collectors' Club</td>
<td>900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lledo Collectors' Club</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matchbox International Collectors' Association</td>
<td>8,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.K Hotwheels Collectors' Club</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Hoole's Guide To British Collecting Clubs (1993) and Lledo Models

Even allowing for the overlap of dual membership, there is an enormous gulf between the smallest and largest of these clubs. This indicates that such organisations are either more widespread and diversified, or have grown in the years since Merriman’s survey in which it was found that: *Few people however, actually join formal collectors’ clubs* (Merriman, 1991:124).

The Corgi, Exclusive First Editions and Lledo clubs are run by the manufacturers themselves, thus establishing a captive market for their merchandise as it is produced.
The Matchbox and Hotwheels clubs are run by collecting enthusiasts, the Matchbox Collectors' Club is indeed run by the curator of a toy museum in London. There is no doubt a large crossover of collectors with memberships of two or more of the clubs but even so represents a sizeable collecting interest internationally. Collectors often specialise in particular companies or types of model vehicle, in the case of Lledo at least, there is a certain militant particularism. Lledo’s mainstay is the *Days Gone* series, almost endemic in toy shops around the country. These are largely inexpensive, though they can become costly. In addition there is a special ‘Gold Model’ club within the Lledo Collectors’ Club, who specialise in gold plated limited edition cars which is also run by the company. There is however, a third faction, which numbers only some forty to fifty members who collect only those Lledo models which can be called production errors. That is there is some minor flaw or difference between the commonly available model and the other one. This group was started by members of the formal club rather than the company. And so however tightly the reigns of marketing may be held by the company promoting its own wares, there is still room for initiative from the membership. It may also be illustrative of collecting as subversion, undermining the role Lledo sees for its own products.

Most of these clubs produce their own magazine, in addition to which there are at least two major commercial magazines for collectors; *Model Collector* and *Classic Toys*. A copy of each was bought at random. It is immediately apparent on looking at the pages of these magazines, that great stress is laid on serialisation in collecting as indeed it is in museums. Traditionally, public collecting is revered as sacred whilst private collecting is reviled as profane. We should now ask the museum professional: why is your awareness of a gap in the museum’s collection ‘legitimate’, whilst a private collectors’ is not? Also should establishments like ‘The Corgi Heritage Centre’, ‘Rejectamenta’ (a privately run museum of material people have discarded) or the intended Covent Garden Cartoon Art Museum (see Atkinson, 1997:6) be regarded as museums or ‘fetish meccas’ and are the two the same anyway? (see Dannefer, 1980:393-5 for a discussion on the religiosity of collecting).

*Classic Toys* (Vol.2, No.8 Nov/Dec 1995) proved to be a rich source of applied collecting theory and is therefore examined in some detail. A caption showing eight
identical cars in different colours illustrates this: 'Eight Devons', this model was to have the most numerous colour types of the 40 series' (p.7). Similarly the caption underneath an illustration of a model of a Riley Saloon, a model in production from 1948 to 1960: 'Note four shades of green. The very pale green is not faded' (p.6). Susan Stewart defines the collection as being constructed from its 'principal of organisation' rather than its 'elements' (Stewart, 1984:155). These examples demonstrate this through concern with colour variation and therefore serialisation, as in museum collecting. Colour variation of the same model is therefore its taxonomy.

There is an article on Metasol Of Portugal, illustrating how the entire world of model production is brought under psychological control and knowledgeable embrace by encompassing a global perspective of the collecting subject. On page 26 there is a colour advert for 'Vectis Auctions' which displays a colour photo of numerous model vehicles side by side (Plate 8). Thus the collectible is instantly transformed from the individual item in which all aesthetic and emotional values are vested, in which is seen the individuality and character of the piece, into a consumable, a commodity, as though on an industrial conveyor belt, like battery hens. The individuality of the item disappears. On pages 28-32 Hillary Kay, a senior director of Sotheby's and: 'one of the team of specialists on BBC TV's Antiques Roadshow' is interviewed and asked what her top ten toys for a desert island would be (Bailey, 1995:28). A senior director of somewhere as prestigious as Sotheby's (who is now their new collecting lines specialist) giving their time to collectors of model cars would not have been entertained twenty years ago, but they have long since proved to be a most lucrative commodity. In 1977 (the first year of toy auctioning at Sotheby's) the turnover was £70,000 which by 1994 had increased to £4.5 million in London alone (Bailey, 1995:28). Kay is modest when singled out for responsibility for this, but recognises the change in perception of collectors and collecting (in this field at least):

'Now I believe when you meet somebody and you say what it is you collect (assuming that it is something unusual), you are regarded as an object of fascination rather than certifiable...You look at the magazines, periodicals, books, television programmes and I think that the way in which toy collectors are regarded now is a reflection of a general change in attitudes'. (Bailey, 1995:29)
PLATE 8: VECTIS MODEL AUCTIONS

The personality and character that the collector finds reflected in the desired object can disappear when confronted with an overwhelming number of the object concerned. Here an advert for a model car auction gives the impression of battery hens or a slave auction in which the objects under offer are stripped of their individuality and made to appear as commodity.
Pages 33 to 35 are devoted to Pete Waterman (of the famous 1980's hit pop song writing team of Stock, Aitkin and Waterman) who owns a collection of over twenty thousand model trains, thirty six real ones and a chunk of British Rail on which to run them (Evans,1995:33). This may stem from his unfulfilled passion for model trains as a boy, as he says: ‘Always Triang, never Hornby, Dad could never afford Hornby’ (Evans,1995:33). If we look at the subtitle to another article in this issue of Classic Toys, again on model trains, The Trains Of The Dining Room Carpet (Baldock,1995:38), it raises an interesting notion of class difference in collecting. Model trains (at least up to thirty years ago), along with Meccano sets, et. al. were very much part of the lower middle class, male childhood experience. It is also interesting that other material of this period such as magazines like Practical Wireless and similar material culture generated by the ‘Hobby League’ movement of the time, and aimed at the same audience, is seemingly not well collected.

Stewart sees such collections as allowing: ‘...one to be a tourist of one’s own life’ (Stewart,1984:146). Model vehicle collections could realistically, most often be termed ‘souvenirs of the self’. Tangible material and codified expressions of journeys made and visits paid, not to any geographical destination, but to temporal vistas, real and dreamed (see Pearce,1995:243-245 for cogent examples).

The adverts for model vehicles lay their emphasis entirely on the limited run, exclusivity and the ‘precision engineering’ nature of the models on offer, such as this one from Somerville Models:

’We’re starting a new collection of ‘specialist interest’ subjects called FIVE HUNDREDS. They will only be available direct from us and just 500 of each will be made. £70.00 (original emphasis)

In Model Collector (November 1995:42) there is an advert for a gold plated set of ‘Thunderbirds models’:

‘This special edition collectors’ set of THE THUNDERBIRDS vehicles is issued in a strictly limited edition of 7,500 sets world wide’ (original emphasis)

There is also a: ‘custom designed keepsake storage box included’. Thus, when reporting on Metosol from Portugal, the world is signified to the collector as a rich source of knowledge and potential additions to one’s collection, whilst the above
advert signifies the world as an unknowable competitive market for the limited edition, which if you should buy one, will be that much more rarefied (even if they were all sold in one country). It is useful to make comparisons between model car collecting and those who collect vintage examples of the real thing. Dannefer evokes the sensation of an old car enthusiast as he settles into the driving seat thus:

‘When the enthusiast - most often a male - climbs into his old car, it envelops him and insulates him from the world. When he settles back into the seat, it comforts him. When he turns the key and the engine responds, it submits to him. When he puts it into gear and drives away it serves and glorifies him. If it is a desirable car, it is anthropomorphised as a beneficent friend. If it is of massive size, it is damn near omnipotent’ (Dannefer, 1980:392)

As the real car enthusiast feels enveloped by his possession, the collector of model cars envelops his. As the real car enthusiast truncates distance from the car by being both in and of it, the model car collector seeks to put distance between himself and the collection in order to control it by engaging in an overview of it as an entirety. Whilst the vintage car is actual and of itself, the model car suffers from second-handness by being derivative of the actual (Stewart, 1984:172). A vintage car is penalised in competition if it is driven, its appearance is all important, thus it is transported in an expensive trailer from contest to contest (Dannefer, 1980:397); model cars are at their most desirable (commercially and collectibally) when in mint condition, encased in their original boxes. Printed ‘automobilia’ of all sorts is avariciously collected by old car enthusiasts (Dannefer, 1980:401), just as Corgi and Matchbox catalogues are sought after by model collectors. In collectors terms this is referred to as ‘related material’ or ‘go-withs’. This thus emphasises the companion or orbital nature of the material, secondary as it is to the optic of central desire, real or model. Real cars are ‘stabled’ in garages, model cars are ‘garaged’ in display cabinets (see Model Collector, 1995:30,74). As Stewart remarks:

‘The toy world presents a projection of the world of everyday life; this real world is miniaturised or gigantisised in such a way as to test the relation between materiality and meaning.’ (Stewart, 1984:57)

Belk and Coon (1993) show how gift giving in college dating can be viewed in terms of economic or social relationships; economic where there is no real affection and social where there is. In the former, the male often objectified the female as a car (Belk and Coon, 1993:396-401). If the desired individual is substituted for an object of
desire, then the same mind set prevails. Two validating factors for a collector are: 1. is it, or will it become worth more than I’m paying for it?; 2. does it have aesthetic or personal appeal? Formula One racing ephemera can command high prices. For instance £3,000 for an empty Champagne bottle used by Ayrton Senna after a Grand Prix race in 1992, while a Senna crash helmet (one he actually used) can cost £15,000 upwards on collectors markets (Simpson:1995:60). To a museum there is seemingly a more functionalist appeal. The British Museum of Road Transport in Coventry has considerable material of this nature and the cars themselves of course. They are fully aware of the value of, and interest in such material, whereas its collection of over 16700 model vehicles on long term loan, are seen entirely functionally:

‘...we thought such a large collection could not but help get people through the door and we also had ideas to use the models to show transport through the ages...We did not contemplate the cultural significance of such objects... ’ (pers.comm.1995)

They are however displayed in showcases picturing backdrops of relevant landscapes. The model collection museologically, is seen here as an adjunct to the ‘serious’ displays of the ‘real thing’, whereas in collecting behaviour the enthusiasm for both is parallel. Motor museums too, have been the stimulus for private collections to be started (see Dannefer,1981:405). On an even broader basis, we can see how much of what has been discussed above is a distillation of the general car culture of our modern society. Notions of value, cherishing, anthropomorphisis and personal identity are clearly recognised and used as marketing tools by car manufacturers and taken fully on board by car owners (see A-B Motoring Tales, BBC2,1994; The Car’s The Star, BBC2, 1997). Therefore having a collection of, or an enthusiasm for cars and other vehicles merely represents a sharper focus on ‘vehicle cherishing’ in general, which is prevalent enough to have been incorporated into permissible, even normal social behaviour.

Infantilisation

The nostalgia aspect of popular collecting has been strongly reflected in commodity marketing and advertising in the early 1990’s. As has been noted (Green,1995:10) a decade or so ago, only teenagers read comic books. These were re-coded as ‘graphic novels’ and commanded art prices (although interest has seemingly waned just lately, see Atkinson,1997:6). Video games and jive consoles, which in the 1980’s were aimed
at a youth market, are now marketed as adult games of strategy. In food, the Kellog's Corn Flakes advert 'have you forgotten how good they taste?' or 'I'm a grown woman who loves Kellog's Frosties' promotes these cereals as an adult indulgence in childish cuisine. The R. White's 'secret lemonade drinker' of the early 1980's is possibly the originator of the current popularity of alcoholic lemonades. Similarly the ubiquitous badges accompanying children's birthday cards, e.g. 'I AM 6', used to stop at 10; now they go all the way up to 'I AM 60'!

This phenomenon has been termed *infantilisation* by cultural critics (Green, 1995:10). In capitalist and commodity terms, it merely represents a new and larger (and more affluent) market in which to sell pre-existing product. Culturally, it means the re-coding of commodities aimed at children and adolescents with an adult slant. This is as prevalent in collecting as in other areas of popular culture.

Stewart states that: 'The collection's space must move...between display and hiding...we can see the entire collection but cannot see each of its elements' (Stewart, 1984:155). An article on vintage Corgi models however, reveals the intensity of interest in minute detail, as the following captions reveal:

'Tim's unique black Aston Martin DB4 - the self tapping screws show it's a pre-production model'. (Dearsley, 1995:48)

'The Austin Cambridge has a number on its base which shows it to be part of a series of colour samples' (Dearsley, 1995:48)

The attention to scale model detail is the same as the attention the vintage car enthusiast would pay to the real thing, in order to ensure that it both functions and is 'original' in its components.

This obsession with such detail is often associated with youthful fascination in a given subject and is tolerated, but in an adult has traditionally been frowned upon by the more conservative as retarded. The exception is when celebrities are found to collect, then they become celebrated. For instance, David Bellamy, the renowned natural scientist has a large collection of tin toys which are celebrated in a piece of photojournalism (O'Kelly, 1994:46). Perhaps an even greater example of this is the current trend in collecting the plastic novelties (known as 'premiums' in the USA)
given away with film promotions etc. by MacDonalds. A regular column appears on the latest issues of these in *Classic Toys*:

'DThe toys were made in China, whereas ones for the U.K promo were made in Macau and consequently colour shade differences are in evidence.' (Dunkley, 1995:60)

'DThe North American version had ‘Ice Cream’ printed on the side of the cart, ours did not'. (Dunkley, 1995:60)

An advert by the article’s author, exhorts us to: ‘join the toyburger boom now!’ (Dunkley, 1995:61). Initially one’s reaction to such close scrutiny of such a superficial item would be highly dismissive, yet if the objects were given professional credence by, for instance a museum curator, they would be regarded as expertly researched. The latter scenario is echoed by Hillary Kay. In *Classic Toys*, she is asked what she feels the next big popular collectable will be:

‘I think that the other big development is premiums. That is, or is really starting to be, very big business in the States’.

‘As an example?’

‘The MacDonalds Give-aways’

‘Of course we run an article on that in every issue of our magazine’

‘There you are, ahead of the pack’

(Bailey, 1995:32)

The affirmation of the ‘worth’ of the objects by a respected auction dealer is one move towards making the trivial important, the profane sacred. A second way is by attributing monetary value to the seemingly valueless. This has now happened with MacDonald’s give-aways in the form of two commercially produced collectors’ guides (Losonsky, 1995; Williams, 1995). These list the entire known output of MacDonald’s give-aways and also quote values for them.

There is of course a longer pedigree to this trend, as we are reminded in the same issue of *Classic Toys* in the previously mentioned *The Trains Of The Dining Room Carpet*. This is further emphasised by the stated aims of the ‘West Anglia Toy Train Circle’ which appears in their journal. ‘Aim D’ of their aims and objectives is: ‘To enjoy collecting and playing with trains’ (Forman, 1993:1). The wording is entirely unselfconscious. Yet modernist collectibles such as the MacDonald’s premiums are
being collected now. The difference in time means that whereas the toys of yesteryear have the time lapse to acquire the psychological patina of nostalgia, framed in a magic childhood that never was, the coming millennium and all the uncertainty that it seems to bode, demands that an instant nostalgia be created, a synthetic time warp in which the 'collectibles' being manufactured today are already looked upon as nostalgic and which require very little passing of time before they become part of 'yesterday'. This is an outcome of the spartan nature of commodity society today.

Whereas: *In those days (1910's) stock would stay in the shop for many years... the practice only stopping in the 1960's...’* (Bailey, 1995:29), today no excess stock is carried, things are often produced only in one-off production runs (and are marketed as such). The rush to get them while they’re still around, makes things collectible. It also makes the short time lapses after they’ve sold out seem longer. It lends a ready made patina, rather than an accrued one, invisibly bubble-wrapping the object. The result is speedup, both materially in the number of small production runs with minor detail differences (colour, shade etc. on model cars) and the psychological and cultural notions of possession and scarcity. This is also reflected in the everyday world of the town centre, where often recently established businesses advertise their establishment dates (for instance, *River Island* clothes, 1988; *Harbottle* gift cards, 1994) and facilitators such as banks refer to their services as 'products'. In these scenarios, the maturity and foresight of age (read as reliability) and material (read as security) are tardily utilised to legitimise the potentially temporary and the outright invisible. It is also a reaction to the perception of change, of loss of the old and the flux in the new. Such marketing turns paucity into an art form, when recommodified as rarity. Even train spotting, the analogy most closely associated with collecting by its detractors as analy retentive (e.g. *Anorak of Fire*, BBC Radio 4, Thirty Minute Theatre’, 28/06/94) is now receiving a rose-tinted retrospective treatment in the shape of a former train spotter, Nick Whittaker, in his autobiographical odyssey ‘*Platform Souls: the train spotter as twentieth century hero*’. This, the jacket blurb proclaims, is a celebration of ‘railwayness’ and blames the advent of car culture for forcing the railways into decline and the train spotters into auction rooms and steam preservation societies to indulge their passion.
Collections are like the tanks of tropical fish in the dentists waiting room. We use them to contemplate and mediate, to reassure ourselves, to exercise self-hypnosis. They are our fetish dolls, each addition to the collection is a nail in the doll, a pull of a wish bone, a wish fulfilment enlarged. The collector who scours the collectors’ fair and makes two or three finds is likely to pay good money for them and come away feeling pleased with their trophies; the collector at the fair who finds themselves tempted by innumerable examples of their desired object is likely to come away dissatisfied and often not having made a purchase. In this instance, the thrill of the hunt is removed, salvaging a precious example of the collected object disappears when confronted by so many examples. The conundrum of which to choose for inclusion in one’s own collection becomes so overwhelming, that the only way to deal with it is to cancel it out, come away empty handed and convince one’s self there was nothing worth having when it was in such abundance. There was no need to rescue any object on this occasion.

The age of the ultra-commodity

Commodities are made and sold largely for utilitarian purposes, for specific functions and tasks, after which they are disposed of. Most things these days have a potential afterlife (e.g. Tupperware, see Chapter Five). In an age of paucity and environmental conscientiousness in which for altruistic and economic reasons the recycling potential of all things has to be considered (Thompson, 1979; Scrimpers series Channel 4, 1995). The monofunctional commodity has now assumed multi-potential possibilities. For instance, a black plastic bin liner, apart from its utilitarian purpose as a rubbish container may also be used with adaptation as an article of clothing (popular with punk rockers c.1976-7); an art statement as part of a collage; a temporary weather proofing; a heat insulator for the homeless; or the basis of a garden compost heap. In Debord’s terms nothing any longer has a singular place or order, everything is displaced (Debord, 1967:2). The commodity of the specific, becomes the ultra-commodity of the general. In this way infantilisation reifies and legitimises playful indulgence as serious leisure. This seems to become noticeable from the late 1980’s when manufacturers of sports shoes, urged us in their adverts to ‘play to win’ and to ‘take sport seriously’. This was part of the cult of the self we were being encouraged to celebrate economically and socially. The monofunctional commodity of the child’s toy (model
car) assumes increased potential by being recommodified as an adult art object. Thus model cars are really value statements and plastic bin liners are really symbolic of the temporary.

Collecting is a means of self expression, a way of making sense of the world, a psychological sanctuary. The fact that an egg-cup exceeds its utilitarian purpose once in the collection of a member of the Egg Cup Collectors' Club of Great Britain makes it into an ultra-commodity. This allows the disorientation inherent in this scenario (i.e. what is the egg-cup’s purpose, function and proper place?) to be used to subvert the every day by the collector, and turn disorder into order by dint of becoming the object’s arbiter and controller via its inclusion in the collection.

Conclusion

Collectors’ clubs can be seen as alternative environments in which to act out social relations which (as in the case of the UKSCC) are an extension of existing friendship networks. They knit into them new members who may have been outside of the originating friendship network, or who are new to it. The brewery ephemera collectors can expand their male bonding in light competition over acquisition. Through this they seek to promote pub culture as something beyond or above mere socialising. In both cases, the objects collected serve as the legitimising focus for being together with others of like mind, but for whom the company and social activities are as important if not more so than the acquisition of the collected objects. In the mixed gender LCC male and female roles are acted out within one setting and the best of both worlds is achieved.

Socio-economic necessity over the last eighteen or so years has conditioned the exchange and resale markets of everyday goods. Car-boot sales, flea markets and collectors’ fairs have all become modern traditions. People have been forced to take objects and everyday material culture more seriously, to contemplate their ‘worth’ to themselves and others. This has happened both in terms of resale (commodity) value and in desirability (aesthetics). Thus a more concentrated relationship is formed with ‘stuff’. This leads to both a commodity market in the utilitarian sense and a collectors’ market in things when some things are deemed to be outside of, or beyond utility.
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It is now time to examine the attitudes of museums towards collectors. Many museums have been, and continue to be, based on private collections. The extent to which museums acknowledge or value popular collectors forms the substance of the next chapter.
CHAPTER 7
THE MUSEUM EQUATION

Introduction
Museums have been touched on in passing, whilst examining individual and group collecting activity. It has now to be asked in more detail, how museums may benefit from its outcome. This chapter examines firstly, the ways in which popular collecting has been and is perceived by the museum establishment. Secondly it argues for a broader alliance and a greater parity between collectors and museums whilst pondering the future for both.

The methodology for the data in this chapter is to be found in Appendix 2. Questionnaires were sent to museums in order to elicit opinion on their attitudes towards collectors. Questionnaires were also sent to collectors’ clubs to canvass their opinion of museums and to discover if they had taken any proactive measures in this direction (these appear as Appendix One). As outlined in Chapter Six 128 of 314 collectors’ clubs canvassed responded (40%). Of 284 local authority museums, 196 (69%) replied. The response rate is somewhat larger than numerically implied, as often, one response was on behalf of up to three museums in the same area. One interesting revelation was the number of returned questionnaires from local authority museums, who stated that their opinions were not to be made public, and that the information provided was for statistical analysis only. One even went so far as to cut off the code sequence number of the returned questionnaire in an attempt to hide the museums identity. Of the 199 independent museums canvassed, 126 (63%) replied. The same questions were asked of them as of their local authority colleagues. The frequency of unanswered or ‘don’t know’ categories is somewhat higher than with the local authority museums. This is often due to the lack of museum training in the independent sector and the unique nature of many independent museums, i.e. they are the owners of a private collection which has been made public. Many are currently seeking Museums and Galleries Commission registration. A small number are parochial and are run by one or two volunteers on a part-time basis. Others are incorporated into the responsibilities of the local library, with occasional assistance from an area museum
The collecting conundrum

The dilemma for the social history curator is what to collect now for the next century (Crook, 1993). One commentator has asserted that: 'general economic and social change has brought about a rapid evolution of technologies and ways of life, and a vast increase in the availability of goods of the sort that museums collect' (Keene, 1994:34). The Yorkshire and Humberside Museum Council's 1992 survey 'Collecting For The 21st Century' suggests that there is already a wealth of material waiting to be rediscovered in existing collections that may well help to shape a future collecting policy (Kenyon, 1992:V.II.VI). As is noted: '...there is a realisation that as well as objects themselves, material relating to their context needs to be collected' (Keene, 1994:34). Current emphasis has shifted away from collecting in museums to retrenchment via more rigorous re-accessioning and better collection management in the stores. It is seen as a trap to succumb to: '...the temptation to save objects for the nation / community / interest group...' If as asserted: '...museums have to exercise greater restraint in collecting' (Keene, 1994:36), collectors could become more important repositories for objects than museums. This would clearly redefine the nature and purpose of museums, and confer greater status on collectors' organisations as bodies of equal parity with them.

The museum view of collectors in their territory

In furtherance of the above, two questions were asked of museum staff as an experiment to test their reactions (Tables 16 and 17). They were asked for their reaction to the idea of 'suitable collectors' acting as 'foster keepers' as an alternative to de-accessioning an object or freeing up space. Three categories were given; 'with enthusiasm', 'with reservations'; 'with alarm'. Interestingly, a majority of 103 (52%) local authority and 73 (57%) of independent museums responded only with reservations. Objections were largely ethical, such as problems over ownership,
monitoring, access etc. It did at least cause respondents to address the question of outside agencies possibly having a role to play, parallel to the museums.

Table 16
How would you react to the idea of suitable collectors acting as ‘foster keepers’ as an alternative to de-accessioning an object, or for freeing storage space for other objects?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L.A</td>
<td>Ind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With reservations</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With alarm</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With enthusiasm</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>196</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The second test question sought the reactions of staff to the idea of collectors being given training in basic curatorial practice. The majority of 150 (76%) local authority and 78 (61%) independent museums were readily in favour in the interest of the material and objects collected. They did though express reservations about who would pay for and implement it. Here the very natural concerns of hard-pressed budgets and put-upon staff were uppermost in the respondents minds. A large number however, were prepared to be involved in delivering such training, as long as the cost did not fall on the museum and there was sufficient interest in the idea from collectors. A further 31 (15%) local authority and 25 (19%) independent museums were negative about the idea, largely because they felt collectors would not be interested. Some respondents felt that if collectors were interested in training they should take up professionally based or other courses at their own expense. It was also asserted by both museum sectors, that there was a greater need for such training in the independent sector, where it was more applicable and which should override any training offered to collectors.
Table 17
What is your reaction to the proposition that training in basic curatorial practice be provided for interested private collectors?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L.A Ind</td>
<td>L.A Ind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>150 78</td>
<td>76 61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>31 25</td>
<td>15 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indifferent / Don’t know</td>
<td>12 12</td>
<td>6 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unanswered</td>
<td>3 11</td>
<td>1 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>196 126</td>
<td>98 97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When collectors’ clubs were asked for their opinion on the idea of museum training for interested members, 69 (53%) were positive about it. The statistics themselves do not wholly reflect the clubs opinion, as much of the material they collect was believed not to exist in museums and consequently clubs did not see museums as relevant to their interests in some cases.

Table 18
Is the response to the idea of museum training for your members, positive, negative or indifferent?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indifferent</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unanswered</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>128</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Independent museums, sacredness and profanity.

Independent museums (such as the London Transport Museum) have been interacting with collectors for years with positive results. Independent museums are very often personal collections which have crossed the traditionally held divide between profane space (the private collection) and sacred space (the museum). Once recognised as museums their collections become validated by that recognition. Robert Opie's *The Pack-Age* in Gloucester is one such example (see Wilkinson, 1997a:19) and
his weekly spot on Channel 4’s Collectors’ Lot programme lends it a higher profile. There has been noticeable participation by museum curators in shows such as BBC1’s Going For A Song in which financial values are placed on old objects. To price objects is a transgression of museum ethical convention and suggests therefore that attitudes are changing in response to the media attention given to non-museum collectors. Independent museum curators also often bring with them the collection practices of the private collector. Whilst offering access to the public, they continue to function within the private collecting system as well. Such institutions as the British Lawnmower Museum in Southport (White, 1995:7) and the Bettenham Baby Carriage Museum in Kent (McGrandle, 1994:16), often represent the only collections of their kind. Their collections have often grown as a result of trading and buying with dealers and other collectors.

A lack of co-operation or contact between private collectors and public ones, can only be to the detriment of the material collected. One example of this involves Bob Monkhouse, a celebrity presenter and renowned film collector. Monkhouse used his film collection as the basis of a long-running television series in the 1960's Mad Movies in which he showed clips from classic silent films. In 1977 he was arrested for allegedly attempting to import films belonging to major companies. Although the case against him was thrown out of court, it didn't prevent the police from destroying a good number of his films which they had previously confiscated. One of these was the only known copy of a 1931 British comedy, Ghost Train. Monkhouse laments that he had offered it to the British Film Institute (BFI) in the 1970's, but that they: 'didn't give a toss. They hadn't got room for anything' (Rose, 1994:40). They are now desperately seeking a copy, taking out adverts in trade journals in an effort to locate it. (Rose, 1994:40). The independent museum demonstrates the value of professional training through its use of support from a county museums officer, whilst indicating to public museums the benefits of engaging with private collectors.
**The extent of the museum's use of the collector**

The majority of museum respondents stated that they had made use of collectors in some way or another over the last ten years. Most of the loans were of a material nature ‘to plug a gap in a permanent collection’ or as the basis of temporary exhibitions, especially when relating to the locality. The People’s Show Festival, then in full swing in over fifty museums across the country, was also cited as a recent use of collectors in many responses. The extent of the loans stand in marked contrast to the paucity of reported donations. This does not preclude donations from non-collectors, which is no doubt much higher, but does perhaps indicate that collectors do not necessarily see museums as a natural home for their collections on a permanent basis. It further indicates that museums are either reluctant to take in material on a permanent basis (perhaps due to storage difficulties, or indecision over a collecting policy) or that the material they require is not being donated and loans are being canvassed for exhibitions.

**Table 19**

Have you made use of private collectors / collections at all over the last decade in any capacity?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L.A</td>
<td>Ind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unanswered</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>If Yes, in what capacity?</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Loans (only)</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other (volunteers, museum founder, scouts, talks</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loans, plus advice, scouting, volunteers</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purchase</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donors</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Response (independent)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>frequency</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Loans</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unanswered</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donors / Purchase</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Founder of museum</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advice</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Networking</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

126 98

When museums were asked about the way in which they made contact with collectors, a majority felt unable to answer. Of those that did, most reported that they had been approached by the collector themselves. The range of answers though does imply that although most museums are passive, and simply wait to be approached by interested parties (this was overtly stated a number of times i.e. ‘they know we are here’, see ‘People’s Shows’, below), a more proactive approach is being adopted. This is largely due to the People’s Shows. Applying a generic template to the staging of a People’s Show, originated at Walsall, has encouraged museums to venture further into the collectors’ domain than they have done before. It would be useful to make a second survey in five or ten years time to test the trend seemingly underway here. Most respondents with experience of collectors, reported a good to very good experience with them, which tends to undermine the usual clichés about fetishistic and obsessive collectors.

Table 20
How did you come into contact with them?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L.A Ind</td>
<td>L.A Ind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unanswered</td>
<td>75 43</td>
<td>38 34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>They approached us</td>
<td>34 25</td>
<td>17 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Networking</td>
<td>28 35</td>
<td>14 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local advertising</td>
<td>22 7</td>
<td>11 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word of mouth</td>
<td>18 4</td>
<td>9 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal</td>
<td>12 5</td>
<td>6 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not applicable</td>
<td>6 5</td>
<td>3 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don’t know</td>
<td>1 2</td>
<td>0 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 21
How do you rate their contribution?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L.A</td>
<td>Ind</td>
<td>L.A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good - Very Good</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unanswered</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not applicable</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>196</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The collectors’ club use of the museum

Asked if their club had had any contact with museums, the majority said they had. The majority also reported it as a positive experience. This indicates that where contact is made, the engagement is a positive experience for collectors and where cited, for museums as well. The experiences varied from short term loans to advice to museums and affiliation of some museums to the club. A big majority (79%) of clubs also stated that they favoured a closer working relationship with museums.

Table 22
Has your club had any contact with museums?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unanswered</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don’t know</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>128</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
If yes, was it satisfactory of unsatisfactory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Satisfactory</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unanswered</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsatisfactory</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>128</strong></td>
<td><strong>99</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 23**
Is your response to the idea of your club working more closely with museums positive, negative or indifferent?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indifferent</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unanswered</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>128</strong></td>
<td><strong>98</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**People's Shows**

Private collections have often served to fill gaps in temporary exhibitions. Not until the first pioneering People's Show in 1990 however, were popular collections given independent recognition by museums. The history of museums until then, was written largely in the Whig tradition. In this, museums developed from the renaissance cabinets of curiosities into benevolent and respectable institutions for the benefit of the public in the nineteenth century. The only collectors who were acknowledged were those such as Sir John Soane who had the time, money and inclination to partake in the fashionable British pastime of amassing large collections of anything from flora and fauna to Egyptology and Greco-Roman statues. Yet, now even classic collectors have come in for postmodern deconstruction (Pomian, 1990; Elsner, 1994, Edgar, 1995)

By the late 1980's, people were collecting anything from barbed wire (Clifton, 1970) to biscuit tins (Franklin, 1984) and numerous collectors clubs sprung up to cater for these interests. Formal museum recognition of popular collecting is generally credited to the first Walsall Museum and Art Gallery 'People's Show' in 1990, since which time
People's Shows have been staged all over the country. Although this is indeed the most important benchmark of its kind to date, it would be wrong to assume that museums had not made individual attempts at this before. The Stevenage Museum and Art Gallery staged perhaps the first People's Show, entitled *Collectamania* in 1989 (Pearce, 1992:78). The more one looks back, the easier it is to retrospectively accredit various exhibitions with the character of a Peoples Show. The Midland Art Group Nottingham staged an exhibition of lapel badges, *Pinned Down* in 1979 (Plate 9). This was comprised entirely of loans from private collectors and was the idea of one of the curators, Vinny Cleary who was himself a collector of badges. The exhibition attracted over 3,000 visitors (Vinny Cleary, pers. comm. 1980). Indeed, every time a museum stages a single subject exhibition it can be said to share the traits of the private collector. Such exhibitions as Hove Art Gallery and Museum's *Pennywise: 500 Years Of The Moneybox* (1989), or the Towner Museum and Art Gallery's *Wish You Were Here: Picture Postcards 1869-1939* (1988, see Plate 10) could, on inspection as easily be the collection of a private collector as that of a museum.

At Londonderry's Tower Museum in Northern Ireland, the exhibits are largely comprised of such objects as rubber bullets and the material culture of 'the troubles' (Carnegie, 1994:29; Lacy, 1994:28). This can be read as a People's Show with a serious agenda, whereas conventional People's Shows are light-hearted and celebratory. This in turn parallels the 'light' and 'dark' sides of private collecting (see Chapter Four). Similarly there have been exhibitions such as *The Art Of The People* staged at the Angel Row Gallery, Nottingham in 1994. These might be regarded as parallel with, but different to, People's Shows. In this instance the objects and images on display were 'made' by people rather than 'collected' by them (Cooper, 1994). Objects on display included WW1 trench art made from shell cases, anthracite coal carvings of boots, scrimshaw carving and decorated fairground panels. Much of the material could be interpreted as a means of externalising convictions as much as collecting does. This however clearly predates popular collecting (of the 1880's) as changes in society led people to adapt age old traditional skills, art traditions etc. to changed circumstances (anthracite, wood carving etc.). Further abroad, the Jean Moulin Institute in Bordeaux, France, is a three story museum of the French Resistance in WWII. Home made arm
The 1979 benchmark exhibition did not arouse particular comment at the time but is clearly a precursor to the ‘People’s Show’ phenomena of the 1990’s. Without the collectors, the exhibition would not have taken place.
PLATE 10: WISH YOU WERE HERE EXHIBITION POSTER

Although a museum exhibition, this could as easily have been assembled by postcard collectors. The similarity between museum and collectors themes are here seen as identical not oppositional.
PICTURE POSTCARDS
1869-1939

Wish you were here

TOWNER ART GALLERY &
LOCAL HISTORY MUSEUM
HIGH STREET, OLD TOWN
EASTBOURNE
0323 2163025

30th APRIL - 14th AUGUST 88
OPEN MON-SAT: 10am - 5pm
SUN: 2pm - 5pm
ADMISSION FREE
bands, forged identity documents, Free French Army medals and flags etc. form a
sobering and permanent 'People's Show', whilst by extension the silent attestation to
human brutality that the piles of prisoners shoes and other pitiful belongings make in
Holocaust museums are the ultimate material dark side of this conception.

In *The Art Of The People*, a Falklands War banner which featured commemorative
regimental badges was on display. This was made and raffled to raise funds for the
South Atlantic Fund. It was bought back from the winners for the Gallery. It was as
much about education as about enjoyment; it was designed as spectacle. Similarly a
collection of material belonging to a Gulf war veteran was displayed at the Market
Harborough People's Show in 1994 for the same reasons (Fardell, 1994:43-44). As an
expression of popular feeling and values, the more popular arts and crafts oriented
exhibitions can be seen as part of a wider ambit of the People's Shows criteria. A
synthesis of the two may be found in such collections as the People's Palace in
Glasgow (King, 1985:4-11) and Manchester's National Museum of Labour History,
where the permanent collections are both *of* the people and *by* the people.

Most People's Shows were exhibited as celebratory spectacles. In this respect, they
have much, historically in common with imperial exhibitions (Greenhalgh, 1988;
Richards, 1991; Bennett, 1994) and department stores (Belk, 1995). They are all
commodity extravaganzas. The difference being that in People's Shows, the collections
have been created and imbued with the collector's own meaning and values. In
Debordian terms, they subvert the original intention of the object collected. This is
especially so where the collection is of material such as airline sick bags, which were
displayed at the 1990 People's Show. This can be read as a very English way of
mocking convention, through eccentricity. It is though, perhaps more about material
control. Collecting then, can be read as resistance to the spectacle by deliberately
imparting meanings other than the intended ones into objects. This is done in an
attempt to gain or regain, a sense of proportion in a society increasingly at odds with
itself, and to reassure ourselves that we still have our basic understanding of what
things are. In reconfiguring the meaning of an object, through its collection, we
demonstrate that understanding, through our confidence to change the object's
meaning for ourselves whilst still retaining our grounding in its material reality. Even if we decide to collect egg-cups and display them in glass fronted cabinets, treating them as art objects, we know they are still fundamentally receptacles from which to eat eggs.

It is in such environments though that (for instance) Andy Warhol's graphic painting of a Campbell's soup tin can be attributed value and meaning, whereas the collecting of an actual Campbell's soup tin for the same reasons as Warhol painted one, would not be. This it would be argued, is because Warhol has given us interpretation through his representation, whereas the actuality of the tin itself does not do this. Gell makes the same point: "not just any Brillo box, but a Warhol Brillo box is art." (Gell, 1996:20). However, Pearce hits the nail on the head when writing on the Warhol auction at Sotheby's, New York in 1989: 'What is on offer here, is not art, but lifestyle' (Pearce, 1992:237). The object has 'lived' just as much as a representation of one and the interpretation can be as subjective in the eye of any beholder, artist or not.

Despite the pioneering spirit of the People's Shows and the enthusiasm with which some museums embraced collectors at a local level, there is still an institutionalised grudge towards private collectors as is shown by the rift between Neil Cossons, then of the National Railway Museum and the steam engine preservationist lobby (Mason, 1994:14; Harris, 1994:52; Scott, 1994:52-53). It should be remembered that museum professionals are invariably white, middle class, and university educated, with all the cultural baggage this often brings with it, whilst private collectors cut across all social and ethnic boundaries. The potential for conflict of perception is always present. Even in the 1930's it was believed that: 'hobbies built friendships...and that such friendships transcended class and national divisions... hobbies were therefore more democratic' (Gelber, 1991:747). Many museums who staged People's Shows in 1994 (Plate 11) did, however, make a very proactive approach towards the public. Local newspaper advertising was utilised yielding good coverage in most cases. Some larger museums (e.g. Museum of London) staged a number of associated events including children's trails which were rewarded with future free admissions and a badge, meet the collectors' days and swap meets. They also alerted the public to what museum curators actually do, for possibly the first time. To this extent, people's shows are a
SPECIAL NOTE

THIS ITEM IS BOUND IN SUCH A MANNER AND WHILE EVERY EFFORT HAS BEEN MADE TO REPRODUCE THE CENTRES, FORCE WOULD RESULT IN DAMAGE
PLATE 11: PEOPLE’S SHOW EXHIBITING MUSEUMS, 1994

The map indicates all museums taking part in the 1994 People’s Show Festival. Some were ultimately postponed or put back for various reasons, but most of them took place as advertised. Leicestershire had the most venues, covering the whole county.
Venues all over Britain are holding a “Peoples Show” inviting local people to display their collections in the exhibitions. Over 5,000 collections will be on display.
landmark in museum practice. Another exhibition *The Curator's Egg* held at the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford (December 1991-May 1992), also more directly challenged the nature of professional decisions on what would or would not be shown in a museum. Visitors were urged to challenge the value judgements being made by museum staff and were confronted with genuine and reproduction objects and asked why one was more valued than the other (Beard and Henderson, 1994:5-42). This is a line of thought still being pursued by others (e.g. Emmanuel, 1995). The Ashmolean was an interesting venue. John Carman asserts that if such traditional museums as The Fitzherbert Museum and Art Gallery in Cambridge and the British Museum are as they claim: 'rocks of traditional certainty and values in a sea of changing uncertainties and shifting values', it is a tragic response to that change. Such modernist conservatism it is suggested, becomes increasingly irrelevant in a postmodern world (Carman, 1996:4).

Mark Suggitt, reviewing the first People's Show at Walsall in 1990 noted that: *'The "doorkeeping" role of the curators was relaxed but still evident: the People's Show was still a club, but with no dress restrictions.'* (Suggitt, 1990b:30). Some museums who took part in the 1994 People's Show Festival, were still anxious to maintain social control over potential exhibitors:

*Because of your in depth knowledge of your collection, the decision on which items will create the most interesting display will be yours. Although staff will have the final word.* (Museum letter to exhibitors, 1994)

The cause of the museum and that of the collector are being projected as mutually exclusive, rather than similar. Another museum stated that collectors: *'had to volunteer collections for lending - we did not target collectors themselves'* (Lovatt, 1995:9). Some museums were obviously staging a People's Show for the first time and were somewhat apprehensive at the prospect, but none the less, it would seem to suggest that due attention had not been paid to the Walsall experience over the four years since the first People's Show. It was felt in some quarters that museums were staging People's Shows as a one-off even: because they were flavour of the month and would boost visitor figures and simultaneously please councillors in the funding authority. (Lovatt, 1995:9).
On the other hand, some museums were called on to act with great tact. One exhibitor, Angie aged eighteen at the 1994 Walsall People’s Show died of cystic fibrosis shortly after hearing that her collection of Coca-Cola memorabilia had been accepted for display in the exhibition (Digger, 1995:23). She requested that a number of the items in her collection be buried with her. All the material she collected was got for her by friends and family, brought back from holiday etc., each item had a special meaning for her (Digger, 1995:24). The use of Coca-Cola memorabilia as grave goods is touching because of the obvious affinity they had for her with those who had given it. Beyond this, it can be seen that practices we find common in ancient times are still with us in a consumer society today. Angie was able to share in people’s holidays and lives through the memorabilia as souvenirs, psychologically it must have helped her to share their experiences.

Perhaps one of the strangest collections at a People’s Show belonged to a museum professional.

Sarah: ‘I collect my fingernails and hair.’

PM: ‘why?’

Sarah ‘I am in awe of the fact that we eat food and it turns into skin, bone etc.. I would like to collect my skin if it peeled off. I have collected large pieces that have peeled off from sunburn in the past. When I was a little girl I collected my toenail clippings, but my mother threw them out, she said they were nasty and smelly, I was extremely upset’.

PM: ‘What about dust, that’s mainly dead skin?’

Sarah: ‘I don't collect that because it's too difficult and ephemeral, but if it was possible I would collect that too.’

Museums are not the only ones to hold a pejorative view of collectors. They are however, the most important agencies by which these attitudes can be changed, if for no other reason than that they have more in common with collectors than anyone else.

At Walsall, the age groups of exhibitors of all three People’s Shows were canvassed as follows:
First People's Show, 1990. Largest % age group 46-60 (27%) 26 respondents  
Second People's Show, 1992. Largest % age group 36-45 (31%) 36 respondents  
Third People's Show, 1994. Largest % age group 26-35 (29%) 43 respondents  
(Source: Digger, 1995: Appendix 3)

Although this is not scientific proof of anything, and is not claimed to be, it does indicate the wide age range across which people collect, at least in Walsall. The largest percentage by age group dropped at each show. Classically, collecting is associated with males in childhood which resurfaces in middle age, as a surrogate for a diminishing sex drive. Some, like Baudrillard still cling to this definition (Baudrillard, 1994:9). Others such as Pearce are contemptuous of such notions as anal retention and believe it should be: 'taken with a pinch of salts' (Pearce, 1995:8). The Walsall statistics seem to indicate the wider popularity of collecting over the whole age range and which is psycho-culturally and socio-economically conditioned.

The attitude of the museum toward the private collector is undergoing reappraisal in some quarters, which the People's Shows have initiated, though this should be regarded as only a beginning, not an end in itself. Lovatt found that many curators believed that they had already produced People's Shows in the past. On further enquiry, what they had done was to augment museum material with loans to form an exhibition (see museum survey; Lovatt, 1995:6). This, Lovatt contends, is not the same as a People's Show as the private collection is only being drawn on for content rather than as the central point (Lovatt, 1995:6). Further, if collecting is simply codified play, the museum can also be seen the same way. Two different tea towel displays at People's Shows in 1994 (Bangor Museum and Art Gallery and Newcastle Discovery) illustrate the museum display design as play (Plate 12). In Leicester (see chapter six) and Newcastle-upon-Tyne collectors clubs were formed by exhibitors at the regional People's Shows. Workshops in basic conservation practice for collectors, would help them meet museum standards which can only be in the best interest of the objects collected. It would also serve to integrate collectors with museums from which longer term relationships can be forged. These could be held at further education colleges as evening classes and could be funded either by lottery money, the ESRC, collectors
Plate 12: Professional Museum Display as Playfulness

A
Tea-towel display, Bangor Museum and Art Galley, 1994

In this People’s Show exhibition, a collection of tea-towels have been displayed in the form of an exploding cascade from a tea-chest. This could be said to be ‘designed’.

B
Tea-towel display, Newcastle Discovery Museum, 1994

In this People’s Show, a collection of tea-towels have been displayed in a functionalist way, i.e. pegged to a washing line. In both instances, the display can be interpreted as play, in that the context of the objects are being played with. Museum professionals then, as much as collectors can be said to play with their exhibits.
themselves or a mixture of the three. It was found at Walsall for instance, that the People's Shows had changed visitors attitudes towards museums. Many now saw museums as being about people rather than things (Digger, 1995:34). Once an organic and human perception is encouraged, enthusiasm blossoms.

In America, at the Anacostia Museum, Washington, the curator, Steven Newsome initiated a 'collector in residence' scheme. This encourages neighbourhood collectors to work in the museum for a few months, helping to strengthen community ties. In addition archival quality material such as acid free tissue and storage boxes are on sale in the shop to collectors (Digger, 1995:15). Such an approach would be a logical next step up from the People's shows in Britain. The glasnost of the 1980's, brought about by the 'punk-rockers' of the culture world, the heritage industry (Hewison, 1985; Wright, 1985; Bennett, 1988; West, 1988; Sorenson, 1989; Samuel, 1995), has caused critical re-evaluation of the cultural significance of many objects. This means that definitions of what is valuable or desirable based on long cherished bourgeois perceptions of good taste have been eclipsed by a wider criteria based on an upsurge of interest in popular culture at all levels. For instance, the expensive decorated wooden Tunbridgeware, notably boxes, has always been collected by those who could afford it. Similar but cheaper objects such as Mauchlineware however, which utilised varnished, lithographic transfers of tourist sites and holiday destinations, has been equally collectable with a much wider public. This glasnost, should hopefully thaw the concept of 'the heritage' sufficiently to include within it, 'material culture from below' such as collections of (e.g.) bus tickets held in private hands. There seems to be no good reason, why such collections should not be lottery assisted, in order to make them publicly accessible. With museum aided interpretation, new avenues of popular expression, and partnership ventures could be opened up.

*Museum marketing for collectors*

When asked if their sales point had ever marketed anything specifically for a collectors market, most reported that they had. When the objects mentioned as being aimed at collectors were examined however, it was found that the objects were those which are most commonly found in museum shops anyway, and that very little
material has been produced and marketed as collectable. This is perhaps a little surprising given the current emphasis on marketing, and the whole cultural bandwagon revolving around collecting currently prevalent. Of those who reported that they had not made anything for collectors, many reported that it was because they felt it unethical to do so (e.g., making replicas of museum objects for sale as it would give the wrong impression). Of those who replied that it was not applicable, most said it was because their museum was not big enough or sufficiently well funded to facilitate a sales point, although many said they had considered it over the last decade (see Weeks, 1997:29 for the Museum Association’s ethical guidelines on museum shop products).

Table 24

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L.A/Ind</td>
<td>L.A/Ind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>94/57</td>
<td>47/45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>80/63</td>
<td>40/50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>22/6</td>
<td>11/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>196/126</td>
<td>98/99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If no, has the idea ever arisen?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>52/43</td>
<td>65/68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>28/20</td>
<td>35/31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>80/63</td>
<td>100/99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Collectors’ clubs special materials

Collectors’ clubs were asked if they had used or needed any special materials for their collections. Half of the collectors’ clubs stated that they did use special substances or materials in relation to their collecting. Where identified these ranged from washing up liquid for cleaning, to acid free envelopes for the storage of delicate paper material.
Clearly there is a requirement for greater knowledge on this subject and is one in which the private sector is beginning to cash in on. One respondent suggested the joint purchase of materials such as acid free paper between museums and collectors’ clubs. It may soon be a matter of necessity to do so.

Table 25
Are there any special materials used by club members for storage, display or cleaning and maintaining their collection?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don’t know</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unanswered</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>128</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The rising popularity of collecting and the sophistication of many serious collectors, will lead to an increasing level of technical and professional knowledge and ability. The market value of many previously 'unconsidered trifles', even if solely for insurance purposes, now necessitates better care than a box in the loft. When something captures the public imagination on a large scale, information and know-how are always in demand on a par with that of the professionals. This is historically demonstrated in the popular rise of the record and the advent of the private audiophile, who demanded parity of access to developments in the market with that of the professionals and dealers:

'The hi-fi public became as knowledgeable as the makers and sellers. They used the same technology, a massive increase in technical magazines on audio kept the public as informed as the industry. Trade shows for dealers became frequented by the public as well, as they knew as much.' (Millard, 1995:211)

The comparison is an apt one. Music, like souvenirs and collected objects serves as: ‘a personal time calendar' (Mckenna, 1996:67).
The attitudes of curators of People's Shows, based on personal correspondence, after the event was over, show enthusiasm with very little negative experience. One curator wrote with corporate pride, that:

'We had a number of really positive comments on how much better our show looked than other people's shows - from exhibitors and visitors alike. I must say - though I am biased - that our exhibition staff did another REALLY GOOD JOB.'

The worst experience seems to have occurred at Middlesbrough's Dorman Museum. Here, thieves broke into the museum from the roof in a: 'Pink Panther style raid', stealing the best of a valuable collection of model lorries and trucks. (Williams and Harris, 1994:5). This if nothing else, highlights the contemporary financial worth of the 'toy cupboards emissaries' (Suggitt, 1990b). Negative comments were enlightening and constructive in a number of cases. At Leicester, a collector of West African clothing textiles complained that museums usually mounted such fabrics as wall displays when they were in fact meant to be worn. She was pleased that at Leicester they had used a mannequin to display her exhibits, but was unhappy the mannequin was white (Carry On Collecting, BBC Radio 4, 1994). There was a predictable spread of opinions on the same issues. At the Museum of London's show, a design team was brought in to arrange the display, even though it was a small one. Because of the multimedia nature of the material, it was decided to use low lux lighting, which gave an overall impression of a darkened 'Aladdin's Cave'. One exhibitor thought this was good because it seemed to value the material, displaying it as any other precious item would be displayed. Another exhibitor disliked it because he felt it distanced people from the material (Carry On Collecting, BBC Radio 4, 1994).

The way in which People's Shows were marketed varies. Lovatt cites two common themes. Firstly, and perhaps typically British, the idea that the visitor can act as voyeur by seeing what local people are hiding behind closed doors. This is echoed elsewhere, when it is asserted that car booting is: '...a chance to indulge that unique British passion for nosing into what other people have or had, and being able to buy it for less than they did. A sort of salve for jealousy if you like' (Morgan, 1993:3). Secondly, the celebration of collectors and personalities (Lovatt, 1995:26).
Walsall Museum's Peter Jenkinson cites a number of reasons why Collector
* refuseniks * didn't want their collections to be included in the festival. Some feared
burglary after publicity, others didn't want their collections displayed with perceived
'vulgar' collections (*Carry On Collecting*, BBC Radio 4, 1994). In any event, this
disproves the cherished belief by curators, that collectors see museums as valorising
their collections through their display. One collector perhaps made the definitive
statement about People's Shows that would please the staff of any museum that staged
one: '...it makes museums exciting, museums are never exciting' (*Carry On Collecting*,
BBC Radio 4, 1994) whilst Jenkinson sees the People's shows as one way in which
museums are reinventing themselves.

It seems that the art gallery is also turning its attention to the People's Show ethic. A
notable exhibition, *At Home with Constable's Cornfield*, ran at the National Gallery
from February to April, 1996. The subject was the forms in which Constable's famous
painting of 1826 have been reproduced. Ordinary people were invited, via a London
newspaper advert, to report on ownership of the painting. It was found to be
reproduced on enamel pendants, wallpaper, cushion covers and fire screens amongst
other things (*Painter*, 1996). The exhibition featured the owners and their opinions on
the painting as the central feature, with the art history taking second place. Whereas
the People's Shows sought to display as many collections of their local populace as
possible, *Cornfield* sought to turn the idiom inside-out, and show as many people as
possible in possession of the same thing.

One benefit of the People's Show experience for many museum staff, was the
completely different perspective it gave them on often modest objects comprising
people's collections. It necessitated a different kind of cultural valuing as defined by
the collector, and a stepping outside of the usual professional perimeters. The
implications of this in art galleries are perhaps even more profound, in that art galleries
and art collectors usually share the same classical and aesthetic appreciation which they
mutually acknowledge. They have been seen by the public and have viewed each other
as aspects of a single entity (*Cumming*, 1997). One commentator has suggested that
their should be two distinct markets: 'one for art as art, and the other for art as
collectable or investment' (Banfield, 1982:30). Collectors outside of the traditional arts elite may be said to represent a new collecting aesthetic which arguably has put this assertion into practice. In so doing, a wider interpretation of art values becomes necessary. Cornfield promotes a broader definition of art, thus implying a democratisation of value and aesthetic judgement, while the resistance to its staging from within the National Gallery itself (pers.comm, 1997) demonstrates the conservatism that still remains to be overcome in the art world. Comparatively, despite some reservations, this is a battle which in museums, has now largely been won. Perhaps therefore the acid test for art galleries democratisation will come when objects which reproduce fine art such as those used in Cornfield, become exhibited not just as ‘the people’s idea of art’ but of the gallery’s as well.

Some collectors’ organisations such as the British Beermat Collectors’ Society, hold significant, often complete collections of the objects collected (see Chapter Six). With a tactful approach, such collections could serve museums well. If museums reciprocate with conservation advice and are more open about their relevant holdings on a given subject, which most seem to be willing to do, then a mutual knowledge sharing nexus can be established. Already, some museums are experimenting with the idea of freeing the object from the confines of the museum. There is of course a tradition of outreach work, of taking things out of museums for use in school projects and reminiscence work with the elderly, but in a broader sense this is more recent. Harborough Museum took material from their People's Show to Gartree Prison: 'the resulting discussions about the importance of certain items to individuals was enlightening.' (Fardell, 1994:48). In Oxfordshire, certain things have been designated flying objects, which are housed on a rotating monthly basis at various non-museum venues such as residential homes, dentists waiting rooms and community centres (Hull, 1994:25). Their experience is that:

'An artefact in an unusual location draws attention to itself in a different way than would an object traditionally displayed in a museum. The audience is a wider one, the ways of looking infinitely variable. Without categories to confine, or definitions to divert - these objects can provoke imagination and wonder.' (Hull, 1994:26).
Kirkaldy Museum and Art Gallery launched its 'mobile museum' in January 1996, in the form of a double decker coach, which it hopes will: 'encourage an informal approach to displays, which can be backed up by talks, activities and events' (Emma Nicolson pers.comm.1995). In this way a reciprocal relationship can be initiated as has been advocated elsewhere (Merriman, 1991:136-137). The recognition of the value of such practices in the museums profession may go a long way in breaking down traditional barriers between collectors and museums.

This has perhaps been taken furthest by Croydon's Clocktower Museum. About ninety per cent of its exhibits are loans from local people (Sally MacDonald, pers.comm.1995). It staged its own people's Show Collectormania in 1995. This was designed to look like a house, using labels rather than interactives (Sally MacDonald, pers.comm.1995). However, most of its resources are focused on interactives rather than objects as a means of communicating and informing. If this is to become a developing trend, collectors could become an indispensable group for museums to cultivate. Collectors would then become an indispensable sector of an expanded museum service, allowing museums to move in other directions. These could include greater utilisation of museum spaces as community activity areas (see Fleming,1997:32-33).

The keen eye knows

The issue of specialist knowledge, in which the collector invariably has the edge over the curator due to their dedication to one or two areas as against the curators many, has wide recognition in the museum profession. Mauchlineware for instance, were cheap wooden souvenir objects decorated with lithographed images of tourist sites. The Mauchlineware Collectors' Club openly courts museum membership. Its secretary has noted inaccurate information on the labelling of Mauchlineware exhibitions and displays in museums, to which he and his members would like to contribute their collective wisdom (Barry Kottler, pers. comm,1993).

Collectors, preservationist and folklorists (Hobsbawm, 1984:66) amongst others are invariably those who write detailed and closely observed books and articles on the very
objects museums end up chasing once they have become popularised by collectors and the prices have escalated. It was indeed the National Railway Museum, who in 1990 paid a high price for a collection of railway trade union badges and medals when they came up for auction. It was though, the vendor of this collection who had spent fifteen years inexpensively collecting and researching them, not the NRM. One has only to look at the excellent Shire series of books, which are largely written by collectors, to realise the extent and variety of knowledge residing in the private collecting domain. These books are almost obligatory at every museum sales point and deal with many popular collecting interests from eighteenth century dummy boards to Victorian souvenir medals and twentieth century car mascots.

It is private collectors who keep a vigilant eye on new collecting developments, not museums. Social history curators are the cultural guardians of the same material which the auction house exists only to sell (Suggitt, 1993:184-5). Collectors are a prior link in the chain to auction houses. If museums took greater notice of collectors at a grassroots level, they may find they had more in common with them than the auction room. One has only to look and listen to tap the undercurrents that generate collecting enthusiasms. At Christmas 1992, it was Thunderbirds and Batman merchandise of which people could not get enough; at Christmas 1993, it was Captain Scarlet and Dinosaurs. BBC Radio Four's *Finance News* (14:12:1993) discussed the whole idea of re-licensing 1950's and 1960's characters for ranges of toys and other products which have enjoyed a rekindled nostalgia interest. This (it was felt) was a reaction against fast moving video games, violence on television and the perceived lack of positive role models in society. *The Leicester Mercury* (3:12:1993) reported that the demand for Barbie Dolls was such that they had to be imported from America. Such trends are as culturally salient for their local manifestation as they are as reflections of national sentiment. A car-boot dealer, Roger Morgan advises scrutiny of auction catalogues, Sunday newspaper articles on collecting: 'and various published guides for new trends.
in 'coll(ecting)...Catch a trend early, or START one, and you can make a fortune'

(Morgan, 1993:83). More altruistically, Olmsted asserts:

'...little is known about the collectable object, an essential factor for collectors and collecting. Little is known of what objects and sets of objects give pleasure to certain individuals. The range of objects collected is so wide that common characteristics of size texture, age, materials, functions, etc., give no clues.' (Olmsted, 1991:302)

Museums cannot afford to ignore extra-mural collecting communities. They should make cultural allies of them, work with them and develop new strategies in tandem with them.

Museum and collector's club mutuality

Both museums and collectors clubs made much the same suggestions when asked in which ways they felt they could be of use to each other. This may suggest a recognition of the value of collectors and a growing awareness of their importance to the museum. Amongst the qualitative comments made by collectors on mutual aid, the following were most common: 'libraries are more helpful than museums'; 'a database of museums holdings would be useful'; 'we know more than museums anyway'; 'we have no contact with museums'; 'the club is already used by museums'; 'museum affiliations or contacts have been made'.

Table 26

In what areas if any, do you feel collectors’ clubs could be of service to museums?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response (local authority)</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Specialist knowledge/ loans/ donations/volunteers</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loans and donations only</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialist knowledge only</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Networking</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No experience of this</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unanswered</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Total                                             | 196       | 97 |
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### Table 27

In what areas if any, do you feel your museum could be of service to collectors’ clubs?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Specialist and professional advice and information</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research facility</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Networking</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identification</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display venue</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venue to meet at</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unanswered</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access to reserves</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don’t know</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loans</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volunteers</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Total                                                   | 196       | 126 | 96  | 94 |

Response (independent)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Specialist knowledge and research</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loans</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Networking</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unanswered</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don’t know</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scouts</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donations</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identification</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volunteers</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Total                                                   | 126       | 92  |
Table 28
In what areas do you feel your club could be of service to museums?

Response | Frequency | %
---|---|---
Specialist knowledge | 45 | 35
Unanswered | 26 | 20
Access to specialist material | 29 | 22
Talks and presentations | 14 | 10
Don't know | 8 | 6
Specialist research | 2 | 1
Cataloguing | 1 | 0
Publicity | 1 | 0
Volunteers | 1 | 0
Conservation | 1 | 0
128 | 94

Table 29
In what area do you feel museums can be of service to your club?

Response | Frequency | %
---|---|---
Unanswered | 26 | 20
Accommodate displays | 21 | 16
Access to reserve collections | 15 | 11
Publicity | 15 | 11
Share specialist knowledge | 13 | 10
Don't know | 9 | 7
None | 9 | 7
Research | 8 | 6
Be more receptive | 4 | 3
Offer a meeting place | 3 | 2
Repository for collections | 2 | 1
Education | 2 | 1
Loans | 1 | 0
128 | 95

Overall independent and local authority museums mirrored each other’s responses both in relative percentage and in the nature of responses. Very often however, the independent sector respondent would make a point of asserting their origins as a collector who has founded a museum. This, plus their often deeper links with
collectors and membership of collectors' clubs, does not seem to differentiate their opinions markedly from their local authority colleagues. This is born out by the high number of independent respondents who expressed caution on the question of foster keeping. Seemingly in contradiction however, a number of independent museums stated that collectors' clubs would be useful for exchanging surplus or duplicate material, this included large museums like the London Transport Museum.

Of democracy and treasure troves

It has been written that the way in which a collector deals with his/her inability to compete in a given collecting field, is by trivialising or denying the relevance of that which is collected and those who collect it (Thompson 1979:107-108). Such behaviour in an individual collector surprises no-one, in an institution it should. Yet in a real sense, this is the way museum professionals have traditionally treated collectors. Museums until the advent of the 'heritage industry' in the 1980's, existed very largely in their own cultural vacuum. The popularity of the theme park and the fear that fictitious entertainment was being passed off as 'real' history caused initially panic, and subsequently the reshaping of the museum world. Most museums have now at least paid lip service to wider involvement of the community in exhibitions, many have gone a great deal further.

An article entitled 'Power To The People' (Carrington, 1995:21-24) gave voice to a number of curators who described exhibitions based on extension work. These involved variously, the single homeless (Glasgow Open Museum); The Afro-Caribbean front room of the 1960's (Grange Museum, Neasdon, London) and the famous Peopling Of London exhibition (Museum of London). All three were admirable and highly commendable projects and were used as examples of how broadly museums were casting their net in an attempt to be relevant to traditional non-museum users.

It is interesting then to compare this laudable aim with letters which appeared in both the October and November 1995 issues of Museums Journal. These decried the cost of professional training and the virtual mandatory requirement of such training in order to get a job in a museum. The writer of the second letter, Emma Cook, asserted that:
'entry into the museum profession is becoming increasingly elitist' (Cook 1995:18). The Museums Association (MA) commissioned an investigation into freelance museum practitioners. These are largely redundant museum specialists who now provide expertise for specific functions. Writing on the job situation in the USA, William Bridges notes that:

'Temporary professionals are increasing twice as fast as the temporary workforce as a whole - and temporaries as a whole have increased almost sixty percent since 1980. These figures are probably low, since they do not count the professionals who are technically consultants but whose roles and relationships to the rest of the organisation are more like those of temporary workers' (Bridges, 1995:9)

The M.A report recommends that a freelance register be set up and that training should be available to freelances funded via the National Lottery through training agencies (Carrington, 1996:25). Whilst museums seek to raise their attendance figures by embracing an ever greater and more disparate range of traditionally non museum users, their own specialists become marginalised. If even the white, middle class, elite arts cognoscenti are finding it hard to maintain employment, there is little likelihood of other social groups such as museums are currently wooing as visitors and 'advisers' gaining entry to the profession. This rather contradicts the professed ethos of the exercise.

Finbarr Whoolley, curator of the Grange Museum believes that: 'Encouraging local people to participate in the work of the museum requires different skills from those traditionally taught by museum studies courses' (Whoolley, 1995:22). Forging links with local people is even being written into job descriptions at Glasgow's Open Museum (Edwards, 1995:22). This implies that emphasis should be placed upon the broadening of professional training provided for new entrants from traditional backgrounds, rather than on encouraging entry into it from new or different ones.

As the necessity of partnerships, networking and advocacy takes an ever increasing importance in museum funding, so the requirements for the job of the museum professional will change. No doubt existing museum studies courses will take this on
board and more specialist courses in museum fund-raising will be launched. This
suggests a further narrowing of the aims and objectives of the museum fraternity and
the acceleration of a preference for business managers and marketing staff over subject
specialists. This would not preclude a public image of a broadened and more
egalitarian approach being projected: ‘As museums seek to move away from their
image as a preserve of university educated, white middle class residents and broaden
their appeal...’ (Carrington, 1995:21). Clearly the desire to be relevant to a wider
community is being acted upon. The real acid test of museum democracy though,
would be the incorporation of some of this extended community into the museum
profession itself. Whilst museums genuinely seek to move beyond the traditional white,
middle class, educated audience that are normally associated with museums (see
Merriman, 1991:134), there seems to be little recognition that this very social group
dominates the profession itself and therefore very often, the view of the institution.

In February, 1993, The Museums Association sponsored Equal Opportunities
Awareness Study carried out by McCann Mathews Millman (MMM) was published.
MMM used a sample of fifty museum professionals, including five Governors or
Elected Members, the rest were paid employees (2:1.3.2). Amongst their findings were
that: ‘The majority of Black and Asian staff appear to be concentrated in the
technical and attendant grades’ (4:iii) and further that: ‘the more senior the
interviewee, the more difficult the respondent found it to comment upon the visitor
profile...’(6:2.2.4). Only a minority of those interviewed could give any kind of visitor
profile at all. Senior staff it was found, regarded customer care training as:
‘appropriate only to attendants’ (7:2.2.4). This last point highlights the invisibility of
the staff beyond attendant level to the public and perhaps indicates an unwillingness of
some of those surveyed to come into contact with them any more than necessary. ‘This
job would be great if it wasn't for the public’ is an ironical jibe espoused by many a
museum professional in the author's experience.

There is a discernible tension between a broader involvement with the community
and the closing of ranks within the profession itself. It has to be asked in this case, to
what extent the courted extra-mural community can have a real effect rather than a
transitory one on the museum establishment whilst the main imperative for the museum is the appeasement of the funding authority. It also suggests that the increasing number of non-museum / institutional collectors should be drawn upon as subject specialists at a time when museum curators are seemingly metamorphosing into business managers.

One museum which has taken this further is the previously mentioned Croydon Clocktower Museum. It may well be unique in being a museum with virtually no collections of its own (Davies, 1995:20). It draws heavily on loans from the local population (about 90%) for its exhibits (Sally MacDonald, pers.comm., 1995). Its resources are directed at touch screen technology and CD ROM as a means of communicating knowledge. Its lack of collections frees it from the prickly problem of de-accessioning, enabling it to close down and sell the fabric of its building if necessary. To this extent it becomes a virtual museum, and is reflective of the transitory society in which it is based. The museum's Lifetimes exhibition is described in its development plan (January 1992) as: 'a multimedia, interactive exhibition of life since 1850 reflecting the community's development and cultural diversity' (Croydon Museum Service Development Plan 1992:3). Its principal museum officer, Sally MacDonald, finds it hard though to comment on whether the museum serves a community as such, which seems to highlight this point:

_‘I feel that Croydon has many communities - all sorts of different social and cultural and interest groups, residents, workers, students, shoppers etc. And lots of people who wouldn’t regard themselves as part of a community at all.’ _ (Sally MacDonald, pers. comm. 1995)

With such heterogeneity, of whom or what then is the Lifetimes exhibition the story? Rather than the history of a developing community, it relates to the increasing ambiguity and transience of the museum’s social catchment area. Lifetimes is intended to be: ‘...a unique history challenge, or three dimensional computer game’ (CMSDP, 1992:8). It is perhaps the first museum in Britain at least to state in its development plan that: ‘...It is important to emphasise that Croydon Museums Service will not be defined by its collections, as many museums have been in the past’ (CMSDP, Appendix One:1.3). In so doing we are perhaps witnessing the first instance of a museum in which objects lose their centrality, which hitherto they have always had.
The implications are therefore that as communities become more transient, temporary and migratory they leave less behind them of substance. Video and digital interactives then, may better capture the fleeting nature of these postmodern communities, and hold more in common with the televisual medium of social documentary than with the tactility and solidity of objects. If this trend develops, private collections will become the primary repository for the popular material culture of the late twentieth century. In the first decades of the next century therefore, private collectors of popular material culture may well take on greater importance to institutional cultural interpreters. Collectors may come to be the collecting and lending section of a broader and much changed museum profession.

**Museums redefined**

Increasingly, museums are ceasing to be the only institutions which have an authoritative voice in object identification and conservation. The love-hate relationship between museum archaeologists and metal detectorists illustrates this. Museums have traditionally been the place where detectorists have taken their finds for identification. But as an article in *Treasure Hunting* points out:

> "...this (restoring and preserving artefacts) does not necessarily mean taking your finds to a museum ...there are now many people within or associated with our hobby (e.g. coin and antiquity dealers) who are skilled in these arts'. (Bailey, 1995b:16)

As long ago as 1983 the potential popularity of archaeology with a broader audience was recognised in the aftermath of the raising of the *Mary Rose*, the sunken Tudor battleship (Gregory, 1983:7). Television companies it was advocated, should be convinced of the audience potential for archaeology programmes. Other than the occasional grandiose feature on Egyptology or Ancient Greece, this went largely unheeded until Channel Four's *Time Team* series was launched in 1994. This popularity it was felt, was: "...the space archaeologists must fill - which is now filled by 'Treasure Hunting' - providing information and entertainment at the level of 'The Sun' and 'The Daily Mirror'" (Gregory, 1983:7). This demonstrates the class divide between classically trained archaeological practitioners and weekend hobbyists, as Gregory admits: 'Archaeology is now, and has always been, a largely middle class pursuit' (Gregory, 1983:5).
Exhibitions by non-museum personnel in non-museum spaces are becoming increasingly common. Where once the museum would have been courted for advice, it no longer has this relevance for many collectors. The wealth of subject knowledge discerned by collectors and shared amongst other enthusiasts through collectors' clubs and their publications has created an international community of subject specialists with no formal museum training. Many of these organisations and individuals think of their collections as museums. This has been especially so with the metal detectorists.

To some extent the People's Show Festival in 1994 has been unwittingly responsible for the organisation of collectors. In September 1994, a group of exhibitors from the Leicestershire Museums 'People's Show' decided to set up their own collectors' club. Over the August 1995 Bank Holiday they staged their own People's Show in Leicester's Guild Hall, without any museum involvement (Plate 13). The display paralleled that of the county museums from the previous year over a shorter period of two weeks. Similar clubs were set up elsewhere in England as a result of the People's Show Festival.

The relationship between archaeologists and metal detectorists is also one of gentlemen and players, to use the old cricketing analogy. The Council For British Archaeology, whilst admitting that attitudes towards detectorists vary from encouragement to complete opposition within its own profession, takes a definite anti-detectorist stand as a body. It deplores metal detecting when the motive is monetary gain of private collecting, but grudgingly accepts if for the altruistic motive of placing finds in museums (CBA Factsheet No.2, October 1993). The position of the National Council For Metal Detecting recognises that there is no single motive for metal detecting but sketches a variety of reasons from monetary gain or historical curiosity to relaxing hobby. Most interestingly they state:

'The collecting and study of metal items made and used by our forbears is a cerebral activity enjoyed by thousands who may not all have found equivalent interest during early education. These detector users share a tactile experience with their ancestors through handling artefacts unearthed after hundreds and sometimes thousands of years. The more they learn about their finds, the more varied and intense are the satisfactions to be gained from their hobby'. (NCMD 1992/03)
As a result of the Leicestershire People's Shows in 1994, a county-wide collectors' club was formed embracing collectors of everything from model camels to named spanners. The club staged its own People's Show in Leicester city centre the following summer, without museum involvement and exactly reproducing the environment created by the museums. In this sense then, the distance between collectors and museums disappears and augers well for future co-operation.
This sounds more constructive. It is an assertion of self education and self realisation, whereas the bald urging of the CBA not to use metal detectors and join a local archaeology club does not inspire. Gregory, as an archaeologist, attests that archaeology has had little regard for the public over the last several decades (Gregory, 1983:5) and freely admits that metal detectorists are as motivated by the desire to: ‘find and own something old as to make a fortune’ and that: ‘...metal detecting’s success is a measure of archaeology’s failure’ (Gregory, 1983:6).

*Museums Journal* reported in September 1995, on the attitudes of some museum archaeologists towards the detecting fraternity, citing the examples of London, Norfolk and Leicestershire as good working relationships (Carrington, 1995:33-35). In Norfolk, staff from the archaeology service visit the four regional metal detectorist clubs to give talks and regularly come back with boxes of finds to identify. Nick Merriman from the Museum of London would like to see such a service implemented nation-wide and thus extend good working relationships with detectorists nationally, such as the Museum of London has with the Thames Mud-Larks (Merriman, 1995:35).

However, if at a local level there are signs of museums taking detectorists seriously and attempting to link with them, at a national level detectorists have launched their own campaign which has by-passed the museum establishment and has been launched as a response to institutionally backed legislation aimed at curtailing their activities. The proposed legislation, backed by the CBA, English Heritage, Museums Association and others, would make it a legal obligation to report most finds to museums. This led to the inauguration in October 1995, through the pages of the magazine *Treasure Hunting*, of a ‘Mini-Museum Campaign’. The idea being that all detectorists should mount a rotating display of finds in display cabinets and exhibit them in various establishments. These include country pubs, churches, dentists and doctors waiting rooms, libraries, shopping centres and supermarkets etc. This, it was held, would draw attention to metal detectorists and their positive contribution to finding the nation’s heritage. Each display is to be accompanied by the following slogan which was adopted for the campaign: ‘*Every person has the right, acting within the terms of the law, to find his or her own past by means of a metal detector*’. Articles have appeared
on how to make your own display cabinets from old drawers and all readers have been urged to establish a mini-museum site in their locality (Bailey, 1995a:45-49). To a lesser extent, this initiative has also been taken up by some museum services. In 1994, Oxfordshire initiated their *Flying Objects* series with posters on buses advertising the displays as *belongings*, and placing objects in some of the same places as the detectorists are advocating.

The 1995 report undertaken by the CBA and English Heritage, *Metal Detecting And Archaeology In England*, came to some interesting conclusions. In its summary it stated that: ‘...metal detecting on archaeology in England, has been for good as well as for ill, and that its potential benefits have not yet been harnessed to the full’ (Dobinson and Denison, 1995:X). They further found that: ‘...detecting clubs have found nearly ten times more Roman brooches per club since 1988 than archaeological units have found per unit without the use of detecting technology’ (42-3). In conclusion the report asserts that more archaeological units should employ metal detectors themselves and urge the co-operation of detectorists to take part with them. This is something which as long ago as 1983 was being advocated (Gregory, 1983:7).

The report states that very few finds make their way into the archaeological record. Conversely, in the pages of *Treasure Hunting*, there appears a regular column *The Boudicca Campaign* which seeks to spotlight what it sees as museum malpractice and incompetence. It makes public the reluctance of museum staff to give access to specific items in the museums stores and to find items listed in the register for detectorists. This, Bewley regards as an: ‘anti-archaeological campaign’ (Gregory, 1983:8) so a tit-for-tat exchange exists between detectorists and archaeologists. The report also found that:

‘There is little evidence - for example in the metal detecting press that detectorists in general operate in an environment in which the vital importance of provenance is widely appreciated, or even discussed’ (27)

The piece on mini-museums in the November 1995 issue of *Treasure Hunting* does however make the point of stating the importance of provenance (Bailey, 1995b:16).
The accusation by detectorists that archaeologists mechanical stripping of topsoil prior to excavation results in a loss of metallic objects is grudgingly admitted in the report (36) and further that many archaeological finds would not have been discovered without their aid (37). The reasons given by those archaeological field units not using metal detectorists are varied: reservations about the efficacy of the application; ethical difficulty in being seen to condone the use of detectorists, while some preferred to use their own staff with detectors, even though they are not experienced in their use (38).

It also sees as desirable, the removal of hobbyist detectorists to: ‘less sensitive land’ (xi). Thus the report has accepted the importance of the metal detector and the skill involved in its use and so seeks to elevate it to an archaeological tool, whilst simultaneously disassociating it from the hobbyists. Of the nine conclusions made from the report (61-2) four are negative and five positive. The best results the survey found, were when detectorists and archaeologists worked together, making the following recommendations (62):

1. Improve liaison between archaeologists and the detecting community
2. Improve communications amongst archaeologists themselves
3. Investigate ways of managing a large increase in the referral data
4. Investigate new methods of protecting scheduled sites from illicit metal detecting
5. Investigate the relationship between illicit detector finds and antiquities market
6. Educate archaeologists about the metal detector
7. Investigate finds erosion in plough soil

Interestingly enough, the Department of National Heritage (DNH) suggested in April, 1996 that metal detecting societies could act as recording agencies for finds not covered by the current treasure trove legislation (Carrington, 1996:10). This was suggested as an alternative to spending £70,000 on setting up a recording agency. It was cautiously welcomed by the archaeological community, but it was felt that an arrangement to stop material being sold on without proper provenance would also be welcome. It was reported further that Dover Museum had, since 1992 been working with two metal-detectorist groups who acted as recording agencies (Carrington, 1996:10). It would seem most probable then, that a closer and more professional
relationship between detectorists and archaeologists will be achieved through the pressure of economic necessity and on a museum by museum and club by club basis.

The archaeology verses detectorist debate is probably the oldest and most well known example of the tension between collectors and museums. Over the last five years however, great strides have been made by private collectors while at the same time museums have been effectively downgraded in terms of resources and consequently quality (along with teachers and other public professionals). Now, with the cessation of the development of MODES, there is not even a consensus on accessioning practice, whereas collectors have developed such programmes as the Collectable Collectors Workbook, as sophisticated a database as MODES (see Classic Toys, 1995:37). As we approach the millennium, we are rapidly reaching the stage where terms such as ‘professional’ and ‘amateur’ (see Stebbins, 1979) will become redundant and some other term, such as ‘facilitator’ will have to be employed to describe those who use objects to educate and entertain. A broad front will have to be consolidated in order to protect the socially and culturally valid from economic asset stripping as was the case at the Chaterley Whitfield Museum (Davies, 1994:19).

Figure 5 illustrates the similarities between what museums do and what collectors do. This model, if viewed negatively, sustains the public accusation of private fetishism (for an enlightened discussion of which see Ellen, 1988) but only if public professionalism is seen as its mirror image. Because we accept and encourage public professionalism, the model should be seen as positive, with private collecting being mirrored in the same light. As private collectors’ become more sophisticated, which much of their literature suggests they are, the parallels leave their polarities and move closer together. This is also illustrated in Plate 12 where two museum displays of tea towels at People’s Shows imply a playfulness, normally attributed only to collectors. Indeed, it was held in 1930’s America that: ‘Captains of industry collecting European masters and ten-year-old boys collecting milk bottle tops were [ ] brothers under the skin’ (Gelber, 1991:747), why not collectors and curators?
**FIGURE 5**

**BINARY PARALLELS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Private Collecting (Profane / Leisure)</th>
<th>Museums (Sacred / Work)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collecting</td>
<td>Acquisition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collector</td>
<td>Curator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fetishist</td>
<td>Specialist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hobby Space</td>
<td>Museum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private</td>
<td>Public</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practical Display</td>
<td>Display Policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kept In A Safe Place</td>
<td>Collection Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check For Condition</td>
<td>Micro Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treat Carefully</td>
<td>Conservation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make A List</td>
<td>Accession</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest In History And Context</td>
<td>Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Of Objects Collected</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrangement Of Collection</td>
<td>Taxonomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Too Much To Display At Once</td>
<td>Reserve Collections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personalia</td>
<td>Provenance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>=</td>
<td>=</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self Gratification</td>
<td>Public Edification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collecting = Hobby</td>
<td>Curating = Work</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this model professionalisation equals the hijacking of the collecting instinct and renders it institutionalised, thus imposing hierarchies on it thereby structurally distancing museums from their objective clientele - the public.
Conclusion

A symbiotic relationship should be fostered with collectors. They could for instance, act as an alternative collecting agency, whilst museums provide professional collection care advice. Professionals should not be discouraged from establishing client-patron relationships with dealers on markets and car boot sales for specific items, or from working with collectors as intermediaries. Even on a casual basis, it can produce results (see Suggitt, 1990a:27-29). In such circumstances there would be less likelihood of cultural appropriation (Merriman, 1991; Pearce, 1994b)

Despite the new enthusiasm from some quarters (by no means universal), the museum establishment still often views collecting as undesirable in its own staff for ethical reasons. Having reached a point where we are inviting the collector into the museum as an exhibitor, encouraging their participation with us, we simultaneously frown on professional staff reciprocating (and thereby forging stronger links) by regarding the idea of the curator entering the collector's world as suspicious, unethical, or completely irresponsible. The concern over control and the neurosis which the conflict of interests question can become, will only hinder the widening of extension work. Museums and collectors should celebrate their mutual interests and establish a mutual knowledge sharing nexus. The maxim of the 'Trade Union Badge Collectors' Club' is 'saving our past for the future', do we not all share this concern? One survey found that: '...those who tend not to go to museums would most prefer finding out about the past at home, by watching television or reading a book (Merriman, 1991:126). It is such programmes as those mentioned in Chapter Four (Collectors' Lot; The Exchange, etc.) and associated magazines such as Eyeglass; Homes And Antiques; What's it Worth? etc. which serve to activate non museum visitors to visit markets, fairs and car boot sales at weekends and perhaps start their own collections. The same stimulus, would not necessarily cause them to visit museums. They could though, be found or encouraged to communicate with them if suggestions such as Merriman's for a museum bus to tour non-museum venues, offering an 'Antiques Roadshow' service, with advice and information on people's belongings were acted on (Merriman, 1991:133).
It would perhaps be useful to establish a formal platform on which museums and collectors clubs can exchange information (such as a collectors register) and would help dispel some of the reservations held about collectors. The specialist knowledge and reference sources held by collectors is too valuable an asset to dismiss. Museums likewise have the professional conservation and display knowledge for example which many collectors would value. In this way museum practice would become more widely applicable and democratised. The collecting public increasingly want to know about conservation materials. There seems no good reason, save cost (which could be negotiated) why museum practice should remain contained within an ivory tower. Representatives of collectors clubs could be invited to speak at the Museums Association annual conference, whilst museums and others interested in building links with collectors should be free to attend collectors meetings or to affiliate their museum to collectors' clubs. For museums to gain a truly holistic view for compliance with their collecting policy and to fully exploit their outreach potential, they should not only invite collectors to display in museums (very big first step though that is), but to become part of the network that collectors operate within by involving themselves with them, their clubs, markets and dealers. It is however, to the area of the sources of acquisition and the relationships that collectors have with those sources that will next be focused on.
CHAPTER 8
CLIENT - PATRON RELATIONSHIPS

Introduction
A long standing relationship has existed between auction houses and art dealers. It is ethically governed and well understood by all parties. Collectors too have client-patron relationships with dealers at flea-markets, collectors’ fairs etc. In this chapter these relationships are examined both in themselves and in relation to museum practice. If it is in the interests of museums and collectors to form closer alliances, then it is necessary for museums to understand the nature of client-patron relationships between collectors and their sources. In furtherance of this, participant observation was undertaken with three market dealers at two different venues over a three week period. The results of which appear in this chapter. This is in pursuance of: 'consumption as action in context' (Miller, 1995:51). From the museum standpoint, there is little written on such relationships in Britain, and what little there is, is written from an ethical position based on the museum profession's traditional suspicion of collectors (i.e. Suggitt, 1993; Crook, 1993; Viner, 1993).

In recent years this has opened up somewhat. Debate was stimulated by the People's Shows, especially the People's Show Festival in 1994. There is a genuine passion for collecting original material as one exhibitor at the Museum of London's People's Show observed:

'It's quite interesting, you look at the collector's mags, specialist mags, whether it's Dinky cars, or whether it might be buttons, or whether it might be comic books. You see "Wanted" ads. People say "I urgently need"..."I require badly", "desperately". Why do they need these things desperately? Why does someone need "X Men No.73, really, really desperately?" (Carry On Collecting, BBC Radio 4, 1994)

Conversely, working on the old adage that you can fool some of the people some of the time, but you can't fool all of the people all of the time, collectors have been questioning the dubious nature of limited editions. These are purpose-made by manufacturers and aimed at collectors' markets. They are often held in low esteem, as the same collector observed:
'You have items like silver medallions for commemorations, to start people collecting things. These are manufactured things for people who might not actually be collectors, but who want to push the idea of investment'. (Carry On Collecting, BBC Radio 4, 1994)

When Debord wrote of collecting (e.g.) key chains as: ‘indulgences of the spectacle’ (Debord, 1983:65), he was referring specifically to those objects deliberately marketed as collectibles. As the above indicates, such contrivances are spurned by collectors. It is largely that which was originally made to be used or discarded, which is most sought after by collectors. Even when objects marketed as collectable, are collected (such as model vehicles, see Chapter Six), proof copies, variations and production errors, unintended for that market, are the most highly prized and desirable. This tends to reinforce the notion of subversion in collecting. It can further be read as an act of defiance of the spectacle’s intentions.

The economics and environments of collecting have undergone serious analysis in recent years, mainly in America (e.g. Maisel, 1974; Herrmann and Soiffer, 1984; Stoller, 1984; Glancy, 1988; Belk et al, 1988; Smith, 1989; Olmsted, 1991). In Britain several studies of car boot sales have recently been published (Gregson and Crewe, 1994, 1997; Gregson et al, 1997). It is the voice of street culture however, that has been most vocal on this aspect of collecting as Morgan (1993), and the collecting press demonstrate.

Antique dealers

One commentator concluded that collecting antiques was mainly a means of escapism (Hillier, 1981:81-82), whilst another sees an historical trend in the look of the old being linked with the virtues of home (Muthesius, 1938:232). A radio programme which involved conversations with antique dealers, provides a good example of dealer’s philosophy towards their clientele. One dealer, imaginatively put the collecting impulse thus:

‘Antiques are bought to extend your life backwards. Old furniture lets you off making your own choices. A bit of other people’s lives rubs off with the polish’. (Ad Lib, BBC Radio 4, 1995)

The antique dealer’s view of the collector has more in common with the traditional attitude of the museum professional. It was felt by one dealer that stock was better
acquired from other dealers, as they know the market prices and understand the mark-up element of the transaction. Auctions did not offer a good profit, because one had to bid against collectors. Collectors he added, can become emotionally attached to objects and easily overpay for things (Ad Lib, BBC Radio 4, 1995). This is also intimated by Glancy, though she found that the auction environment became a hyperreality not only for new attenders, but seasoned ones as well (Glancy, 1988:142). Dealers were anxious to disown the allegation of overpricing. The price, it was proffered, is set by the last person to buy the object. This price is limited to the specialist nature of the item and the collectors of it. There was a consensus that the trade is over populated with new comers and glorified second hand dealers. Their level of knowledge was held to be very low. It is believed that they are involved in the trade as a result of unemployment, bolstered by programmes such as The Antiques Roadshow and The Great Antiques Hunt.

It was pointed out that some recent material, such as 1950's toys are now worth more than seventeenth century antiques. Certainly they seemed to resent this, possibly because it undermined their knowledge and judgement of what has been traditionally accepted as collectable or valuable. In this respect at least they have more in common with museum curators. If antique dealers have held themselves to be the traditional arbiters of an objects fiscal value, museum professionals have held themselves to be the arbiters of an objects cultural value. In the current environment such easily assumed monopolies have been seriously pressured by collecting and dealing interests outside of this traditional ambit. Material after about 1830 is given it's own name such as 'Victoriana', 'Art Nouveau' or 'Art Deco', after which it becomes 'collecting'. The trend in collecting items of the recent past is frowned upon by the antiques trade. After 1830, material becomes mass produced and has a lot less quality about it. People collect small things, because they have no room for larger items and because often it reminded them of their childhood. As one dealer put it: 'in your head stuff' (Ad Lib, BBC Radio 4, 1995). The antiques trade's dislike of the mass-produced also helps set them at the polar opposite to contemporary collectors, whose interests are very often of this nature.
It was the experience of the antique dealers that people now expect to get a trade price, i.e. a lower than target price. This was attributed to people travelling more and expecting to get a better deal. Dealers are often asked: 'what's the best you can do?' They are now expected to have to haggle with the public. This was felt to be the result of programmes like 'Lovejoy' (a light drama series based on a roguish antiques dealer) and The Antiques Roadshow. Most bargains in the trade it was agreed came from other dealers. This seems though to suggest that the public is getting bolder and more confident about what they should be expected to pay for an old object. Many who would take such an approach would have served an apprenticeship as a collector or dealer in car-boot sales (see Morgan below; Gregson and Crewe, 1997) and flea-markets (Maisel, 1974; McCree, 1984). Therefore they don't see why they shouldn't adopt the same code of conduct in the more rarefied world of antiques. Maisel believed that:

'without proper guidelines to deference and demeanour it is perhaps inevitable that public demonstrations of bargaining prowess tend to be avoided in favour of private negotiations' (Maisel, 1974:500)

The niceties of private negotiations are however, more often an option for established dealers who know each others codes; the public usually have to be bolder in order to strike a deal. Muthesius, writing on the attraction of antique furniture reminds us that this is in any event not a new trait. Some twenty years after the development of a taste for old furniture in the upper end of the (antique) trade of the 1870's, private collectors began to move in and consequently there were less pieces to be had. Those that were available, rose concomitantly in price (Muthesius, 1988:242). This is perhaps the true gripe of antique dealers, that their trade and knowledge are no longer rarefied, as they once were.

Car-boot sales

It was estimated in 1994, that two million people went 'booting' (i.e. attend car boot sales) every week in Britain (Scimpers, 31:10:1994). The anthropologist, Sol Tax referred to such activities as 'penny capitalism' (Maisel, 1974:489). However, one experienced car boot vendor, Roger Morgan, has written a book: £500 A Week From Car Boot Sales, which outlines the ways of becoming established in the 'booting trade'. It is such people that the antique dealers were complaining about. It is far from a
'penny' business in today's market and forms a significant part of the informal economy (Herrmann and Soiffer, 1989:398). It has been estimated that in the United States: 'there are at least six million garage sales per year, with a gross of six hundred million to one billion dollars' (Herrmann and Soiffer, 1989:401). The turnover in Britain would be presumably less, but no doubt impressive.

In America, the rise of the garage sale has been linked to reduced income in real terms and: 'is also reflected in the widespread mood of shrinking expectations' (Herrmann and Soiffer, 1989:413). America invented the belief: '...that unbridled access to things should lead to unbridled happiness.' (Belk, 1995:1). As incomes failed to match expectations and material aspirations, material commodities began to lose some of their magic. However, an increasing number of articles in respectable magazines on garage sales, throughout the 1970's gave them legitimacy to middle America (Herrmann and Soiffer, 1989:402). In Britain, mass unemployment, resulted from Conservative government policies of running down traditional industries from the early 1980's onwards. The increasing preference for cheaper, part-time, female labour in the new, booming service sector led to many role reversals and reappraisals in familial homes. Car booting became both a source of income for vendors and a source of cheap goods for customers (see Gregson and Crewe, 1997).

In the same way that art galleries and antique dealers cultivate affluent clients, the boot sale and flea market trader likewise cultivate theirs. Morgan early on refers to boot trading as a 'service industry'. Attending flea markets, auctions etc. has traditionally been seen as a purely leisure activity, an arena for adult play (Christ, 1965; Maisel, 1974; Glancy, 1988). This is now undergoing revision. Belk, citing Stebbins (Stebbins, 1982), qualifies activity in such environments as 'serious leisure' (Belk, 1995:55). The decision to attend car boot sales early on Sunday mornings, usually a designated leisure day, when one could stay in bed, especially in cold weather, represents a commitment to a certain work ethic. Things to be rescued from the profanity of the market stall, demand a decided mind set and regimented routine, rather than the incidental or casual decisions of a leisure activity. If the market is work codified as enjoyment for the trader, it is equally so for the buyer. Therefore, the value
of the commitment given by both to being in the same place at the same time is what is being decided in pricing and haggling. If the vendor ends the day with a good profit it has been worth their while getting up; if the buyer comes away with a good 'bargain' it has been worth their while also.

Morgan cultivates a network of clients who ring him *out of hours with requests for particular items* (Morgan, 1993:4). He holds to the conventional wisdom that collectors are eccentrics, and sees them as he seems to see all other booters as mug punters: 'Collectors will pay the earth and go without food for a missing item in the collection' (Morgan, 1993:79). When he reaches collectibles he states:

*If you've got something odd on the flash (stall) and you know it's not worth a carrot, as we say, you stick a ticket on it saying "very collectable". Some twit will pay good money and start collecting them in the hope that the stuff will go up in value...'* (Morgan, 1993:83)

The 'flash' (the stall's frontage) will be full of 'pot' (e.g. china, glass or other breakables): *the fancy terms and maker names are just for the punter* (Morgan, 1993:14). Morgan cites case histories of booters who were previously unemployed, and now earn more at booting than they could in an ordinary job, some also have part-time stalls in covered markets. Maisel believes that the distinction between buyer and seller is arbitrary, as most sellers buy from each other for resale or for themselves. The clearer distinction he states is between those who are knowledgeable about markets for used goods and those who are naive (Maisel, 1974:494). This is born out both by fieldwork (Gregson and Crewe, 1997:102) and Morgan when he relates the sources of acquisitions. However, collectors are often as knowledgeable. Attenders of car-boot sales are often as shrewd as the vendors (Gregson and Crewe, 1997:92-96). A member of the UKSCC found a dozen blackened spoons tied in a rubber band on a stall at a market. She only wanted one, but the dealer only wanted to sell them as a lot. He was told that they would be easier to sell individually. Two weeks later he was asked if he'd sold them and he admitted that he had, individually. He admitted that dealers didn't know how to sell some items, as they don't have the knowledge of the objects or of the type of person who would buy them.
Pricing

Pricing objects seems variable. Morgan, ever the cynic, prices according to his perception of the individual punter. Others, are more concerned with building a reputation in a circuit of boot sales and collectors fairs. Malcolm, a vendor in a Brighton flea market deals in many things, but likes dealing in badges especially. He keeps badges on certain subjects back for regular clients, revealing them surreptitiously from under his display cabinet to the 'right collector'. He doesn't collect himself, but will often keep hold of certain 'pieces' because they take his fancy. He is at pains to stress that he always tries to ask a fair price in order to keep the patronage of the collectors.

Another dealer, Andy, this time in London, works many markets around the country, again specialising in badges of many kinds. He works on a regular basis from an established market on Saturdays. There was a period, he says, when rival collectors of trade union ephemera would all turn up together at 7.00am when the dealers arrive, and solicit any required items as they were setting up their stalls. Having bought any desired material (usually at any price, sometimes almost resulting in fights!), they would rush off to the next market, trying to get there before their rivals. They came to an agreement eventually and took alternate turns in doing the rounds at the markets. Andy subscribes to a number of collectors organisations and uses their magazines which feature postal auctions, as a price guide for buying and selling. Robinson's golly brooches can sometimes sell for hundreds of pounds. He acquires a lot of his stock by advertising in local papers. He also frequents the sorting depots of such events as the 'Blue Peter Appeal' (a children's programme which makes regular appeals for various material for resale for worthy causes). He recently obtained a huge box of unsorted enamel badges this way. He bought them by weight as scrap metal, but sold them individually to collectors. This is something Dick (see below) also does, but with the antique trade.

Another Brighton dealer, Dick has a large clientele in militaria, jewellery, watch-chain fobs etc. He works exclusively in Sussex and has a friendly patter and personality, which immediately wins over the punter. His prices tend to be a lot higher
than other dealers in similar material, but still gets his prices, usually by holding out and refusing to drop his asking price by very much, which other dealers are more willing to do. He tends to have a strong core of regular customers who are collectors. He also sells to other dealers in antiques and collectibles who travel more widely than Sussex. His contacts within the jewellery and antique trade often lead to bulk purchases of groups of interesting material such as trade tokens, watch chain fobs and medals which to the antique or precious metal dealers are scrap, but which to the right punter are collectors pieces. So by buying such material at scrap metal prices, he resells at collectors prices for his profits. He prices his material according to price guides and condition. If it is material that isn't catalogued, he will double or treble the buying price, or decide when he is approached by a potential buyer.

In his study of California flea-market dealers, Maisel states that most material falls into two categories, 'an item is either of utility or of cultural significance' (Maisel, 1974:496). Utilitarian objects he states are often priced according to their replacement cost on the retail market, but 'cultural' objects are harder to price. He bears out the practices of Morgan and the three dealers cited above:

'Antiques, collectibles, memorabilia, or "funk" cannot be evaluated in terms of their use value or compared with their new counterparts, but must be assessed in terms of highly specialised market knowledge. Further, the swiftly moving currents of fashionable interest in nostalgia reshapes these markets in an almost dizzying way.' (Maisel, 1974:496)

Regular dealers at boot fairs know what sells and what they need to stock up on. They often arrive earlier than the 'one-shotters' (Maisel, 1974:496) who have genuinely come to sell the contents of their attic, and see if they have anything they can buy cheaply from them to sell at higher prices to an informed clientele later on. Maisel found that such dealers varied in their approaches to this. Some disguised their intentions whilst others were open (Maisel, 1974:497).

**Catalogues and price guides**

There are of course an ever increasing number of catalogues and price guides for virtually anything that can be collected. There is a split in the collecting world as to the
worth of such guides. Some strongly dislike price guides, blaming them for increasing the costs on markets and fairs:

'Kovel wants to put a book out on swizzle sticks. Of course that will kill the business. It'll make the prices sky high like antiques and everything else went.' (Tuchman, 1994:39)

Others see them as a bonus which enables them to know if they're being overcharged or finding a bargain on market stalls. On the positive side, price guides do provide a stable pricing system for collectable commodities; Stanley Gibbons (stamps) and Spinx (coins) are amongst the most respected price guides. It also makes it harder for the dealers such as Morgan, to pull one over the 'mug punter' when both dealer and buyer know the book price of an object (see Stoller, 1984:93). However, one disadvantage is that when an acknowledged authority on a subject dominates the pricing in the guides, there is the potential for manipulation of the market. Stoller cites one example of a leading price guide contributor in American baseball cards, who regularly undervalues those he wishes to buy and overvalues those he wishes to sell (Stoller, 1984:103n.8).

In Britain, the book price for Robinson's golly brooches in some price guides, is so low that collectors do not take them seriously. Collectors have contributed their knowledge to the compilation of their own guide for golly brooches, which gives information on all aspects of collecting them other than what to pay (Dodds, 1994:6-7). The demand for golly brooches is now so widespread that there is a parallel market in reproductions (sold as such) and fakes of the older, rarer ones. Therefore they are on a par with more conventional collectable material which is more often faked, especially in the area of pottery or paintings. Ironically, the quality of many of the legitimate reproductions is far superior to the contemporary acrylic gollies issued by Robinsons. Collectors put great store by the non-reproducibility of an 'authentic' collectable object. That is to say that if it is reproduced, it must be clearly marketed as a reproduction. This is usually the province of the heritage industry and national trust shops.

Maisel concluded that the motivations of most flea market traders was based on idealisations. Some lived in hope of a big find which would facilitate better things for them. Sociability was another motivation where:

'economic exchange is seen as incidental to social pleasantry. Buying is "finding nice things", selling is performing "a service" or "sharing with others one's own pleasures".' (Maisel, 1974:502)
Ultimately he concludes;

'It provides participants with a sense of risk, uncertainty, consequential chance and thus produces experiences usually absent in ordinary social life.' (Maisel, 1974:503)

If so, dealing (the pragmatic) and collecting (the romantic) have a shared hyperreality, and both provide a form of escape from routine. It would though, be as equally true to argue that the boot sale, like collecting, offers an alternative society and actually offers more hope and optimism about it than the reality of day to day living.

**Limited editions and manufactured collectibles**

The manufactured 'limited editions' are as derided by dealers (Morgan, 1993:83) as they are by collectors. Therefore as Belk (1995:57-59) and Olmsted (1991:293) assert, such material as sold by the Franklin Mint, is not bought by 'real' collectors. The elusive nature of how or why people begin to collect is exemplified through the full-page adverts, usually in the colour supplements of the Sunday papers. They operate on the notion that collecting is based on investment (hence the limited edition nature of the objects) or serialisation (collecting the set over a period). These are the hooks used for bate, together with rhapsodising the intrinsic beauty of the piece and attention to detail, the dignity with which it is made. For example, one such advert which appeared in *What's On T.V* magazine (31:07:1993:3) for a series of enamelled thimbles had the following highlighted subheadings: 'rare museum pieces'; 'lavishly decorated'; '22 carat gold'; 'special collectors price'; 'free display cabinet'. The nature of the publications in which they are advertised (colour supplements, women's magazines) suggest a target audience comprised largely of the middle-aged and retired, with disposable income (there is a paper waiting to be written on the nature, impact and perceived clientele of these adverts). Olmsted sees the collectors initiation thus:

'Recruitment to a specific collectors' world through collecting a specific class of objects is associated with the collectors' perception of passion for the specific object. Sometimes entry is a change in perception: Objects are acquired before they are seen as a collection'. (Olmsted, 1991:299).

The kind of material that manufacturers such as Royal Doulton and the Franklin Mint promote, can be read as an attempt to convince middle class, middle aged women that their family dinner service which was a wedding present, or the decorative wall plaque
or plate bought as a souvenir years ago, are actually collectable. They will, it is implied, be enhanced by additions to them from the manufacturers' 'collection'. In this sense then, the existing decorative possessions in such houses are recommodified as collectibles. The manufacturers seek to persuade the reader of the advert that what they have in their home is something other or more than they think it is which should be added to. Therefore recommodification and hyperreality are being transmitted psychologically at long-distance.

Conversely the example of the *Swatch*, would show the opposite. The brainchild of Nicholas Hayek, the Swatch is a cheap watch sold in a range of innovative plastic designs. Some of these are marketed as limited editions and some are only sold in one country. Collectors can never tell which will be available where, and a number of very exclusive designs have been made for the famous which are numbered and consequently become valuable. One such example, in a limited edition of 120, sold for £13,200 at Christie's in 1989 (*Windsor*, 1994:61). This could perhaps be usefully distinguished as commodity buying. That is to say, such items which come readily available through shops, masquerade as collectibles. By utilising the collectors mind set to make them attractive, by retiring pieces to make them more desirable, but always ensuring supply, they impersonate a 'genuine' collectable.

The Collectable World Studios in Staffordshire make a whole range of such items. Small (and larger) pottery and metal figures, grouped together in series. Examples include Piggin (as 'Pig In Clover'), a range of model humorous pigs; pocket dragons; Isis rising (a range of bronze fantasy figures); Wizards and Dragons and Land of Legend. These ranges are split into three distinct international collectors clubs: Pocket Dragons and Friends Collectors' Club; Land of Legend Fellowship and Piggin Collectors' Club (*Sue Holmes, pers. comm. 1994*). These are initiated and run by the company itself. Sue Holmes, the manager of these various clubs, states their aims as follows:

'*to provide as much information as possible to our members by way of magazines, catalogues, providing opportunities to meet the artists by touring both here and abroad, by enabling members to have a tour of the studios and also a freephone number which connects members directly to our three members of staff.*'  
(*Sue Holmes, pers. comm., 1994*)
The company has: ‘...in excess of 20,000 people on (their) mailing lists’ (Sue Holmes, pers.comm.1994) which demonstrates the success of the captive audience strategy. The drip-feeding of new additions to this kind of collectors market, indicates that their is as big, if not a bigger constituency of passive collectors than active ones. 'Real' collectors, see this sort of activity as frippery and no more than a marketing ploy. 'Real' collectors only collect that which was not intended to be collected. The marketing of all sorts of commodities as collectibles and limited editions successfully harnesses the fascination with collecting for commercial ends. This is most obviously demonstrated by the current trend in making confectionery in limited edition flavours (see Plate 2).

Collecting can be conditioned by difference (a teacher collecting guns) or sameness (a postal employee collecting stamps). These, Olmsted defines as recuperative-compensatory leisure and role determined leisure (Olmsted,1991:299n9). Legitimate businesses who once distanced themselves from collectors have now targeted them as a lucrative market. Belk cites the example of the post office. The American and Canadian post offices initially made it illegal to buy and sell used stamps at more than face value (Belk,1995:55). Now, along with the British post office, they manufacture and aim products specifically for collectors such as postcards of stamp designs. This is the kind of activity that has turned many collectors away from the hobby (such as Tony in Chapter Five).

Sizing the punter

Morgan discusses at some length the 'sizing up' of a potential punter. There are no prices on the goods for sale. The price depends on the appearance, verbal and body language of the punter. If they look disguised (i.e. middle class dressing down to try and get a better price) he will usually spot it and charge twice as much (Morgan, 1993:90-91). He employs psychology and lists a whole range of buying signs conveyed by body language from a punter (Morgan, 1993:98-99). To get the best prices, presentation is important. Morgan warns against using vans to sell from: 'vans say "trade" which makes the punter wary' (Morgan, 1993:13). Morgan's 'professional' advice is endorsed by an article on boot sales in a woman's magazine, which warns readers to avoid: 'Sellers with large vans or signs who are more likely to be traders.' (Drummond, 1996:150). Morgan further asserts that: 'Joe Public in his quaint way,
likes to think he's dealing with an amateur, not with a pro trader unless he's selling new goods...' (Morgan, 1993:14). This is not just Morgan's bias. It is born out by the American commentator on garage sales who found that: 'There are too many of them, you don't find treasures anymore' (Herrmann and Soiffer, 1989:403). A Brighton car boot buyer complained that car boot sales are full of traders, not ordinary people with stuff from their attics (Scrimpers, 31:10:1994).

On a lower economic level yet, raiding dustbins, or 'bin diving' as Morgan calls it (or 'skip raiding') for thrown away stuff, is also viewed positively. Morgan believes most people will not mind you doing this if you ask them first because from an ecological point of view, people would be happier having their rubbish put to use rather than buried in a tip. One American, Ward Harrison, has turned this into an art form by raiding the rubbish bins of the famous in the Hollywood Hills (Mueller, 1993:59-60). Even on the council tips there are the 'shitehawks', those who make a living from scavenging tips (Morgan, 1993:39). It may be that the original owner of an item will sell it second-hand or sell it on a boot sale. If thrown away however, the netherworld of bin divers and tip scavengers takes over and recommodifies the secret life of the object! This is aided by the cash economy nature of second-hand goods in most arenas. Morgan advises against taking cheques (or 'kites' as he calls them): 'NO NO NO. Not ever. Never!! At boots it's CASH ONLY. Even with a bankers card they can be dodgy' (Morgan, 1993:62). In the informal economy, cash is king, largely due to the undeclared nature of the earnings made through such transactions. It should though, be said many traders in the author's experience are willing to accept cheques.

It is important to differentiate between those who attend as buyers, or sellers on a casual basis (which may depend on the weather, or leisure activity options etc.) and those who will always attend as a matter of routine. The latter category apply to Stebbins' serious leisure cadre, for whom the Sunday boot sale is a commitment, and therefore work-like. Vendors attend in the expectation of obtaining good prices for what they see largely as inexplicably desirable by the public, whilst buyers attend in anticipation of the bargain. The vendor (or those resembling Morgan) believes that there is always a mug punter willing to part with too much money for an item; the
buyer believes that the vendor doesn’t often know what they’re selling and so prices can be haggled down. The air of expectation that applies at sales time in the high street shops applies permanently in the informal economy. There is also a love / hate relationship between collectors and dealers at all events be they collectors fairs or car-boot sales. The collector resents the dealer for owning what the collector wants, and being in the position to ask for and get the price required. The collector though, also depends on the dealer to supply the goods, which they might otherwise not have been able to get, or may never have even known about. Therefore their relationship is at one and the same time oppositional and co-operative.

Collectors as dealers / dealers as collectors

In many cases collectors who develop a sophisticated knowledge of their subject, or who patronise a wide circle of dealers and collectors fairs, become dealers, even if only part-time. This is a poacher turned gamekeeper syndrome. To some collectors the idea of dealing is obnoxious, as Christ reported in his study of elderly, American stamp collectors:

'To me, stamp dealing never entered my mind. The way I saw it, you couldn't collect and deal at the same time, because then you had to think of your collection as so much "merchandise". I love stamps too much.' (Christ, 1965:99)

Conversely, another retired man, a lifelong stamp collector saw his activities as an investment fund, which far outweighed the potential of pension plans. He held onto his stamp collection in the most adverse of economic circumstances, when he was laid off work. When he was working he put aside spare stamps with a rarity value as a nest-egg. He then began selling the reserve collection at stamp fairs and made enough money to have a good retirement: 'I got my own social security - you get what I mean?' (Christ, 1965:107). In Britain as state pensions become increasingly meagre and private pension plans are seen as being run by financial sharks, the use of judicious collecting may well come to be a legitimate long-term pension plan.

Auctions

Glancy (1988) and Danet & Katriel (1989) amongst others, conclude that collecting is about play. The auction it is suggested is a play world setting for adults (Glancy,
1988:135). The auctioneer is portrayed as a play leader who initiates the trance and encourages bidders to play his game (Glancy, 1988:143-4). Ultimately, the auction is "...a display of work skill by the auctioneer who creates contests for non-serious use of money for tangible prizes that represent honourable achievement." (Glancy, 1988:151)

Belk concludes that auctions turn commodities into sacred collectibles (Belk, 1995:69). He gives four examples of excuses (he calls them sins) that collectors give for buying, which in an auction situation are no doubt heightened: 1). to blame the collecting instinct on human nature, to believe it is unavoidable; 2). to cite investment as a reason; 3). to call it a disease, which amounts to a denial of responsibility; 4). to portray oneself as a saviour of a lost, neglected or endangered object. (Belk, 1995:78-81). Pearce meanwhile surmises that it is competition which drives the adrenaline and is the same drive to head a queue for a village fete, as for an important auction sale (Pearce, 1992:51)

An auction of collectibles at Phillips in London (attended by the author, May, 1994) tended to bear out some of these hypotheses. Unsuccessful bidders for 'lots' either dismissed the price paid by the winner as excessive and thus exonerated themselves from not successfully bidding for the lot under bid, or they approached the successful bidder in an attempt to make a higher offer, or to purchase a part of the lot which they especially wanted. Those lots which remained unsold at the end of the auction were privately canvassed from the vendor by auction attenders, for an amount reasonably below the reserve price. This was portrayed as a subterfuge to get the lot cheaper, but was almost certainly not the case, despite the contrary beliefs engendered by such programmes as Lovejoy (BBC TV). The purchasing of an unsold lot after the auctions finish, was more to do with not wanting to come away empty handed or disappointed. Even if part or the majority of the lot was unwanted, or would be used for exchange or resale rather than as an addition to the attenders own collection, approaches were made.

As discussed in Chapter Six, collectors' clubs can act as alternative communities and serve as a legitimising structure. The publications, especially the club journals (see Appendix Three) are the material link between the members. The auction acts in the
same way. Smith (1989) remarks that auctions legitimise acquisition, by knowing that others were willing to pay almost as much for the item, whilst for sellers it serves to reassure that the item was sold at the highest price that the market would stand at that time (Smith, 1989:90). A further organic link between auction practice and collectors’ clubs is made, when Smith observes that:

'When strong communities exist, the particular practice whatever it might be, is commonly accepted. When such communities do not exist, there is more concern with legitimating the practice'.

(Smith, 1989:99)

In this respect, the inclusion of the profane (e.g. set sales and items for auction) is tolerated in the pages of the sacred (the collectors’ club journals), if the vendor is a club member. The prices and practice are then considered ‘legitimate’ if proffered by one from amongst their community (see Appendix Three). Conversely the pages of the collecting press are often scattered with scornful letters and comments about ‘external’ vendors (traders) at fairs and collectors’ shops. They are sometimes perceived as outside of the community. Some collectors see them as hawks who target the ‘legitimate’ community as soft touches (Morgan, 1993 seems to justify their distrust). Others though, strike up long-term relationships with dealers and facilitate many additions to the collection as a result.

Although Smith’s is probably the most in-depth study of auctions from a sociological aspect, he does not make reference to postal auctions (he refers to ‘sealed bid’ auctions, but these are more associated with business contracts). In this scenario, the items on offer are listed or photocopied and distributed to club members through the pages of the journal. Bids are invited, with a closing date, usually within two weeks of the journal’s publication. Successful bidders are then notified by post. This differs markedly from other auctions, as neither the vendor nor vendee are present at the sale. This interestingly, has more in common with the internet and virtual communities than with conventional auctions. The (usually cheaply photocopied) image of the auction item invites curiosity and repeated examination in an attempt to give three dimensions
in the minds eye to the one dimensional image, until such time as it might be ‘won’. In this scenario, the object’s poetic aura can be extended over a period of time, until the outcome of the bid is made known. In the author’s experience, the postal auction is the type in which collectors of small, easily transportable items most often take part.

Market trading

Car-boot sales are not the only street-culture environments from which client-patron apprenticeships are served. Market pitching is another informal training in the art of commodity trading. One market trader, Mick Gill-Carson, who sells from Birmingham’s Bullring market, has sought to professionalise his presentation to the public. He watches comedians on T.V: 'I miss half the gags because I’m watching their delivery, how they get the audience back if they lose them' (The Pitcher, Channel 4, 1995). A 'system worker' has the same 'spiel' everyday Carson asserts: 'I'm not a system worker. I believe I can get people tightly packed in, relaxed, smiling. I can sell anything to them' (The Pitcher, Channel 4, 1995). He tries to buy cheaper than things are made for, such as end of the line things that can be bought very cheap, because money has already been made on the first three quarters of the sale. He also buys large quantities of mail-order catalogue surplus material: 'My magic figures are 50p or £1.00. I mark up 25%, but may only make ten pence on something. It keeps the punters happy, even if I have a bad week, and I'll hopefully get a better deal next week'. His favourite customers are middle-aged Afro-Caribbean women, because they have a good sense of humour, they like a laugh. He's now opened two shops called 'It's A Knockout'. His market call is: 'I'm the cheapest, I'm the best, buy from Mickey and f... the rest'. (The Pitcher, Channel 4, 1995).

Exchange

Bartering is normally associated with underdeveloped societies or advanced ones whose economies have collapsed such as Germany in the early 1920's. However, in late twentieth century Europe, exchange of collectable as well as everyday things has become a growth industry. Latterly, the rise of the number of free advertisement papers has demonstrated the importance of bartering. The symbolic exchange value of the object often overrides any financial value (Baudrillard, 1975; 1981). To Debord this
would represent the decontextualisation of the object implying: ‘that which appears is good, that which is good appears (Debord, 1983:12) in which: ‘...the concrete life of everyone has been degraded into a speculative universe’ (Debord, 1983:19). Classified advertisement papers are to the nineties: ‘...what car boot sales were to the eighties: popular marketplaces which somehow catch the enthusiasms of the moment’ (Chesshyre, 1995:5).

One of these papers, Loot is now even sponsoring a television series, Carlton Television’s The Exchange. Here the practical needs or the hyperreal desires of the public are indulged on air via a huge database, people are matched who have offers and wanted items to exchange. In programme one, (broadcast on 23/04/95), a century old French stove was exchanged for a top loading pottery kiln; seven Doulton character jugs were exchanged for a long case grandfather clock; a man with a reproduction nineteenth century suit of armour sought an exchange for a rough terrain pickup truck. The programme featured a ‘profile’ spot, in this case Andy Fleetwood who had a large outdoor steam train layout he wanted to exchange for a working traction steam roller ‘to play with’. The star exchange was someone wanting to part with a 1969 Rolls Royce for a Suzuki Vitaria automatic. The point here is, that the items on offer or wanted were seen largely to have a material worth above their utilitarian one. No doubt economics played a large part, but the idea of exchanging exotic or esoteric objects rather than buying them has an appeal which supersedes the purely financial one.

Conclusion

The museum professional may know full well what to look for in terms of fakes and reproductions within their own speciality, but they are not likely to be able to within the field of the popular collectable. It is necessary therefore to be able to call on expert advice. This advice would come largely from collectors and dealers who are used to seeing multitudes of the social historical material that museums still need, even if only for temporary exhibitions. The current communication arrangements are outlined in Figure 6 (a) whilst a more preferable arrangement is set out in Figure 6 (b). Ultimately,
A
In this scenario, collectors and market dealers are as close as museums and art galleries are to auction houses. The market dealer may approach an auction house if he feels he has a suitable rare item, but is unlikely to approach a museum. This would be left to the auction house, by which time more competition will have generally been aroused.

B
In this scenario, collectors acting as scouts or agents, seek objects on behalf of the museum. The collector’s relationship with market dealers may often enable them to make a better deal than if it had gone to auction. The material going through the auction house will then be largely from private individual sources rather than from the public domain. The extending of museum acquisition procedures to collectors would be the equivalent of an ethical investment.
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POTENTIAL CLIENT-PATRON RELATIONSHIPS
museums must recognise and accept that the nature of the material that will represent mid to late twentieth century society, will not be quite the same as in previous generations. They in tandem with collectors, are best placed to save the best representative collection possible, if they work together. Mass-produced items have been eagerly sought for design exhibitions and domestic life displays by museums in the past. The contemporary nature of limited edition culture in today's Britain has further stories to tell in a museum context. By the very nature of the ephemerality of the material involved in such a culture, it stands to reason that collectors are the obvious choice as a museum agency to obtain such material.
CHAPTER 9
CONCLUSION

As outlined in the introduction to this study, the paths taken by collecting behaviour are multifarious. So, when all is said and done, what does collecting tell us about ourselves? Historically, we have seen how collecting behaviour has been variously sanctioned and deplored at different times since the mid nineteenth century. Women have been 'permitted' to collect when it has been seen as a harmless indulgence or pastime, but once such objects as they have collected have shown signs of financial value, they were appropriated by men as business ventures. Women attempting to collect on the same terms as men (i.e. scientifically rather than decoratively) often protested that they were being marginalised by men's appropriation and control of the practice. That this happened at roughly the same time as the women's suffrage movement was at its height (1890's-1910's) is perhaps not coincidental. As a more obscure example of yet another social sphere which men controlled, it fits well into the wider pattern of social convention of the period. This would explain why the blue china and its circle of women collectors of the late nineteenth century has remained more of a folk memory than a historical fact. Had it been deemed worthy of men's attention in the same way stamps were, we should have heard a lot more about it. Certainly in 1920's and 1930's America, hobbies generally, as we have seen, were promoted as an alternative means of earning a living or in which to apply the work ethic.

Contemporary popular collecting has very strong surrogate work ethic traits, at least for men, who commodified it as such in the first place. For women, it seems more often to offer the means of building friendship networks and consolidating mutual support structures. For one hundred years or so then, it would seem that popular collecting has been a material expression of socially approved gender roles. What is collected, the way it is collected, the subliminal implications it posits and the social attitude towards it, all suggest this. In contemporary terms, as our society has become increasingly refined and market dominated, so popular collecting has been used to reify this. Collecting is variously used to resist the intensity of the hard sell by the spectacle; as talismans or a means of self assurance; as a vehicle for the reconstruction of identity and as a vessel for the safe keeping of personal values. In short, popular collecting represents the externalisation of the values, anxieties and enthusiasms of society at any given point in time.
Objects are a language, collecting is a dialect of that language. That which we strive for (consciously and subconsciously) through collecting is the articulation of this dialect. The urge or instinct to collect is seemingly inherent in human nature but becomes activated in various ways. As was explored in Chapter Five, it can be something as basic as a pleasingly smooth stone or a small cache of broken coloured glass which catches our imagination at a point in time when we are preoccupied with changes in our lives and values. We articulate our sense of right and wrong or grievances through collecting objects. We use objects psychologically and culturally as a means of resistance. They can also act as material protests or talismans against perceived injustice or social demons that possess us in some way. Being inherent, collecting behaviour is prone to spontaneity in its expression. This is perhaps why it is so often attributed to serendipity. In consumer society, there are more potential triggers to initiate it; the variety of consumables enables us to create our own values and taxonomies for it. Fluctuations in the stability of social structures and the undermining of our confidence in ourselves are reflected through collecting behaviour, as discussed in Chapter Four. Self-defined taxonomy is subversive and an assertion of independence from the intention of the spectacle, resulting in the reinterpretation of objects in our own aesthetic likeness. A complete set of stamps from lowest to highest values exemplifies the engraver’s art but to include the one in which the monarch’s head is printed invertedly is to deify the flaw, to subvert by valuing the rejected and to turn printer’s waste into a desirable commodity.

The spectacle takes our anxiety about social and economic inclusion and commodifies it through limited editions. We are encouraged to feel anxious about not being able to get such objects (cars, consumables and collectibles) if we delay in ordering them. Increasingly, employment practice adopts the same traits of limited editions, in that short-term and temporary contracts, cover periods for absentee employees etc. all have a clearly limited time span to them. In this sense, collecting can be seen as very much a behavioural trait of a wider cultural malaise. As jobs disappear, collecting seems to increase. Completing sets of collectibles (whether marketed as such or self-defined) takes on a heightened sense of accomplishment in the absence of workplace achievement. To be ‘part of’ rather than ‘excluded from’ is a natural human instinct. Collecting helps us feel we belong. It variously helps us to feel civically reconnected in an age of social atomisation or reassures us that we are fulfilling our modernist function as consumers.
That collecting is essentially a leisure pursuit has been axiomatic, probably for as long as collecting has existed. This should now be superseded by a more sophisticated understanding of the complexities of collecting behaviour which hitherto has been attributed largely to psychological maladies. Stebbins’s idea of serious leisure, as elaborated in Chapter Four, provides us with a useful cultural template. That collecting is as much about work as leisure is a concept now gaining more acceptance (Gelber, 1991; Gregson and Crewe, 1997; Chibnall, forthcoming). If collections are a narrative (Bal, 1994), then the objects that comprise them are the vocabulary. To utilise or articulate this vocabulary, one has to become one with it. The objects become extensions of the self (Belk, 1988b; Lancaster and Foddy, 1988). The stories objects tell are largely reiterations of our own sentiments and values (Stewart, 1984; Gordon, 1986; Pearce, 1995). Through them, we strive to make subtle and sometimes grandiose statements which words do not empower us to make in everyday life. Objects liberate us from the inadequacies of verbal language and facilitate a parallel one. We survey the collection in the same way we might chant a mantra. Collections exercise a self-hypnosis on us and we psyche ourselves up with them to face the world anew.

As conventional employment shrinks and centralised workplaces decline, new social arenas of interaction and competition, in which a newly re-articulated work ethic can be applied, begin to appear and multiply. Car-boot sales are perhaps the most common. They are events which mimic the corporate aspirations of the times. They are business arenas, with low overheads and a peripatetic structure, geared for maximum profit. They require an early start, typically by 7.00.am for the vendor and are therefore imbued with the rigidity of time keeping of the factory clock. They involve competition for both vendor and customer which generates anticipation and excitement, elements missing from the low paid and soulless service sector many now find themselves working in. They also require judgement and acumen in buying, pitching and selling, thereby incorporating management skills. Car-boot sales, collectors’ fairs and flea markets are also celebratory. Given that what they deal in is largely (though not exclusively) second-hand material, they can be read as arenas of recommodification in which objects can be salvaged and imbued with alternative meanings, hostile to the spectacle.

‘Truth’ or the ‘real’ are speculative. It depends on how one perceives things. The spectacle seeks to define itself as ‘the truth’. Collecting (as resistance) seeks other truths and realities in the spectacle’s projections and produce. This is often subversive (e.g. the collection of airline
sick bags or pulp fiction). Placing value on the worthless is an act of independence from the spectacle’s influence. By not identifying with the intended meaning of the spectacle’s output, but subverting it or aspiring to control it (e.g. collecting MacDonald’s give-away premiums), collecting can be perceived as a self-defensive process. In short, the spectacle disguises or conceals (i.e. recommodifies) meaning whilst collecting reveals (i.e. decommodifies) it. In furtherance of this, a game of cat and mouse ensues between the spectacle and collectors. As material with immediate commodity value becomes regarded as collectable, so the spectacle seeks to appropriate the trend by re-marketing the commodity as a collectable. At the same time it does so, the commodity ceases to be desired by collectors for this very reason and new territories and material are sought instead.

The aim of the spectacle is not to hypnotise the consumer with a dazzling array of new innovations, but rather to present the new or the wondrous as essential, everyday conventions and accoutrements. These demand assimilation and commitment from the consumer in order for them to know that they ‘belong’. If people at any one time make a loud enough protest against this, the spectacle simply shifts to commodify the protesters own social values. This is essentially how the corporate world was ‘greened’. It is how financial institutions acquired consciences about ethical investment and how distaste for the material hedonism of the 1980’s led to the marketing concept of the ‘caring nineties’. There is no altruism involved, just market response. It is therefore no surprise that for eighteen years, Conservative governments, which always denied the existence of society and which always advocated the abandonment of governmental responsibility of its citizens’ best interests to the spectacle, should have sought to accommodate its every requirement. Collecting allows the individual to make choices over the collection’s environment. It allows the collector to see reflected what they most want to see in it. This is in contrast to the spectacle, which like any monopoly, only concedes the illusion of choice.

Collectors may play along with the spectacle’s recommodification of products (e.g. through infantilisation). Like the collectors of model vehicle variations however, it is often on the collectors own terms. The intention (i.e. to sell limited editions) may be subverted. The provision and decision making processes affecting the material collected can be ignored by the target group (the collectors). That which was never meant for them (e.g. pre-production models and production variations) become the desired. Tony (Chapter Five) illustrates this in
Given that most contemporary collectibles are the products of mass-production, collecting can be seen as a means of individualising the uniformity of the mass-produced. In a consumer society, we all look for ways to alleviate the routine of the functional. In collecting, a certain depth or another dimension is found. This is expressed through swap-meets, collectors' fairs, flea markets, car-boot sales and auctions. Nowhere however, is it more pronounced than in the collectors' club. Only here does the collector associate socially with others of like mind. At the club meeting, collectors can relax in their role and do not have to explain, justify or defend their interests. In the club, they are amongst a chosen few. Here, the indulgences of collecting can be admitted or revelled in, notes compared and commitments for future engagements made. In other scenarios, although collectors might gather en masse, such as at swap-meets, fairs and auctions, collectors are essentially competing for acquisitions. They are acting alone, even in a group. Within the club, they are part of a cadre with whom collecting can become a shared experience. Although men's collecting is competitive, the club more often acts as an arena for mutual showmanship. This is variously expressed by the displaying of collections; allowing access to unusual varieties of the collected object owned; benefiting other members with accrued knowledge and where seasoned collectors can display largesse in giving duplicates away or exchanging them on very favourable terms to lesser endowed collectors. This confers status and rank within the club and is also a competitive trait. Conversely, it can be read as a male coded example of the friendship network paradigm, more common in women's social organisation.

Since the mid nineteenth century, the collecting of things has been associated either with education or celebration. These idioms were re-exemplified in the People's Shows of the early 1990's. These collections shown as spectacle, sit comfortably in the tradition of both the convention of museum display and in the wider sociological arena of consumer studies. The idea of collecting as a deeper, darker and more potent expression of disquiet has yet to be explored in a museological context. For it to be so would probably require a closer relationship with and a stronger trust of collectors. The museum's experience of the collector is largely positive, as Tables 16-18, 19-23 and 26-29 indicate. Lovatt's (1995) survey of museums participating in the People's Show Festival of 1994 also indicates this. A local
register of collectors would be a good starting point, based on the list of contributors to People’s Shows. For museums without such initial resources to draw on, the template used by participating museums could be used to attract an initial collectors’ group (through the use of local advertising). If such local registers were co-ordinated nationally through bodies such as the Museums Association and the various collectors’ clubs (who could be encouraged to start an umbrella group), then a very valuable knowledge sharing forum could be established. This does however, require museums to treat collectors and their organisations seriously rather than parochially. As a result individual collectors would be recruited into collectors’ clubs and museums would be better informed about a specific range of material. Museums would have a ready resource on which to draw for exhibitions and for contextual research information. In forming a wider and stronger front with collectors, museums could also be widening their own support base at institutional level and as a lobbying body.

As we near the third millennium, it seems increasingly likely that new alliances will be forged in the museum sector. In recent years, museums have had to increasingly find alternative sources of funding. The National Lottery, European and business partnership funding account for an ever growing share of museum income whilst core funding withers away. This has happened at a time when museums have been fundamentally questioning their future role. Objects, if current trends are anything to go by, will cease to be central to the museum’s purpose. Museums may become centres or spaces in which the collections are used as props or interior decoration for wooing corporate sponsorship (see Weeks, 1997:26-29 for the Museum Association’s ethical guidelines on this issue). In order to survive, the concern about funding may override museums social provision role and render them little more than hospitality suites for local authority receptions and self-promotional exercises in order to attract publicity or investment. In such circumstances, collectors would be a natural ally for any professional counter offensive.

The internet poses an interesting pointer to the future. Its proponents cite its democratic nature firstly, in its ability to make images of objects universally available and secondly, through its role in bringing people together with similar material interests, so that they may more usefully pursue them (McGee Wood, 1997). Its detractors cite the failure of the present generation to engage socially or to seek ‘real’ experiences, instead preferring to absorb simulations of them (Zinberg, 1996). In practice, there is probably more symbiotic than
oppositional credibility here. However, it remains to be seen to what extent digital imagery displaces the traditional object centred display and how the coming of digital interactive television will deter engagement with the material environment. It remains a fact that the wealth of knowledge and contacts that collectors and their organisations have are a resource museums should be actively canvassing as a means of widening cultural access. As Tables 4-6 and 11-15 indicate, collectors' clubs are proactive and industrious in pursuit of their aims, which stand in contrast to the attitude of museums who still seem to feel that the fact that they exist is advertisement enough to draw their requirements to them. If museums are (or should be) about telling stories, opening gateways to our past, they are also commentators on our present and our future. The story of our own *fin de siècle* however, will need to be told if we are to understand the social, economic and technological changes in our society. As things currently are, museums are going to find it difficult to do this without assistance from outside agencies. If corporate partners are important for the financial survival of museums, then collectors' organisations are important as social partners for the survival of the museum's interpretative role. Collectors' sources should also become museum sources. If the current trend and interest in objects and collecting are subconsciously motivated by a *fin de siècle* anxiety, it does not mean that this impetus should be lost when such anxieties subside. Museums have started to tap the resource that this social insecurity offers, and are thus offered the opportunity to produce a positive outcome from a negative experience. It would be to everyone's loss if the opportunity was not built upon.

It is likely that the collecting behaviour of the late twentieth century will survive as a historical and social record. We have the benefits of television and video which Victorian collectors did not have. The reflections in these media of the contemporary fascination with collecting should in time come to be seen in context as an aspect of the social anxiety and insecurity felt by so many at the end of the twentieth century. To deepen such understanding, oral testimonies from collectors should be collected. Reflection and thought should be encouraged in collectors on their subliminal reasons for collecting, whilst museum initiatives, building on the work of the People's Shows should be implemented. The utilisation of their outcomes, findings and insights could hold great importance psychologically, sociologically and museologically. These could be used to open doors to other realities, values and concepts of belief that still require some cultural distance to be travelled before we are able to adequately comprehend them.
APPENDIX ONE:

EXAMPLES OF QUESTIONNAIRES.

Club Questionnaire

1. Management

Has your club published a catalogue or list of all known examples of the items your members collect?

Yes  No  Being considered

Are there any special materials used by club members for storage / display, or cleaning and maintaining their collections?

Yes  No

Has your club any affiliations with any other organisations?

Yes  No  Being considered

How often does your club meet?

Nationally___________ per year  Locally___________ per year

What form do the club meetings predominantly take?

Discussion of rules/constitution  Swap meetings  Other

ANY FURTHER COMMENTS ON ANY OF THE ABOVE INFORMATION

2. Museums

Has your club had any contact with museums?

Yes  No  Don't know

If yes, was the experience: satisfactory  Unsatisfactory
What would be your response to the idea of training in object conservation for private collectors from museum staff?

Positive  Indifferent  Negative

What is your reaction to the idea of private collectors working more closely with museums?

Positive  Indifferent  Negative

What areas, if any do you feel your club could be of service to museums?

What areas if any, do you feel museums could be of service to your club?

ANY FURTHER COMMENTS ON ANY OF THE ABOVE INFORMATION

3. Statistical Analysis

What are the percentages of male and female members in your club?

Male  Female

What is the percentage of junior (under 16) members in your club?

%

What percentage of your members are also members of other collecting clubs that you know of?

%

How many members does your club currently have?

How many members would you expect to gain or lose in a year?
To your knowledge, how many corresponding secretaries has your club had since its initiation?

ANY FURTHER COMMENT ON ANY OF THE ABOVE INFORMATION
**Museum Questionnaire**

Have you made use of private collectors / collections at all over the last decade in any capacity?

If yes, in what capacity?

How did you contact them?

How do you rate their contribution?

If no, have you ever considered using them?

How would you react to the idea of suitable collectors acting as ‘foster keepers’ as an alternative to de-accessioning an object or for freeing storage space for other objects?

With alarm (why?)

With reservations (why?)

With enthusiasm (why?)

What is your reaction to the proposition that training in basic curatorial practice be provided for interested private collectors?

Has your museum sales point ever marketed any items with the collecting fraternity in mind?

If yes, what?

If no, has the idea ever arisen?

If yes, why was it not implemented?

In what areas if any, do you feel collecting clubs could be of service to museums?

In what areas, if any do you feel your museum could be of service to collectors?
APPENDIX TWO

METHODOLOGY

Questionnaire methodology

Questionnaires were sent to three groups of institutions: local authority museums, independent museums and collectors’ clubs in 1994. Local authority and independent museums were treated separately in order to see how they differed from each other, especially as many independent museums are private collections given public access.

The purpose of the questionnaires was to evaluate attitudes of practising museum staff towards collectors and collectors’ clubs towards museums. The questionnaires were designed to incorporate both quantitative and qualitative information. This was necessary in order to sample professional attitudes of museum staff and collectors club experiences with museums. Since museum staff were not only being asked for their personal opinions, but for the experiences of their institutions with collectors, it was only fair to compare like with like (as near as could be achieved) by sampling the experiences of collectors’ institutions - their clubs.

The qualitative data has been organised and interpreted using cluster analysis. The percentage rates have been rounded down to the nearest whole percentage point. The discounted fractions amount in total within each table from between one and six, with one at eight per cent (Table 26, Independent Museums). The higher range relates only where there are a high number of qualitative answers, often with only one answer applicable to the category. As one answer only equals a fraction of one percent it has been discounted. The cluster groupings under which the answers have been arranged, are necessarily subjective, but approximate as closely as possible to the original answers. In some cases, only one opinion has been given a certain point of view. While this could sometimes be more conveniently incorporated into a general answer cluster, it has sometimes been included in its own right in order to demonstrate the paucity of what might seem an obvious answer. For instance Table 26 asks collectors’ clubs how they feel they could be of service to museums, only one answered ‘publicity’. In other cases it is because the answer itself is unusual. Table 27 asks in what way collectors’ clubs feel museums could be of service to them; one answered ‘loans’.
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The results have been listed in order of the greatest frequency of reply. This is exempted in Tables 1-3 because they deal with percentages according to numeric categories. The answers that were given to some questions were often multiple rather than single opinions. In order to represent as accurate an opinion as possible, the first opinion given by the respondent in the questionnaire was used, assuming this to be the most important or most obvious answer to the respondent. For instance, Table 19 lists 'loans' as the primary capacity in which local authority museums have made use of collectors. Of the 196 replies, 107 (54%) list loans as a sole use of collectors. However, 29 (14%) further respondents listed loans plus other capacities of use. This is listed separately in order to illustrate the range of museum experience. Where 'scouts' occurs in the replies, this means the use of collectors as a means of searching for, and informing the museum of finds of material on its wanted list.

There are questions which have elicited qualitative replies, but which have been arranged as qualitative data. For instance, Table 6 asks for local museum practitioners responses to the idea of giving basic curatorial training to collectors. The questions allowed for 'positive', 'negative' and 'indifferent' responses, which have been used here quantitatively. Respondents did however on many occasions, give qualitative answers such as 'fine, but who pays?'. Rather than include these in the tables themselves and disrupt their uniformity, They have been mentioned them in the discussion of the relevant questions.

Collectors and collecting methodology.

For most of 1994, regular contact was maintained with two collectors' clubs in particular, which were followed as case studies. These were firstly, The United Kingdom Spoon Collectors' Club (hereafter the UKSCC) and the Leicestershire Collectors' Club (hereafter the LCC). The UKSCC was virtually an all female organisation. The half-yearly national conference held in Reading, Berkshire was attended, as was a regional meeting in Wolverhampton. The methodology employed was participant observation and random sampling. The LCC was formed in October 1994 by a group of collectors who had exhibited at the Leicestershire People's Show that Summer. They were 'co-ordinated' by Norman Rochester, a man in his fifties and one of the exhibitors who had a background in television and theatrical design. The methodology employed was again participant observation and random sampling at the club's monthly meetings which were attended between October 1994
and August 1995. The results from the participant observation are spread throughout the study, but especially in Chapter Five.

The information on individual collectors referred to in the text has been derived from a variety of sources, namely: reportage, television, radio, interview, conversation and participant observation. Other than Robert Opie whose inclusion it was felt necessary to explain, the collectors below are those actually spoken to and observed. Those not cited in the public domain, have been given pseudonyms. For references on the other collectors, see the references provided.

The sources for the individual collectors cited in Chapter Five are as follows: Robert Opie is widely interviewed and a thorough example is to be found in Elsner and Cardinal (1994). This along with a Sunday colour supplement article formed the basis of the material used. Three collectors, Tony, Anita and Gloria were all respondents to an open letter, similar to the one reproduced below, which appeared in The Badger, newsletter of the Badge Collectors’ Circle, in January 1994. In Tony’s case, he asked that he be provided with written questions on which information was requested. These were similar to those contained in the letter below. Thus, the source for Tony’s information is oral testimony, from an hour long cassette tape. Anita and Gloria both wrote detailing their collecting interests and other information in a number of letters over the following few months.

Gregory, is a personal friend and he was asked questions during casual conversation which he was very willing to answer. Interestingly, he confessed that it was the first time he had talked about some things in many years and had never really thought about relating his collecting interests to the paucity of his childhood. Notes were taken both during and after our conversation. John was contacted because of the sheer enormity of his collection. He replied enclosing numerous local newspaper cuttings detailing his displays and accumulations and seemed very happy and proud of his fame. He maintains contacts with spoon clubs around the world and initiates correspondence daily. A picture was built from his letter, the cuttings and conversations with other collectors who knew him. Jenny, Mark, Don, Helga and Joan were all speakers at (and members of) the LCC. Norman is the founder of the LCC and was very co-operative and always ready to talk and answer questions in person, by letter and over the ‘phone. The information related in connection with their collecting was derived from
participant observation. Vince was an exhibitor at the Collectormania exhibition in 1995. He was not originally a member of the LCC, but worked for the Guildhall where the exhibition was held. His collection of RAF uniforms was included as a consequence. Graham is also a member of the LCC and was interviewed at the Collectormania exhibition.

Dick, Andy and Malcolm (pseudonyms) are all dealers and traders on collectors' markets. Three consecutive Saturday mornings were spent in participant observation on their stalls in 1995. The information used is based on observation and conversation with them over this period.

A certain amount of personal correspondence with club members was entered into, often after a list of questions in the clubs journal had been published, with the aim of a general response. This was not entered into to prove any particular point, but in order to elicit as many opinions as possible. The following example was published in Spoonerama, the journal of the UKSCC in 1994. Frequent enquiries to the clubs were met with enthusiasm and co-operation.

Spoon Fed?

Collectors Museums and People's Shows

Hello and greetings to all spooners! My name is Paul Martin and I am a Ph.D. student at the Department of Museum Studies at the University of Leicester. Doing what you might ask and why are you taking up space in Spoonerama? Well, I'm researching the extent and diversity of what people collect in Britain today which includes spoons of course. I am interested in the ways collectors' clubs such as the UKSCC can be of use to museums and visa-versa. Collectors often have special and extensive knowledge of their chosen subject which museum staff do not and which could prove valuable to museums when they are formulating collecting and exhibition policy. Similarly, professional museum staff have training in areas such as conservation which could be of use to collectors. My aim is to bring museums and collectors (through their clubs) closer together.

The increasing demand on museum storage space and the squeeze on their funding by hard pressed local authorities means that acquisitions by museums are at an all-time low. It is my contention that interested collectors (there may be some amongst you who are active in museum friends groups?) could gain by a day or weekend course in basic curatorial practice. It would surely be useful for UKSCC members to know which museums hold collections of spoons and for museums to be able to make appeals for loans of specific types of spoons for temporary display or exhibition. These are areas where there needs to be more parity between museums and collectors.
One way in which this is beginning to happen is through the medium of ‘the People’s Show’. A People’s Show is an exhibition of various collections belonging to private individuals displayed collectively in a museum. These were pioneered at Walsall Museum in 1990 and there is currently one at Manchester’s Museum of Science and Industry. There is one planned for the Museum of London as part of which I will be conducting a talk on July 1st at 1.10pm in the museum entitled: ‘I Simply Must Have It: Popular collecting and Museums’. Anyone able to attend is most welcome.

I would be grateful to any members of the UKSCC who would be willing to answer a few questions for me which would help me with my research, as follows:

How long have you been collecting spoons and do you collect anything else (or have you in the past?)

Why do you collect?

Where would you like to see your collection ending up (e.g. in a museum, passed on through the family etc.)?

What does being a member mean to you (and do you belong to any other clubs)?

Your co-operation would be very much appreciated and whilst on the subject of co-operation, I would like to take this opportunity to thank Mrs. Lilian Edgar for all the help she has given me with my research so far. It has been invaluable. Finally, I intend to be present at the half-yearly meeting in Reading in May as an observer. I would very much value meeting and talking with UKSCC members at this time to discuss their interests and collections etc. So hopefully I will see you there. Happy spooning!

The letter resulted in twenty useful replies which have been drawn on and incorporated into Chapter Six. A similar letter was also published in The Badger, the newsletter of the Badge Collectors’ Circle in January 1994 as noted above. The warmth of most of the responses and the enthusiasm of the respondents seem to support the assertion that the collectors’ club serves as a surrogate family in many cases.
APPENDIX THREE

COLLECTORS' CLUB JOURNALS, NEWSLETTERS AND MAGAZINES

In order to obtain an overview of collectors' club organisation, requests were made to all collectors' clubs that could be identified for sample copies of their journal or newsletter. There were forty eight replies. From these samples a larger picture was gained of collectors' club organisation and concerns. The source of most of the contact addresses for these clubs can be found in Hoole (1993). There was also a number of additional clubs found in Henderson and Henderson (1994). Where the title of the publication is not necessarily indicative of the organisation, the name of the publishing organisation and where necessary, a description of the subject collected have been included.

The following periodicals published by collectors' clubs themselves were consulted for contextual analysis and comparison. It was partly from studying these journals that the concept of the club as an alternative society or environment evolved. The nature of the journals varies from duplicated news sheet to the professionally or desk top published magazine. In general, half the contents comprise news on the availability of, and information on, new issues of the items collected and auction and sales lists of objects under offer, usually from club members. In this sense there is an incorporation of a profane environment, but presumably because it emanates from the club membership it is regarded as legitimate. Seemingly, accepted and acknowledged prices are asked, rather than speculative ones. The other half of the contents are usually comprised of articles by and letters from the members on the objects collected. In this context, there is no mention of costs or accepted prices to be paid for the objects. There are common and accepted prices paid by collectors, even in the absence of price guides, but they are seldom mentioned within the journals, they are more often discussed at meetings.
The Badger (Badge Collectors' Circle)
Bearings (British Teddy Bear Association)
Beer Can News
Bill's Bulletin (International Bowls Badge Collectors’ Club)
The Boutonneur (Buttonhook Society)
British Beermat Magazine
British Matchbox Label And Booklet Society Newsletter
Button Lines (British Button Society)
Cartophilic Notes And News (Cartophilic Society - Trade card collectors)
The Cigarette Packet
Cirplan (Society of Cirplanologists - Methodist preacher's circuit routes)
C.J Publications Catalogue Of Reference Books And Comic Indexes (Assn. of Comic Enthusiasts)
Collectible World News
Collecting Now (Leicestershire Collectors’ Club)
The Crested Circle (crested china)
Cricket Memorabilia Society Magazine
Egg Cup World (Egg Cup Collectors’ Club of G.B)
The Finial (Silver Spoon Collectors’ Club)
Association Of Football League Badge Collectors’ Badge Directory
Association Of Football Statisticians Report
Goss And Crested China Club Monthly Catalogue
The Gosshawk (Goss Collectors’ Club)
The Hornby Railway Collector
The Labologists Society Newsletter (International Label Collectors’ Society)
Land Of Legend Chronicle (Collectible World Studios)
Letterbox Study Group Newsletter
Life's A Hoot (International Owl Collectors’ Club)
Lledo Collector (Lledo Collectors’ Club - model vehicles)
Mauchelineware Collectors’ Club Newsletter
Mini-Bottle Starter Pack (Mini-Bottle Collectors’ Club)
New Golly Collectors’ Club
The Pewter Society Newsletter
Photographic Collectors’ Compendium (Photographic Collectors’ Club of G.B)
Piggin News (Collectible World Studios)
Plastics Historical Society Newsletter (monthly)
The Plastiquarian (Plastics Historical Society quarterly journal)
Pocket Dragon Gazette (Collectible World Studios)
Rugby League Collectors’ Federation Member's Booklet And Catalogue
Spoonerama (United Kingdom Spoon Collectors’ Club)
Thimble Society of London Magazine
Through The Green (British Golf Collectors’ Society)
Tie-Tack Directory (Police Insignia Collectors’ Association)
Trade Union Badge Collector's Newsletter
Train Collectors' Society News
Transport Ticket Society Journal
Trix Twin Railway Collectors’ Society Gazette
What's Bottling (Association of Bottled Beer Collectors)
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